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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

/

In 18^2 Harriet Beecher Stowe published the phenomenon

which many came to look upon as the greatest of all anti-

slavery manifestoes — Uncle Tom1s Cabin. Narrating the

trials and miseries of slaves in the Deep South this book

was seized upon by northern abolitionists as a call to arms

and subsequently helped to ignite that powder box call the

Civil War (1861-1865) as much as any other single factor.

Such was the impact of this story that it has been called

"the cornerstone of American protest fiction" and even the

"Iliad of the Blacks".

But if Uncle Tom*s Cabin may be considered the Blacks'

Iliad, now in the present century, almost one hundred and

twenty years later, Alex Haley has written their Odyssey:

seven generations of a Black family's struggle to survive

in an ever hostile environment chronicled in Roots. The

importance of this book lies not so much in the genius of

its conception as in the response it provides to a socio¬

logical need present in the modern American Black for greater

understanding and wider recognition that the very peculiar

circumstances under which he has labored for over two hundred



2.

years give him a very particular outlook uncomparable to

any other minority group in the United States — perhaps

in the world. Like Stowe's novel one hundred years before,

Roots grew from seeds that had fallen on very fertile soil.

That this saga helps fill in the gap lift in the Black

identity by "the fact that preponderantly the histories
L

(of the world) have been written by the winners" of itself

justifies an analysis of its language not only in terms of

the levels found therein, but also in terms of further healing

the breach that still exists between white America and its

largest minority group. Understanding the historical impli¬

cations of Roots and the conditions under which Black English

was consolidated goes a long way towards comprehending the

bases of the language itself. For, as Morúo. Pei has said,

"the meanings of all the utterances of a linguistic community

...include the total experience of that community: art,

science, practical occupations, amusements, personal and
2.

family life."

"An individual's language is intricately bound up with
3.

his or her sense of identity and group consciousness",

writes Geneva Smitherman in her book Talkin' and Testifyin',

and by explaining much of the make-up of this group conscious-

ness, Roots further cements Black identity providing a few

possible links of the many that were broken in the Black

historical chain.

But the importance of Roots linguistically speaking



transcends its tormenting greater solidarity among Blacks

to the more urgent social problem of functioning in a white

society, "Words fi4? into a total symbolic and cultural sys¬

tem and can only be decoded within the context of that system

Much of black-white communication interference stems from

lack of this kind of perspective on communication," The

case pleaded, then, by Roots to whites deals with a funda¬

mental revision of attitude based on understanding hence

denied to many of both races.

As Herbert Agar wrote in the New Statesman of August 8,

1931,

A man's language is his very soul. It is his
thoughts and almost all his consciousness. Laugh
at a man's language, and you have laughed at the
man himself in the most inclusive sense. * 5-

Agar here was defedning the American language from attack

by British purists but the application is universal and

particularly appropriate to the case at hand. It implies

by extension an acceptance of Black language as a valid

response to the very particular circumstances of Blacks

in the United States (as is defended below) as a basis for

erradicating part of the barricade impeding communication

between the two races. In a discussion precisely of Black

English James L. Collins wrote in the November 1979 edition

of the English Journal;

My argument that problems of meaning take
precedence over problems of wording is based
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primarily on the recognition that language is
a very personal possession. It is intimately
and inextricably connected to a person's self-
esteem. 6.

The problem stems not only from the verbal represen¬

tation of that language but from a fundamental misunder¬

standing of the mentality behind it. Geoffrey Grigson re¬

cognized this type problem when he discussed the differen¬

tiation of American and British English not only in terms

of the language per se but on wider cultural grounds:

Those who have had to do with Americans will
not mistake them for our intimate cousins, our
near psychic relations. They are linked to us
by many strands of sympathy, but they are a dif¬
ferent people, or a number of different peoples.
Their language, their real literature — witness
Poe, Hawthorne, Melville, James, Ransom, Macleish,
Hemingway — are different; and one might say even
that the more they are English the more they are
alien. The New Englander, for example, feels and
thinks differently; his communal, political, and
personal "mythology" — to use a convenient word
for those bodies of fiction and "belief" which
unite each social entity — differentiates him
completely from an Englishman. I an not sure,.in
fact, that we cannot more easily get to understand
the soul of Frenchman, Italian, German, Spaniard
even. After all, we belong geographically and
spiritually to the European culture "bloc". 7-

Even though Black and white Americans use the same

language (more or less) it is a mistake to assume that they

belong to the same "culture bloc" or that the manifestations

of their language rest on the same mentality. Perception

of the world and consequently the linquistic ordering of

that world ie founded on experience — of the individual
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and of the mass — and the Black experience coincides

only to a minimum degree with that of white America.

The fundamental misinterpretation of Black mentality

by whites may be eloquently illustrated by the example of

one word. H. L. Mencken mentions the use of "ofay" as a

Black term for a white person which was previously in use
8.

in the Black press of the United States though in a later

footnote he specifies that this use was confined to the

sofisticates. He discusses the word in a section dealing

with foreign influences on the American language, hypothe¬

sizing that it may have come from the French "au fait" which

signifies "mastery". "Its popularity", he continues, "I

suspect is at least partly due to its brevity, which makes

it a good headline word." Its popularity, Mr. Mencken, is

more probably due to the fact that this code word has suc¬

cessfully managed to escape decoding by such eminent philo-

logians as yourself. Is it really conceivable that a people

so put down for centuries as inferior would continue to

refer to their white oppressor by any term that conjured

up ideas of slavery? And by sophisticates no less!

Smitherman explains the word as being simple pig-latin;
10.

its root word — "foe".

Perhaps recognition of basic cultural differences

between Black and white Americans has been slow in coming

because, after all, both the native land and language are

"the same". Although numerous social critics have pointed



out the status of Blacks as "second-class citizens", few

have ever admitted that the conditions under which Blacks

were brought into the country and their subsequent inferior

status might entitle their language to the same considera¬

tion that Americans demanded of the British. Apparently

the slave experience together with all African heritage

is supposed to have been miraculously erased from the Black

mind. Indeed, it is a remarkable feat of linguistic reasearch

that allows H. L. Mencken to affirm that "the native languages

of the Negro slaves, rather curiously, seem to have left

few marks upon American...The early slaves, of course, re¬

tained many words and phrases from their native language,

but they have all disappeared from the speech of their des-

cendents today, save for a few surviving in the Gullah dia-
11.

lect of the South Carolina coast." So curious is this

fact, indeed, that it simply is not true. Black linguist

Lorenzo Turner, in a fifteen year study of the Gullah dia¬

lect found not only "fundamental African survivals in sound

and syntax but nearly 6,000 West African words used in per¬

sonal names and nicknames, in songs and stories, as well as

everyday "conversation," and (white) British linguist David

Dalby added to Turner1s list by citing over eighty words

of general American usage (not personal names) that were
12.

borrowings from African languages. Even the "typically

American" expression "okay" Smitherman cites as coming from

the African languages, both in the sense of "all right" as
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well as of "after that", used to connect sentences in a

narrative sequence. The base word in African here is "kay",

meaning "yes", "of course", "indeed" as in ,rwaw kay/waw ke"

from the language of the Wolof tribe, "o-ke" from the Man-

dingo, and "eeyi kay" from the Fula. The meaning "after

that" compares with the Mandingo "o-ke-len", literally
13.

"that being done". • Mencken, on the other hand, lists

no fewer than ten possible origins for the expression —
14.

but no mention" is made of this African possibility.

That more of the West African languages did not sur¬

vive in America was not because English was inherently

superior but rather because the various tribes were prupose-

ly scrambled to avoid any possible communication in any

language other than English. This practice gave rise to

the coding and double talk mentioned above and discussed

more fully in the analysis of vacabulary and semantics.

Even so, the present paper adheres to the thesis that

"contemporary Black English looks back to an African

linguistic tradition which was modified on American soil",

and that the basic differences in the "mythology" of Blacks

entitle their language to be considered as its own norm,

free from the linguistic prejudice of the white superiority

complex.

A linguistic analysis of Roots, then, discovers not

only four different levels of white English but four of

Black English as well and apparently, with the exception
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of a few features to be pointed out, justifies the book's

presentation of the social stratification present in the

United States of the last century (and modern day to some

extent) as being fairly faithful to the facts — at least

linguistically speaking. As Mario Pei has said,

There is no doubt that language definitely
forms a part of the group's cultural conscious¬
ness. The distinction between one group and
other groups is often at least outwardly based
on language. 16.
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CHAPTER II

METHODOLOGY

I. THE QUESTION OF STANDARD/NONSTANDARD ENGLISH

Any linguistic analysis determined to discern the

various levels of language present in a certain text must

of necessity establish the norm by which those levels are

to be judged. The differentiation of standard and nonstan¬

dard language, however, takes on new diminsions when 1) stan

dard English varies from one side of the Atlantic to the

other, 2) the standard varies from one century to the next,

and 3) the information available as to the standard language

of the last century is at best sketchy. The standard/non-

standard argument is also obscrued by the historical social

confrontation of Blacks and whites in the United States.

As David Eskey has said,

Just as uniformed attacks on nonstandard English
as primitive, illogical, or intellectually defective
have no basis in fact, so half-informed attacks on
the standard dialect as a ruling class conspiracy
against the down-trodden have less to do with lin¬
guistics than with politics, 1.

a stand that has been echoed by Geneva Smitherman:
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While much of the contemporary sound and fury
on "nonstandard" speech focuses on the linguistic
behavior of the largest minority group (blacks),
traditionally there has always been a significant
social dimension undergirding the racial component
which throws the whole question of standard-non-
standard English into a wider realm ultimately
affecting whites as well. 2.

That this social dimension has been foremost in the

majority of previous analyses of Black language is apparent

in a 196$ article by Green, a Black educator, who stated

that,

It is the corrupt and illiterate speech, not
the skin coloring vlich will be the chief reminder
of the slave inheritance and American ghettoes
which are associated with the Negro...His dialect
reminds his listener that he is the descendent of
slaves, his speech an anachronism hanging on from
the plantation life in the pre-Civil War days, $.

or again in a 1973 article by a white professor denouncing
4.

Black English as "the shuffling speech of slavery".

But the social dimension which has interferred with

a clear-minded descriptive analysis of Black English was

also apparent in the verbal war that raged back and forth

across the Atlantic for decades over whether or not Ameri¬

can English should be considered in its own right and not

just as a corruption of the mother tongue. Many of the

important writers of the last century pointed out the dam¬

age done by the misrepresentation of America and her language

to the British. In 1820, Washington Irving wrote:
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It is with feelings of deep regret that I observe
the literary animosity daily growing up between Eng¬
land and America...There is no people concerning
whom the great mass of the British public have less
pure information, or entertain more numerous pre¬
judices. 5-

H.L. Mencken also bears witness to this situation in

his brilliant documentation of the subject in The American

Language. He quotes, for example, the Very Rev. Henry Alford,

D. D., dean of Canterbury who in 1865 printed his "Plea for

the Queen's English":

Look at the process of deterioration which our
Queen's English has undergone at the hands of the
Americans. Look at those phrases which so amuse
us in their speech and books; at their reckless
exaggeration and contempt for congruitt, and then
compare the character and history of the nation —
its blunted sense of moral obligation and duty to
man; its open disregard of conventional right when
aggrandisement is to be obtained; and I many now
say, its reckless and fruitless maintenance of the
most cruel and unprincipled war in the history of
the world. 6.

On the other side of the ocean there have always been

movements advocating more faithful adherence to the mother

tongue especially at the beginning of the young republic.

This was logical then because even despite Noah Webster's

patriotic effort to Americanize the language the masses,

"particularly the masses who had been colonials...were,

it must be confessed, still cultural, if not political,
7-

colonials." But even as late as 1925 anglomaniacs such

as Dr. Henry van Dyke denounced "the slovenly way" in which
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English was spoken in America. Such "lazy, unintelligible,
8.

syncopated speech is like a dirty face." (The comparison

of this statement with a twentieth-century writer's refer¬

ence to Gullah speech as a "slovenly" approximation of Eng¬

lish, issuing forth from "clumsy, jungle tongues and thick
9.

lips" is striking.) This reverence for British English

may be partially explained by Erantz Fanon's concept of

the "colonized mentality": "The fact that America was once

a colony of England goes a long way towards explaining why

British English still commands such great prestige in America
— despite the real communication barrier it poses for most

10.
Americans."

Mainly, however, the American language has been defended

as a logical evolution founded on the unique experience of

its people in their task of creating a new kind of social

order. Writes Mencken,

...Of the intrinsic differences that separate
American from English the chief have their roots
in the obvious disparity between the environment
and traditions of the American people since the
Seventeenth Century and those of the English. The
latter have lived under a relatively stable social
order, and it has impressed upon their souls their
characteristic respect for what is customary and of
good report. Until World War brought chaos to most
of their institutions, their whole lives were reg¬
ulated, perhaps more than those of any other people
save the Spaniards, by a regard for precedent. The
Americans, though partly of the same blood, have
felt no such restraint, and acquired no such habit
of conformity. On the contrary, they have plunged
to the other extreme, for the conditions of life in
their country have put a high value upon the precisely
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opposite qualities of curiosity and daring, and
so they have acquired that character of restless¬
ness, that impatience of forms, that disdain of
the dead hand, which now broadly marks them, 11,

Mencken, who was subsequently discredited by formal linguists

in his hypothesis that the American Language was different

from English, has more recently found his theory reinstated

to some extent by J, L. Dillard who extends discussion of

American much beyond the basic tenets of his predecessor:

Mencken, who lacked even the rudimentary linguis¬
tic training available in the universities of his
own day, was at ease with no phase of language ex¬
cept lexicon. All that he was really equipped to
do to prove that "the American Language" was dif¬
ferent from English was to show that its vocabulary
was different. He therefore presented a vast amount
of data on the influence of immigrants* languages
and other foreign languages on the lexicon of Ameri¬
can English. Those who came after him were, in a
shallow sense, more sophisticated linguistically;
they assumed that Mencken had been factually right,
but theoretically wrong. They further assumed that
he had exhausted the evidence (which was concerned
almost exclusively with vocabulary). Aside from
the inevitable lip service to the migration of Brit¬
ish "regional" dialects, they often concerned them¬
selves almost exclusively with putting Mencken's
data into what they conceived as a more professional
framework. But his academic limitations aside,
Mencken had sounder and deeper insights than most
of those who followed him knew, and his initial in¬
sights are worth a great deal more than the value
now generally assigned to them. 12.

If the American experience, then, is basis enough for

such a marked variation from its original source, can the

recognition of the Black experience so eloquently presented

in Roots as just as unique be very far behind? Perhaps
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simple ignorance of the fundamental puestion is responsible

for the large amount of misinterpretation that is continually

present in discussions of Black English. Indeed, one of

the most incredible features of Mr. Mencken's exhaustive

study of the American language is that any serious consi¬

deration of Black language stands out in its very absence.

In the Appendix of The American Language dealing with non-

English Dialects in America, all conceivable dialects found

in the country are discussed to varying lengths (including

one page dedicated to Gypsy) but no mention is made what¬

soever of any African influence in spite of the fact that

the importance of the Black population in the United States

is made quite evident if only by their sheer numbers and

skin hue.

Blacks in Mencken's work are dismissed as speaking

the same vernacular as whites of similar education in a

given locality, or what is worse, as capitalizing on "a

conventionalized Negro dialect...launched by the minstrel
13.

shows of the past generation." True, Mencken quotes Walt

Whitman's visionary hypothesis:

The nigger dialect has hints of the future
theory of the modification of all the words of
the English language, for musical purposes, for
a native grand opera in America, leaving the
words just as they are for writing and speaking,
but the same words so modified as to answer per¬
fectly for musical purposes on grand and simple
principles; 11.
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but he follows it with the rather gratuitous remark that

"it is not certain that Walt knew precisely what he was

talking about." It is more probable that Mr. Mencken sim¬

ply did not understand what poet Eugene Redmond calls the

"songified" Pattern of Black English nor the succintness
15.

in which "the beauty and power of the idiom lies."

It may be that such an obvious gap is due to the fact

that Mencken compiled his book before any Black concious-

ness had been consolidated, although surely by 1965 (the

date of the printing at hand), the civil rights movement

had thrown the plight of the Afro-American into the fore¬

ground. Perhaps the movement in that decade was still fo¬

cusing on integrating Blacks into the white mainstream and

all idiosyncrasy was being played down in an effort to "e-

quate" blacks and whites and break down existing racial

barriers. Moreover, "since the Civil War and in the twen¬

tieth century especially, upward mobility for Black Ameri¬

cans has come to mean the eradication of black language

(and black culture) and the adoption of the linguistic norms
16.

of the white middle class." Perkins cooroborated this

view in her 1971 Doctoral thesis:

Until recently the Negro dialect received lit¬
tle attention from linguists. Perhaps there were
several reasons for this neglect. Stewart (1969)
conjectured that linguists considered nonstandard
speech less worthy of interest and study than va¬
rieties of speech with high prestige and social
acceptability, a position which was re-inforced
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by the Negro's desire to be identified with white
Americans. Another contributing factor was res¬
pect for the Negroes themselves and for their sen¬
sitivity about any public focus on Negro behavior
which might encourage old stereotypes about the
American Negro. None of these reasons, however,
were sufficient to discourage an examination of
what has come to be called Black English or the
nonstandard Negro dialect. 17.

Even so, from a linguistic standpoint, it is remarkable

that such a pungent variation of English should not only

survive but thrive in the midst of Standard American in

the first half of this century without calling much atten¬

tion to itself.

When linguists finally got around to observing the

differentiating features of Black English and interest was

stirred as to their origin, two traditions sprang up from

the dilema: one based on a British origin and the other

based on a Creole origin. The former of the two is exem-

plfied by a statement of Cleanth Brooks, Jr., of Lousiana

State University, who said:

In almost every case, the specifically Negro
forms turn out to be older English forms which the
Negro must have taken originally from the white
man, and which he has retained after the white man
has begun to lose them. 18.

But Dillard argues for the Creole tradition implying that

the social dimension remarked upon above is really the only

evidence supporting the British-based tradition:

The internal reconstructive tradition in linguis¬
tics has always insisted that a much heavier propor-
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tion of British "regional" dialect was retained
in the speech of American Blacks than in any oth¬
er dialect of American English. This is, on the
face of it, absurd. It says, in effect, that the
population group whose ancestors had the least his¬
tory of residence in the British Isles must be con¬
sidered the "most British" of all the population
groups in the United States (and, as it happens,
of the West Indies)...

Linguists have felt it especially necessary to
reject the possibility of any kind of inluence from
outside the Indo-European group of languages —
and to avoid the shadow of a possibility of any
African influence, the reconstructive tradition
desperately neede to deny the spread of Creoles
in the continental United States, even at the cost
of ex post facto historical, formulations.

The explanations of the mechanisms by which Brit¬
ish "regionalisms" could have been transmitted to
West Africans who had never been in or near those
regions are extremely vague. The transmission is
simply assumed to have taken place even though it
is well known that the Black fieldhand group was
segregated and treated almost like an untouchable
caste by whites and Black house servants alike. 19»

Such (white) descriptive analyses as have been ef¬

fectuated, however, take a rather patronizing view of Black

English as a substandard form of American English more close¬

ly related to inferior social status than to any cultural

differentiation. In 1967, the National Council of Teachers

of English issued the following statement on nonstandard

dialects:

The concern...is not for dialect differences
that distinguish one educated native speaker of
American English from another, but for those which
mark — or are taken to mark — one social class
from another. These are the linguistic features
which can close off casual conversation among stran¬
gers, which terminate job interviews, which even
on the telephone evoke a statement that an apartment
advertised as vacant was rented earlier that day. 20
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But that same year Dillard began weeding through the

social aspects of Black language to focus on the main

problem:

The issue comes almost to a direct confrontation:
Are the admitted differences between the speech of
American Negroes and American whites traceable to
selective cultural differentiation or to some other
factor? 21.

Although he initially rejected any selective cultural dif¬

ferentiation, in 1972 Dillard documented the process by

which the so-called "Maritime Pidgin English", transmitted

to West Africans in the slave trade and "heavily influenced

by West African languages, became the English Creole of
22.

the plantations from Nova Scotia to Surinam." The book

he wrote presenting this thesis, Black English, was widely

hailed as a landmark in linguistic studies.

Smitherman corroborates Dillard's discussion of Black

English (see below) further documenting the aspects of Af¬

rican culture which would influence the language in all

areas: phonology, morpho-syntaxis, semantics, and style.

Thus, Haley's emphasis on the African tradition as histori¬

cal background for his characters and for the American Black

in general also takes on a linguistic dimension. Although

the dialogue therein is necessarily a translation-interpre¬

tation written in English and as such is not subject to

morpho-syntactical or phonological analysis, its implica¬

tions as to the influence of West African style, perception,
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sense of values and prerogatives seem to give more weight

to Dillard's and Smitherman's evaluation of the effects of

African culture on Black English than to other linguists'

white-standard-based analyses of the language. It must be

pointed out, nevertheless, that Haley seemingly capitulates

to the white vision of Black language as substandard when

in Chapter 117 (text 13) he has Bertha chide her parents

for not using "correct English".

Even though some linguists of the standard white view

"agreed that no one speech form and no linguistic markers
23.

were common to all Negro people", others have "observed

striking similarities between nonstandard Negro dialect
24.

throughout the nation in large cities." The latter view

is substantiated by Dillard in Black English who manifests

that the majority of Blacks use a rather complicated system

of grammar and syntax peculiar to their race. Smitherman

supports his findings in her own analysis of Black English

features affirming that they are used "by 80% to 90% of
23.

American Blacks, at least some of the time." This opens

up discussion on whether these features should be considered

as dialectal or as comprising a Black standard.

If, as Pei says, dialects are local speech forms used
26.

over extensive areas, then a description of American dia¬

lects "based on disimilarities of speech sounds, vocabulary

and grammar" and dividing the country into Northern, Mid-
27.

land, and Southern dialects seems to fulfill the definition.
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But as Dillard and Smitherman have stated, Black English

eludes localization in terms of morpho-syntaxis and phonol¬

ogy i though logically those Blacks living in the regions

described above will participate in the dialectal variations

common to white speakers. With respect to semantics Black

English uses terminology which is understood by Blacks in

all parts of the country but frequently totally unintelli¬

gible to whites:

Black vocabulary cuts across generational, sexual,
educational and occupational lines. Most segments
of the black community use some, if not all, of the
terms from the black lexicon, at one time or another.
And certainly most black folk, because they reside
in the black community, come into contact with Black
Semantics, and if not ready users, can immediately
understand the terms (as opposed to whites, to whom
the lingo is "foreign" unless or until it hits the
mainstream). While subsets within the black com¬
munity use some terms that represent the special
jargon of their group, most of the different seman¬
tic concepts simply represent variations on the
theme of the fundamental historical and descriptive
principles outlined here... 28.

Though Black Semantic terms may vary somewhat
from region to region and to some extent within
subgroups in the black community, the Afro-American's
intuitive knowledge of Black Semantics, coupled with
his or her participation in the common black experi¬
ence, enables that person to interpret or translate
any words, expressions, and idioms not heard before.
Thus, blacks from one community have no trouble ad¬
justing to the black linguistics of another community.

29.

In addition to the localization argument, nonstandard

dialect is often distinguished from the standard by the

level of education of its speakers:
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It is not a value judgment to state that one
form of language, current throughout an entire
nation and used by the educated classes, is pref¬
erable to another, localized as to area or used
by illiterate or semiliterate speakers. 30.

Thus, a single dialect is purported to have at
least two layers: standard and nonstandard. The
standard is spoken by the well educated in the com¬
munity; the nonstandard is generally associated
with the poorly educated and calls attention to
itself because of its deviations from the standard.

31.

But this criteria once again falls short in an evaluation

of Black English for,

although nonstandard dislects are frequently as¬
sociated with illiteracy and lack of formal edu¬
cation, this situation may not necessarily be the
case. Those who were brought up in segregated so¬
cieties and who have had few opportunities to in¬
teract in various educational and social situations
would, it seems, retain many nonstandard features
even through college, especially if they attended
a segregated college. Indeed, Labov made such an
observation. 32.

On the other hand, Black English cannot be eschewed

as nonstandard on the grounds that

in our society all social groups share the same
set of norms in correct and public language. Rad¬
ical and revolutionary figures do not use nonstan¬
dard grammar in public and in print...The leaders
of the Black Nationalist Movement among the Negro
people do not use nonstandard Negro English in thei
public speeches. Their grammar is essentially stan
dard. 33»

This evaluation is correct only if these leaders' public
34.

speeches are directed at white America; if the Black com¬

munity is expected to be moved by their words, exactly the
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opposite is true:

Historically, black speech has been demanded
of those who wich to retain close affinities with
the black community, and intrusions of White Eng¬
lish are likely to be frowned upon and any black
users thereof promptly ostracized by the group. 35»

Since the Black community exacts Black speech from any who

would be counted among its members, using white English in

a Black situation is viewed as a "cop-out" — it has little

or nothing to do with the education of the speaker. What

is more, problems may arise when Black oratory directed at

a Black audience is picked up and subsequently misinterpreted

by whites, as is illustrated in the following example:

"Sellin woof (wolf) tickets" (sometimes just
plain "woofin") refers to the kind of strong lan¬
guage which is purely idle boasting. However, to
whites, this bad talk is nearly always taken for
the real thing. Such communication interference
can lead to tragic consequences, as for instance,
the physical attacks and social repression suffered
by Black spokesmen of the 1960's, such as the Black
Panthers. "Death to the racist exploiters!" "Off
the pigs!" The white folks thought the Bloods was
not playin and launched an all-out military campaign
against them. The whites was not hip to braggadocio
and woof tickets; at any rate, they wasn't buyin
none. 36.

On the one hand, the traditional definition of "dia¬

lect" as localized speech is confused by the inclusion of

Black English since its features are shown to be just as

national as standard American. On the other, the argument

that some dialects are inferior to standard becuase of in¬

ferior education proves also to be inaplicable to the Black
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language. Even Charles C, Fries' widely accepted defini¬

tion of standard English —

Standard English...is the peculiar type of
English which is used to conduct the important
affairs of our people. It is also the type of
English used by the socially acceptable of most
of our communities and insofar as that is true,
it has become a social or class dialect of the
United States. 57.

— considered by many as valid since it is not "prescrip¬

tive" but rather emphasizes "social acceptability") is ob¬

scured by the fact that social acceptability among Blacks

means Black — not white — English. As Hall has said,

The social acceptability, and hence "correct¬
ness", of any form or word is determined, not by
reason or logic or merit, but solely by the hear¬
er's emotional attitude towards it — and emotion¬
al attitudes naturally differ from person to per¬
son, from group to group, from social class to so¬
cial class...It can be just as much of a "faux pas"
to say "I saw him", where your hearer expects and
wants "I seen him". 38.

The traditional differentiation of standard/nonstandard

language, then, does not stand up very well when applied to

discussion of Black English, so returning the crux of the

problem to the social considerations mentioned at the be¬

ginning of this discussion. In a nutshell, "White America

has insisted upon White English as the price of admission
39.

into its economic and social mainstream." In illustration

of this fact Smitherman quotes one educator as saying that
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undemocratic and unfair as it may seem, the
fact is that standard English is "front door"
English...The student needs to understand that
a command of standard English is vital to any
American (particularly any "minority group" Am¬
erican) who aims to associate with speakers of
the standard dialect on anything like an equal
footing,

and then aptly remarks that "its underlying insidious mes¬

sage is that though all dialects are equal, some are more

equal than others."

Basically, then, the problem with Black English really

has less to do with the standard/nonstandard question than

with simple economics. In 1940 Charles C. Fries wrote that

our public schools have therefore held to the
ideal that every boy and girl should be so e-
quipped that he shall not be handicapped in his
struggle for social progress and recognition, and
that he may rise to the highest positions. In the
matter of the English languqp it is clear that any¬
one who cannot use the language habits in which
the major affairs of the country are conducted,
the language habits of the socially acceptable of
most of our communities, would have a serious handi
c ap. 41.

This attitude has apparently prevailed to more modern dis¬

cussions of teaching English to "nonstandard" speakers for

Robert J. Hall later wrote that

from the short-run point of view, we still have
with us the fact that standard speech is regarded
as desirable and necessary by a dominant portion
of our community, and that a substandard speaker
is going to find certain doors closed against him,
certain opportunities denied him, until he acquires
standard speech-patterns. This means, first of all

40
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that we have to supply a really good motivation,
to make it palatable, to the sub-standard speaker,
in order to persuade him to want to change and a-
dapt himself to the standard. 42.

This economic "motivation" is perhaps what prompted

Black parents to say in a poll conducted by Labov in 1967

that they wanted their children to learn standard English.

The following year, however, a poll of Black students them¬

selves revealed a different attitude:

A 1968 study of the speech of inner-city black
junior high students asked the students what they
thought about their language. Most felt that the
was they spoke was "wrong", and that black people
"broke verbs", and "didn't talk right". Yet when
asked if they would change their patterns of speech,
all said, in effect, "ain no way". 44.

It is apparent here that the negative attitude of whites

toward Black English has produced a feeling of ambivalence

in the Black himself. A more recent example is provided

by James L. Collins:

Three years ago, when I was doing some reading
and thinking about dialect variation and the teach¬
ing of writing, I decided to ask a student in my
fourth period composition class to repeat a sentence
used by Labov in The Study of Nonstandard English.
The sentence was "Ask Albert if he knows how to
play ball." Before I could congratulate myself
on how much I had come to know about features of
black English, however, another black student seated
nearby added this: "Man, that's nigger English."
I asked him why he had said that; he looked at me
and smiled and went back to his work. 43.

The message here as above is that Blacks have been made to
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feel socially inferior because their language is substan¬

dard — at least in a white context.

Perhaps the terms "standard/nonstandard/substandard"

should be erased altogether from any discussion of Black

English. Perhaps the advice handed down by the late Her¬

bert Agar in his defence of American English before the

British attack could be advantageously heeded by Americans:

At any rate, when the Englishman can learn to
think of American as a language, and not merely
as a ludicrously unsuccessful attempt to speak as
he himself speaks, when he can learn to have for
American only the normal intorleance of the provin¬
cial mind for all foreign tongues, then there will
come a great improvement in Anglo-American relations

46.

If the word "American" were read "Black" and "Anglo-American

replaced by "White-Black", then perhaps racial relations

in the United States would take a turn for the better.

Current prescriptions of "right" and "wrong"...
serve only to divide our society, and to increase
further the split between upper and lower, favored
and unfavored classes — just at the time when
greater unity, not greater division, is our crying
need. 47.

Communication, of course, is based on understanding

which in a Black context means recognition of the fact that

"there are fundamental linguistic cultural differences be¬

tween Blacks and whites, and that these differences impact
48

on and often adversely affect the communications process."

Alex Haley greatly facilitates this process by providing
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extensive historical and sociocultural background for a

people whose fate has been to be perpetually misunderstood.

It seems only fair, then, in analyzing the language of Roots

to deal with the language of Haley's people on its own terms.

To that end the present paper accepts the definition

of Black English as has been summarized by Geneva Smitherman -

Black Dialect is an Africanized form of English
reflecting Black America's linguistic-cultural Af¬
rican heritage and the conditions of servitude, op¬
pression and life in America. Black Language is
Euro-American speech with an Afro-American meaning,
nuance, tone, and gesture...It has allowed blacks
to create a culture of survival' in an alien land,
and as a by-product has served to enrich the language
of all Americans. 4-9.

and analyzes the language of the Black texts presented in

the book according to what is considered to be "normal" or

"standard" in a Black context. This position of itself pre¬

sents a series of complications since the main body of Roots

occurs during the Nineteenth Century. Although Mencken

does an excellent job of documenting white English trends

in the last century, references to Black are far from con¬

clusive.

Thus we have to rely on reconstructions of black
talk based on indirect evidence, such as representa¬
tions of Black Dialect in White and Black American
literature, written reproductions of the dialect in
journals, letters and diaries by whites, and gener¬
alized commentary about slave speech, usually also
from whites. Another important source of evidence
is based on analogies of Black American speech charac¬
teristics with those of other English-based pidgins
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and creóles found in the Caribbean and in parts
of Africa. 50.

But there is much that the records do not reveal, which

at times leaves the analysis dependent on some inductive

reasoning. As a former slave once said, "Everything I tells
51.

you am the truth, but they's plenty I can't tell you."
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II. CRITERIA FOR ANALYSIS

The linguistic analysis of Alex Haley's Roots is

divided in the present paper into four main sections:

1) morpho-syntaxis, 2) phonology, 3) etimology, semantics

and style, and 4) statistical analysis. All these sections

study features in the conversation of the book's main charac¬

ters which serve to illuminate different levels of the Eng¬

lish language.

In general terms a man's speech is taken as being "char-
32.

acteristic of his social class", because

despite the fact that America in its national life
has struggled to express its belief in the essential
equality of human beings and to free the paths of
opportunity from arbitrary and artificial restraints,
there still do exist some clear differences between
the habits and practices of various social groups...
Just as the general social habits of such separated
social groups naturally show marked differences, so
their language practices inevitably vary. 33-

Therefore the linguistic samplings selected in this paper

naturally break up into a social stratification of the United

States in the last century — the closer the language is to

the British standard of English, the higher the social class

of the individual who is speaking. Thus, "Massa William

Waller", purported to be directly descended from noble Eng¬

lish lineage two generations before him, is representative

of the Southern aristocracy. His language differs from his

English counterpart, Sir Eric Russel, only in the use of
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some Americanisms which would have logically penetrated

his family's way of speaking after living in the United

States for some time. The landed gentry, then, manifests

a level of linguistic competence vastly similar to the

British standard.

The sheriff, on the other hand, is firmly entrenched

in the American tradition. He is taken to be typical of

the American middle class and his speech should reflect

many of the idiosyncracies denounced by many Britons of

the last century as "American barbarisms", but which actually

compile much of what is considered standard American today.

However, it is only natural that his language manifest to

some degree substandard traits common to the vulgate since

there is no reason to suppose that this man had access to

much formalized education. In his speech may be found those

features which H. L. Mencken cites as the "hallmarks of

American":

The characters shiefly noted in American English
by all who have discussed it are first, its general
uniformity throughout the country; second, its im¬
patient disregard for grammatical, syntactical and
phonological rule and precedent, and third, its
large capacity (distinctly greater than that of_
the English of present-day England) for taking in
new words and phrases from outside sources, and
for manufacturing them of its own materials.

Further down the social scale lies the figure of Tom

Lea, ridiculed by aristocrats and slaves alike as "poor
white trash". Born into poverty and raised in penury, this
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"po' cracker's" language seemingly approaches middle Ameri¬

can as he climbs the social ladder earning enough money

with his cockfighting to enter the "planter class". Later,

however, having lost his social position, he falls back

into the substandard language considered indicative of the

near bottom of the social strata.

Although it is true that the Blacks during the last

century formed the oppressed class of slaves and as such

hüng on the very bottom rung of the social ladder, those

particular circumstances in which their language developed

and which gave rise to a very particular form of English

also formented a linguistic stratification of the Black

population.

The slave's application of his or her intuitive
knowledge of West African rules to English helped
bridge the communications gap between slave and
master. However, the slaves also had the problem
of communicating with each other. It was the prac¬
tice of slavers to mix up Africans from different
tribes, so in any given slave community there would
be various tribal dialects such as Ibo, Yoruba,
Hausa. Even though these African language systems
shared general structural commonalities, still they
differed in vocabulary. Thus the same English-Af¬
rican language mixture that was used between slave
and master had also to be used between slave and
slave. All this notwithstanding, it is only logi¬
cal to assume that the newly arrived Africans were,
for a time at least, bilingual, having command of
both their native African tongue and the English
pidgin as well. However, there was no opportunity
to speak and thus reinforce their native language,
and as new generations of slaves were born in the
New World, the native African speech was heard and
used less and less. 33»
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The process of the "decreolization" of the Black lan¬

guage from a more Africanized form of English to a more

Americanized form divided the slave group into three levels

of competency in English: those who were new-arrivals (the

"straight-from-Africa niggers"), those native Africans who

had been living in the United States for some time, and

those who were native Americans. Since the slave trade

continued to flourish right up until 1858 (although slave

trade was outlawed in 1808 by federal legislation, the Slave
56.

Trade Act was not rigidly enforced ), this linguistic

stratification was evident until the Civil War.

On the one hand, then, the "Africanism" in Black English

was continually being reinforced by the new arrivals, but on

the other, the custom of mixing up Blacks from different

trubes so as to impede communication between Africans, as

well as the constant linguistic pressure exercised by the

oppressor class culture and language forced Blacks to use

more and more English in order to survive.

In addition to these three levels of Black English,

Beverly Tucker, a Southern woman writing in her novel The

Partisan Leader (1856), notes the difference between language

used by house slaves and field hands. Those closest to "Ole

Massa" naturally spoke a form of English closer to the Ameri¬

can Southern standard. Field hands, on the contrary, could

communicate quite freely in Black English and, it is supposed

this would be the preference on "slave row", where the impera
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tive for solidarity against the white oppressor would dic¬

tate a need to talk as "black" as possible. Then, too, it

is simply a question of numbers — the vast majority of

slaves were in the fields.

In such a sociolinguistic situation, developments
are much more likely to be internal in the isolated
group, and this is precisely what observers of the
plantation system reported — a language variety
that, although English-based in some sense, was
peculiar to the Black field hands and very dif¬
ferent from anything spoken by other groups, even
on the same plantation. 57.

The problem of considering Black English in the context

of white social stratification is aggravated by the preva¬

lence of modern Black speakers in all social strata. While

it is true that, just like those Black writers and intellec¬

tuals of the last century, Blacks who "get ahead" in modern

white society are competent in White Standard Er^-ish, most

are bidilectal and use Black — not white — English in a

Black environment.

There is a psychological factor operating here...
people tend to feel more comfortable when they can
relax and rap within the linguistic framework that
has been the dialect of their nuture, childhood,
identity and style. Hence, even when there is no
compelling social pressure to use Black English,
there may be an inner compulsion to "talk black".

58.

There is some need, then, to consider Black English

as its own standard and in the present paper, the linguis¬

tic forms studied are analyzed not only in terms of the
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white standard but also in terms of what should be expected

from Blacks in certain social contexts. To carry out this

proposition some basic research was required in what would

be considered not only standard but expected in linguistic

manifestations of both Blacks and whites in all the social

strata mentioned above.
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III. BASIC RESEARCH

A. MORPHO-SYNTAXIS AND PHONOLOGY

Analysis of the morpho-syntactical and phonological

features of the texts was based on research done in six

different areas, each representing a different approxima¬

tion to the study of the language: 1) grammar and struc¬

ture rules common to West African languages; 2) morpho-syn

tactical and phonological variants found in an analysis of

an "Uncle Remus" story written by Joel Changler Harris ca.

1880; 3) features of modern Black English studied as a non

standard dialect from the standpoint of a white English

standard; 4-) features of modern Black English studied in

its own right; 3) characteristics of standard American

(white) English; and 6) features of the American vulgate,

unspecified as to race.

1) WEST AFRICAN LANGUAGES

Anyone teaching language to foreign students is im¬

mediately impressed with the carry-over of morpho-syntac¬

tical and phonological features from the native language

into the new medium. The vocabulary of the new language

is relatively easy to learn, but it would be safe to say
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that in beginning to master a second language all learners

automatically "attempt to fit the words and sounds of the

new language into the basic idiomatic mold and structure
59.

of their native tongue." In the same way basic phonolo¬

gical features also interfer with the new pronunciation

required by the second language.

In general, adult speakers of any language can
hear and imitate without special training only those
phonemic distinctions which their own language has
taught them to be attentive to; inorder to hear
and make unfamiliar phonemic distinctions, we nor¬
mally need to have our attention specially called
to them and often have to be carefully instructed
in the means of producing them. 60.

How much more acute are these basic tendencies in the

case of the Black slave torn from his own homeland and set

in a totally strange and, for him, unfathomable linguistic

environment without the benefit of any specific linguistic

instruction. To affirm as did linguist Geroge Philip Krapp

in his 1929 English Language in America that "not a single

detail of Negro pronunciation of Negro syntax can be proved
61.

to have any other than an English origin" is to assume

that the newly arrived Africans either had no language of

their own or arrived in the United States as infants —

neither of which is the case. It would seem obvious, there¬

fore, that the West African languages have some bearing on

Black English and that such a premise warrants considera¬

tion in the present analysis.
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In Talkin' and Testifyin', Geneva Smithernam lists

six rules for morpho-syntaxis common to West African lan¬

guages which were early applied to the English the slaves

learned: 1) the noun subject is repeated with a pronoun

in apposition; 2) the noun form is identical in singular

and plural; 3) the verb form is the same for all subjects;

4) questions are formed without inversion, without auxilia¬

ries; 3) there is no tense indicated in the verb; the empha¬

sis is on the manner or aspect of the action; and 6) the

copula verb may be omitted.

In addition, Smitherman offers four "sound rules" for

all West African tongues: 1) there are no consonant pairs;

2) there are few long vowels or dipthongs; 3) there is no

/r/ phoneme; and 4) the /Q / is also absent. All these

features are shown to be present in the conversational texts

taken from Roots and, indeed, they are present in modern

Black English.

2) UNCLE REMUS, MIS SONGS AND SAYINGS

Any descriptive analysis of language used in centuries
other than the present must rely on written texts and tes¬

timonials of the appropriate era. References in or to Black

English in the nineteenth century are few and far between.
Renowned Black authors of the time were famous precisely
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because they were writing in the white standard. Thus,

the most authentic texts of any length of slave talk must

be taken from those white authors writing regionalist stories

which reflected the style and features of the speech common

to the Southern plantation. Joel Changler Harris was chosen

for this analysis becuase his life and work alongside Blacks

in Georgia combined with his Journalistic training indicate

that his annotation may be a more accurate representation

of Black speech in the last century than any other. This

is not to say that all the features found in Uncle Remus

were common to all slaves nor that all the characteristics

of Black English show up here. But it does serve as a fair¬

ly reliable indication of some of the idiosyncracies and

variants in the development of Black English. Many of those

characteristics cited below as vulgar American are also

present in this text.

a) Morpho-syntaxis

In the area of morpho-syntaxis, variants were found

in verbs, pronouns, adverbs and extraneous particles.

i) The verb: With respect to the verb be, a confusion

of the personal declension is found, giving such anomalies

as "you is" or "they was" ("you iz", line 35i "Brer Rabbit
en his fambly wuz", line 15). The negation of be for all

persons in the present tense is "ain't" (éint).
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The auxiliary verb have may be substituted by be

("Ain't I tell you 'bout dat?", line 3)i hy done ("you
done come", line 26), by got ("whar you got no bizness",

line 30), or it may be inflected onto another word or

elided ("ought'er tole", line 7 and "I'd a dis'membered",

line 8), or it may be omitted altogether ("ontwel you come

ter b'lieve", line 28),

The third person singular present tense indicator -s

is misplaced inseveral verbs ("you begins", line 17; "I

fixes", line 36; "he feel", line 21) and in six different

instances the present tense is used as a preterite ("w'en

I fust begin", line 11; "he hear", line 66, etc.)»

The auxiliary verb do is omitted in interrogatory

sentences ("w'at I tell you?", line 11) and there is an

extraneous use of dp as an emphatic in several instances

("Do...don't fling me...", lines ¿4-8-49).

ii) The pronoun: What looks like a lack of differen¬

tiation between the subjective and possessive case of the

second person personal pronoun ("you", "yo", line 17) is

shown to be a phonological differentiation (see phonologi¬

cal analysis). The third person plural objective pronoun

them takes on the character of a demonstrative substituting

those ("dem days", line 14), and the demonstrative this

takes on the adverb here ("dis yer", line 32).

iii) The adverb: The adjective mighty is in all cases
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used as an adverb both in modifying adjectives ("mighty

long", line 25, etc.) and in modifying adverbs ("talk

mighty 'umble", line 39). Humble (adjective) is also used

here as an adverb. The adverb somewhere has taken on a

final —_s ("somers", line 29) and the double negative ap¬

pears as the negative adverb not with the negative parti¬

tive no ("Don't you go en make no udder calkalashuns",

line 14).

iv. Particles: The preposition t_o is substituted by

"a", by "er" (line 7), and by "ter" (line 37). In addition

the preposition for ("fer") is added after the verb and be¬

fore the infinitive ("I laid out fer ter tell you", line 13

and "Fo1 you begins fer ter wipe yo eyes", lines 16-17) and

also in expressions introduced by it ("Hits so much trouble

fer ter kindle a fier", line 44).

b) Phonology

i) Consonants: There are five major areas of varia¬

tion with respect to the consonants which appear in Uncle

Remus. First, the majority of consonant clusters have been

reduced to the first phoneme. Second, the phoneme /Q / in

initial and medial position is changes to /d/. Third, the

phoneme /h/ is omitted after /w/ (except for "whar" in line

30, and "whar'bouts" in line 18) and in the word "'umble",
but added to it ("Hit's so much trouble", line 44). /h/ is
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also omitted in the combinations "call'im" (line 66),

"slung'im" (lines 62-63), "cotch'im" (line 62) and "sezee"

("says he", line 4-5) which would concur with the omission

of consonant clusters referred to in variant one. Fourth,

the phoneme '3 / is consistently replaced by /n/ with the
exception of the word "fling" (line 4-2). Fifth, the phoneme

/r/ in medial and terminal position is frequently omitted.

These variants are charted in Table I.

ii) Vowels: Vowel changes found in the text are pre¬

sented together with examples in Table II.

iii) Unaccented syllables: There are twelve words in

which an unstressed syllable has been omitted either within

a word or between two words which are run together in pro¬

nunciation: "'bout" C&Bout', line 5)* "'clare" ("declare",

line 6), "mo'n" ("more and", line 8), "dis'membered" (+"dis-

remembered" = "forgotten", line 8), "b'lieve" ("believe",

line 28), "'quaintance" ("aquaintance", line 31)*"'fo'"

("before", line 16), 'bp'n" ("up and", line 22), "speck"

("expect", line 23), "'kaze" ("because", line 37) > "out'n"

("out of", line 68), and '"bleedzd" ("obliged", line 70.

3) BLACK ENGLISH AS NONSTANDARD DIALECT

Since language is not static but rather undergoes con¬

stant revision and change, an examination of differentiating



TABLEI

PHONEMICVARIANTSFOUNDINUNCLEREMUS:CONSONANTS
STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

RESULTANT PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

initial

/d/

d

that's<1dat's

/Q/

th

medial

/d/

d

otherudder

terminal

/d/

d

withwid

/h/

h

after/w/

absent

i

what<0w1at when<Cw'en

/3/

-ing

terminal

/n/

in'

holleringhollerin' (except"fling")

/r/

r

medial(cluster)
absent

t

monstrous<1monst'ous

terminal

absent

i

your<yo'

/d/

d

terminal(cluster)
absent

0)

told<1tole

/t/

t

terminal(cluster)
absent.

»

roast<Croas' expect<speck

/w/

w

medial(cluster)
absent

always<allers somewhere<somers

/k/

k

terminal

nochange

k

make,speck,talk



TABLEII

PHONEMICVARIANTSFOUNDINUNCLEREMUS:VOWELS
STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

RESULTANT PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/a/

a

initial

/*/

e

are<Ler

/as/

a

initial

/£/

i

anden ás<cez anycenny

medial

/I/

i

can<-kin

/a/

a

medial

/A/

u

was<vmz

/CL1/

i

medial

/i/

ee

obligedbleedzd

/aa/

au

medial

/as/

a

sauce<Csass

/£/

e

medial

/a/

a

wherewhar

ai

hairhar

ea

teartar

e

initial

/i/

ee

endsen



TABLEII(Continued)

STANDARD•i AMERICAN PHONEME

"ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

RESULTANT PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/e/

a

medial

/i/

ee

care<1keer

/I/

i

medial

/£/

e

eyelids<eyeleds

/i/

ee

little<1leetle

/o/

0

medial

/au/

aw

Lord<Law born<bawn

/A/

e

forCfer nor<ner

/ol/

oi

medial

/ual/

wi

going<gwine

/o/

au

medial

/e/

a

because<C'kaze

/u/

u

medial

/o/

0

suresho

/a/

u

medial

/£/

e

Just<des brushbresh
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elements of modern Black English should set forth even more

clearly many of the features one would expect to find in

Black English one or two centuries ago. If the modern fea¬

tures concur with or are logically related to sound and

grammar rules occurring in West African languages or to

those characteristics found in an analysis of texts of black

slaves, it is reasonable to suppose that such features have

been relatively stabel and as such form a basic structure

on which Black English is constructed.

The great majority of studies dedicated to Black Eng¬

lish have concentrated on differentiating factors as devia¬

tions from standard (white) American English. One such

work is that of Willene Perkins who in her doctoral thesis

reviews much of the literature currently available on fea¬

tures of "nonstandard Negro dialect".

The areas of morpho-syntaxis reviewed in this study

include verbs, multiple negation, noun possession, plurals,

pronouns, and foregrounding. The principle areas of phonol¬

ogy studied examine consonant clusters within words, plural

formation, the phonemes /#/, /0 /, /r/, and /l/, word final

/b/, /d/, /g/, and / rj /.

a) Morpho-syntaxis

i) The verb: Perkins summarizes study done on the

verb in six different categories which differentiate
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"standard English and nonstandard Negro dialect":

1. Past forms

2. Perfective constructions

3» Third person singular tense markers

4. Future tense markers

3. The invariant be

6. The absence of forms of be_

1.) The absence of the past tense marker -ed is cited

as being due to either grammatical (noncommittal as to time

orientation) or phonological considerations (lack of con¬

sonant clusters in such verbs as "minded" or absence of

final /d/ and /t/).

2.) The perfective constructions include discussion

on the present perfective ("I have walk"), the past perfec¬

tive ("I had walk"), the completive ("I done walk"), and

remote time ("I been walk") as categorized by Fasold (1970),

The been construction is cited as "peculiar to nonstandard

Negro dialect."

3. Blacks regularly omit the third person singular

tense marker -s in third person singular but in learning

the white standard often apply the marker to other positions

such as first or second person singular or plural. "He

walk", therfore, is considered as the expected form in this

dialect whereas "I walks" is considered to be "only partial
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learning of the standard English rule."

4. Future tense markers include "gonna" which with

first person singular pronoun I may assume the forms

"I'ngna...", "I'mana...", I'mon...", or "I'ma.••" (white

standard English: "I'm going to..."). With the third

person singular, "gonna" may be reduced to "gon" (white
standard English: "He's going to..."). The contracted

form for will ('11) may or may not be present. Its elimi¬

nation occurs if the following word begins with a labial

consonant (/m/, /b/, /p/).

5. The invariant be is stated as being peculiar to

this dialect, replacing most of its conjugated forms used

in standard white English and indicating conditions which

are conditionally or temporarily so. Much discussion is
64.

extended as to the reason for this usage.

6. Absence of be is attributed to phonological rules

in the dialect.

ii) Multiple negation: Multiple negation is stated

as being "an important stylistic marker to express parti¬

cular emphasis" and is explained by Fasold (1970) as a

copying rule using not. It may also be formed with the

negative adverbs hardly, never, and neither.

iii) Noun possession: The possessive case in Black

English is indicated by juxtaposition or sentence position
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rather than the use of the suffix -' s.

iv) Plural formation: Plurality is indicated only

once as in "tfe got five book", but nouns which indicate

their plurality by a change in spelling receive a double

plural with the addition of the regular plural marker -_s.

v) Pronouns: Four variants in the area dealing with

the pronoun are discussed. First, pronouns are found to

be undifferentiated in that the nominative and accusative

forms are at times used for the possessive case. Second,

the apposition pronoun or double subject is used with the

noun subject of the sentence. Their, relative pronouns

are frequently omitted. Fourth, the "existential" or "dum¬

my" it corresponds to the expletive there in standard white

English.

vi) Foregrounding: The bringing of the object noun

to the first part of the sentence is denominated "foreground¬

ing" ("Passaic — my oldest sister worked at the Citizen's

Bank there last year"). The foregrounded noun represents

the locative and its position in the sentence is held by

"there".

b) Phonology

i) Consonant clusters within words: Final stops

whether voiced or voiceless are lost ("test", 'hand"). In

paired words in which the first word ends in consonant and
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and the second begins in one, Standard American eliminates

the first consonant of the pair ('■col' cuts"). Blacks,

however, eliminate the stop even if the second word be¬

gins with a vowel ("bes' apple"). The -ed suffix (/t/,

/d/, /id/) is reduced.

ii) Plural formation: Plural marker -s may be absent.

In words ending in -s plus p, t, or k, the final stop may

be dropped and -es added ("tesses"). Finally, there may

be a misapplication of -es with the final stop present

("testes"). Both of these last instances seem to be the

result of incomplete assimilation of the rules for plural

in standard white.

iii) th: This combination in standard English may

be pronounced as a voiced interdental fricative /#/ or

a voiceless interdental fricative /Q /.

/Q /: In the initial position /&/ may be /t/ ("tought")

In the medial position it may give /f/ ("breafless") and

in the final position following nasal /m/, /n/, /^/? ¡0/
may shift to /t/ ("tent" for "tenth").

/¿T/: In the initial position this phoneme gives /d/

("dey" for "they") in Black English and in the medial posi¬

tion it may give /v/ ("movah" for "mother").

iv) The phoneme /r/: Initial position /r/ is correctly

pronounced but in other positions it may be given a vowel¬
like quantity /^ / or deleted entirely, /r/ may be absent
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following a consonant when the following vowel is either

£ or u ("th'ow" for "throw"). It may be absent in un¬

stressed syllables ("p'otect" for "protect"). Intervoca¬

lic /r/ may be absent ("do'in'" for "during"), and in fi¬

nal position it may be omitted or given a /3 / quantity

("they" for "their"; "movah" for "mother").

v) 1: The letter 1 may be liquid (/l/) or lateral

(/i/)« In the initial position /l/ is pronounced correct¬

ly in this dialect. In a post-vocalic position (/I/), it

may be absent ("hep" for "help"). The future tense marker

-11 (/I/) is most frequently omitted when the following

word begins with a labial sound (/b/, /m/, /w/).

vi) Word final /b/, /d/, /g/: These voiced stops at

the end of a syllable may be pronounced as voiceless /p/,

/t/, /k/, but when such devoicing occurs, the vowel found

in that syllable is lengthened so that "pig" and "pick",

for example, are not homonyms. The -ed suffix which is

/d/ after a vowel may be devoiced to /t/ or eliminated.

The total loss of /d/ most often occurs when it precedes

a consonant such as /s/ or /z/.

vii) Nazalization: While the substitution of final

/rj / by /n/ is cited as occurring in all substandard dia¬
lects, it is most frequently found among Blacks.

viii) Other pronunciation features: The verb "ask"

is pronounced "axe". There is an absence of /s/ in words
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ending in x (/ks) so that "box" is pronounced "bok", "six" ■

"sik".

These phonological features reviewed by Perkins are

summarized in Table III. It may be noted, however, that

although the different authorities discussed the absence

of phonemes /r/ after consonant, /I/ before /b/, /m/, and

/w/, /d/ before /s/ and /z/, and /s/ in the letter x (/ks/)
all are in fact examples of the reduction of consonant

clusters as cited in the first feature listed in this study

Even the example of post-vocalic /!/ ("he'p") places this

phoneme in an environment which would qualify it as a clus¬

ter. The discussion of the absence of plural marker -_s

is in part explained by morphological considerations (that

is, if plurality is already manifested in some other way

in the sentence, the plural marker -s_ is considered redun¬

dant) and other instances are not explicitly expressed.

Indeed, the occurrence of the plural marker may be present

in those sentences because authorities state only that "any

plural marker may be absent."

If all these factors are taken into consideration,

those features which stand as definite traits of Black Eng¬

lish are remarkably similar to those traits of West African

cited by Smitherman. The overlap of discussion of the vari
ants in Black English has possibly occurred because the



TABLEIIIVARIANTSINBLACKENGLISHASNONSTANDARDDIALECT
WHITE STANDARD PHONEME

MORPHOLOGICAL INDICATOR

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
POSITION

RESULTANT BLACK PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/t/

t

terminal

absent

test<Ltes

past tense marker

-ed

terminal

absent

finished<1finish

M

k

terminal

absent

desk<Cdes

/d/

d

terminal

absent

hand<Chan

past tense marker

-ed

terminal

absent

showedCshow

/id/

past tense marker

-ed

terminal

absent

votedvote

/s/

plural marker

s

terminal

maybe absent

tables<Ctable

/«/

th

initial

/d/

d

then<1den

medial

/v/

V

mothermovah

terminal

/v/

V

breathebreav



TABLEIII(Continued)

WHITE STANDARD PHONEME

MORPHOLOGICAL INDICATOR

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
POSITION

RESULTANT BLACK PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
EXAMPLE

initial

/t/

t

thoughtCtought

initial followedby/r/

/£/

f

throat<froat

/&/

th

terminal

/£/

f

breatĥbreaf

terminal following /m/,/n/,//
may shift to/t/

t

tenthtent

post-vocalic

absent

i

torteto'te

post-consonant followedby 0,u

maybe absent

i

throw<1th'ow

M

r

unstressed syllables

absent

»

protect<Cp'otect

intervocalic

absent

i

during<Cdu1in

terminal

absent

theirthey

terminal

//

-ah

sistersistah



TABLEIII(Continued)
WHITE STANDARD PHONEME

MORPHOLOGICAL INDICATOR

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
POSITION

RESULTANT BLACK PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/!/

future tense marker

•11

terminal

/s/

-ah

I'llsee<.I'ahsee

terminal followedby words beginningwith labials /b/,/m/,/w/
absent

He'11bring
Hebring

/b/

b

terminal

/p/

p

cab<Ccap

/d/

d

terminal

/t/

t

bud<but

/g/

g

terminal

/k/

(c)k

pig<pick

/3/

presentpart, gerund

-ing

terminal

/n/

-in

talking<(talkin

/ks/

X

terminal

A/

k

box<(bok
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studies were effectuated using the white standard as

a basis for deviation. Therefore, an analysis of Black

English studied on its own terms would seem to be in order.

4) BLACK ENGLISH AS ITS OWN STANDARD

Since all languages are in a state of constant flux,

it is only logical that modern Black English should dif¬

fer from early Black English just as contemporary White

English is not exactly the same as its counterpart of

250 years ago. But just as American English has differen¬

tiated itself from the mother tongue on the basis of the

very distinctive "American experience", so Black English

has been shaped by its own very peculiar circumstances.

Linguistically speaking, the two strains of English are

most markedly distinct on the level of morpho-syntaxis.

Smitherman discusses five areas of grammatical differentia¬

tion which are common among Black speakers: the verb,

the noun, the pronoun, the adverb, and negative patterns.

a) Morpho-syntaxis

i) The verb:

a) The be/non-be rule: The forms of be ("bees"
or "be's") are mainly used to indicate a condition that

occurs habitually. Be is omitted if the condition of
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event is not one that is repeated or recurring. This rule

"operates with systematic regularity in the Black English
65-

speaking community". "Non-be" means absence of b_e be¬
fore nouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositional phrases and

in auxiliary constructions.

Be + do is used to convey habitual conditions expressed

in interrogative and emphatic sentences. Be may be used

to convey a sense of future. (In early stages of Black

English probably only be was used for future. The more

Americanized Black English may give the future contraction

111 as "-ah".) The use of ~be depends heavily on context

so as not to obscure the subtle distinctions in meaning

and use. Forms of be (but not be itself) appear in places

they are needed for meaning, eg., past tense, question tags)

but in a simplified form so that "is" and "was" serve for

all persons.

b) Been is used to express past action that has

recently been completed or past action, roughly equivalent

to white English present perfect (has/ve been) or past per¬

fect (had been). It is not the time itself that governs

the verb choice, but the way time is expressed. When stress

in pronunciation, been emphasizes the intensity of validity

of fact. In combination with another verb form it gives

an "emphatic assertion".

c) Done by itself indicates a past action recently

completed or in distant past, like the white English
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preterite did (Did may be used for emphasis in the same

way as in white English). Done + another verb is equiva¬

lent to the white English auxiliary have or had and may

accordingly be followed by been. (But Black English may

eliminate the done in this usage and still be correct:

"They done been sitting there an hour," or "They been sit¬

ting there an hour.") Done may be used in a future perfect

tense, whereas in white English this tense has declined

greatly in popular usage.

*3-) -ed forms: There are no -ed forms in either

past tense or past participle constructions. Adverbs are

used to express time.

e) Person markers are eliminated in most Blck verbs.

Subject and number are marked by the context of the sentence

or by some other word contained in the sentence. Sometimes

the process of Americanization of Black English gives rise

to hypercorrect forms due to partial learning of white

standard rules.

ii) The noun:

a) The plural marker -s is not found in nouns modi¬

fied by numbers. The hypercorrect -s may be found in words

already expressing plural by word modification ("mens" for

"men")•

b) The possessive -s is absent leaving the position

of the noun to indicate the genitive case.
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c) The double subject (repetition of the subject

in some form) is used to stress the subject. It is not

mandatory.

iii ) The pronoun; The pronoun system is not highly

differentiated:

a) They may be subjective, possessive, or reflexive.

k) The subject pronoun may be "he" or "him".

The possessive of Early Black ("he" or "she") has gradually

disappeared. The reflexive is "hisself" (third person singu

lar masculine).

c) It is used to introduce statements or questions

much as white English uses the adverbial demonstrative there

iv) The adverb: Black English omits the final -s_ in
adverbs ("sometime", "alway").

v) Negative patterns;

a) While use of the double negative is extensive

in almost all nonstandard white speech, the triple and qua¬

druple negative is "the sole province of Africanized English

b) Negative statements may have reverse word order.

("Don't nobody never help me with my work.")

c) In negative statements composed of one sentence

every negatable item must be negated.

d) In negative statements involving two or more

sentences combined together as one, if every negatable item

is negated in Black English it is equivalent to a positive
sentence in white English. But if all items are negated
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plus one positive in Black English then the sentence in

white English would be negative. The examples given by

Smitherman are as follows:

Black English: "Don't nobody pay no attention to no
nigguh that ain crazy!"

White English: "If you are a crazy nigger, you will
get attention."

Black English: "Don't nobody pay no attention to no
nigguh that's crazy!"

White English: "If you are a crazy nigger, you will
not get any attention!"

e) Partly negative statements with "but" are cited

as "another distinctive Black Dialect negative pattern"

("Don't nobody but God...").

b) Phonology

According to Ms. Smitherman, the pronunciation system

of Black English employs the same number of sounds as white

English but they exist in a few different patterns of dis¬

tribution. Although, ¿just as in white English, Black pronun¬

ciation is subject to the dialectical variations of any given

region, there are certain phonological features characteristic
of large numbers of Black speakers:

66.

i) th: Initial /¿f / is pronounced with /d/. Pinal

/©/ is pronounced /f/.

ii) r: The phoneme /r/ is deleted in the medial and

terminal positions.
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iü) ^he phoneme /i/ is deleted in the medial and

terminal positions. The contracted form of the future auxi¬

liary will ("'11") is pronounced as "-ah".

iv) Final consonants: Most are deleted.

v) Pluralized forms ending in double consonants on

losing the final consonant add -es ("test" "tes", therefore,

"tests" "tesses").

vi) Vowel plus A)7 in "thing", "sing", "ring" is ren¬
dered as "-ang" (/as /).

vii) The contraction of "going to" is expressed "gon".

The "to" is omitted altogether and / rj / is shortened to an
abbreviated /n/.

viii) There is a primary stress on first syllables

which may imply front shifting ("police" = "PO-lice").

ix) Most vowels are simple.

All these features are summarized in Table IV.

5) THE WHITE STANDARD: STANDARD AND VULGAR FORMS OF

STANDARD AMERICAN ENGLISH

In analyzing the levels of language to be found in

Roots, a discussion of the prevailing forms used in the

United States among the "lettered" as well as the "vulgar"

is necessary for two reason. Obviously, the intervention

of white speakers in the book, while not nearly so extensive



TABLEIVPHONOLOGICALFEATURESOFSTANDARDBLACKENGLISHASCOMPAREDWITHSTANDARDWHITEENGLISH STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

MODERN BLACK PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/¿/■

th

initial

/d/

d

them<dem

/&/

th

initial

Nochange

terminal

/f/

f

south<Csouf

M

r

medial

absent

duringdoing

terminal

more<Cmow

A/

1

medial

absent

help<hep

terminal

willwi

'11

terminal (contraction)

/a/

' ah

I'llbe<I'ahbe

/d/

d

terminal

absent

bedbe



TABLEIV(Continued)

STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

MODERN BLACK PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/t/

t

terminal

absent

test<tes

/P/

P

terminal

absent

wasp<was

A/

k■

terminal

absent

desk<des

/i]/

ing

terminal

/eer¡/

ang

thing<thang

terminal aspresent participle orgerund

/n/

n

going<gon

/ai/

i

simple
vowels

A?/

ah

nice<inahs

/oi/

oy

/0c>/

oah

boyboah

0^
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as that of the Black people, is nevertheless crucial to

the structure of the book in conveying in linguistic terms

the social structure of a country in formation. Special

attention if paid in this study to those features prevalent

in the language used before and during the Civil War, the

periods of American history on which the saga centers most

of its attention.

On the other hand, the black population while retaining

much of its African culture and tradition was under constant

linguistic pressure to absorb more and more of the language

of the dominating class. With such close linguistic-cultural

contact the language and culture of the majority weilded a

tremendous influence over the minority. Therefore, it is

logical to find in an analysis of Black speech many features

also present in the American vulgate. In some social con¬

texts, the substandard speech criticized as being Black is

not inherently Black at all, but rather is much more wide¬

spread among the American vulgate at large.

The features presented in this part of this work are

based on research done by H. L. Mencken published in his

comprehensive study entitled The American Language and Charles

C. Fries' study in American English Grammar.

a) Morpho-syntaxis

Seven areas are considered in this summary of Menken's

research: the verb, the pronoun, the noun, the adjective,



the adverb, the double negative, and other syntactical pe¬

culiarities.

i) The verb: Mencken notes eight basic tendencies in

the vulgar American:

a) The transfer of verb from the strong conjugation

to the weak and vice-versa.

b) The widespread misuse of the perfect participle

for the preterite.

c) The auxiliary verb have tends to disappear some¬

times being confused with "of" or added to the verb as an

inflexion ("would have" "woulda"). The pure verb have to

in the sense of "must" (which the American seldom uses) is

many times rendered "I've got to go" (rather than "I have to
..N 67'

go") in which case "got" is the auxiliary. "Have gotten"

is used by Americans only in the sense of "have acquired",
68.

"received", or "become", not in the sense of simple "have".

This last form ("gotten") though acceptable in the United
69.

States, is nearly obsolete in England.

d) The subjunctive, which is disappearing from Standard
70.

American, is virtually extinct in the vulgar tongue.

e) Will has displaced shall entirely in the vulgate

and is already breaking down even in the most correct American.

f) Should has been displaced by ought to (degenerated

to "oughter" or "oughta") and ingeneral is simpy avoided

(eg., "I shouldn't mind" "I don't mind").
g) "Ain't" has displaced the negative forms of be
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in the present tense conjugation and even "have not" and
71.

"haven1t"•

ii) The pronoun:

a) Personal pronouns: In a paradigm of the inflec¬

tions of the personal pronoun (see Table V).the only varia¬

tions from Standard English shown are the substitution of

"n" for "s" as the distinguishing mark of the absolute form

of the possessive (not an American inovation at that) and

the attemp to differentiate the second person singular form

from the plural by adding the usual sign of the plural to

the latter. In the South, however, the second person plural
72.

is always "you all" or more commonly "y,all".

b) Demonstrative pronouns:

i. The normally objective pronoun "them" is added

to "this", "these", "that", and "those".

ii. These five demonstratives are often accompa¬

nied by "adverbial pronouns": "this-here"; "these-here";

"that-there"; "those-there"; and "them-there".

iii. Inflections of the original demonstratives

are made by analogy with the absolute possessives of the

personal pronouns: "this + one", etc. "thisn", "thesen",

"thatn" and "thosen" (also used as absolutes).

c) Relative pronouns (see Table VI): The paradigm

marks the disappearance of "whom" as the objective form and

the inflected form of "whose" - "whosen" as the absolute

possessive.
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TABLE V

THE PERSONAL PRONOUN

First Person Common Gender

Nominative

Possessive

Objective

Conjoint
Absolute

Singular

I

my
mine

me

Plural

we

our

ourn

us

Second Person Common Gender

Nominative

Possessive

Objective

Conjoint
Absolute

you

your
yourn

you

yous

your
yourn

yous

Third Person

Nominative

Possessive

Objective

Masculine Gender

he

Conjoint
Absolute

his
hisn

him

they
their
theirn

them

Third Person

Nominative

Possessive

Obj ective

Feminine Gender

Conjoint
Absolute

she

her
hern

her

they
their
theirn

them

Third Person

Nominative

Neuter Gender

Possessive

Obj ective

Conjoint
Ajbsolute

it

its
its
it

they

their
theirn
them

(Reprinted from Mencken, pp. 4-4-7-44-8)
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Nominative

Possessive

Objective

TABLE VI

THE RELATIVE PRONOUN

who which

whose whose

whosen whosen

who which

what that

what that

(Reprinted from Mencken, p. 492)
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d) Objective pronouns: There is some use of ob¬

jective pronouns as nomináis in certain environments:

"Us fellas...", "Me and her...", "Her and I...". "It is

me" is really standard American. There is also some use

of the nominative form in the objective position, again

in certain environments:

"She gave it to mother and I."

"She took all of we children."

"He paid her and I."

e) After the comparatives "as" and "than" the ob¬

jective case is used if the pronoun stands alone. After

"like" the objective case is used except when "like" is

used instead of "as".

f) Reflexive pronouns: The American follows the

logical declination based on the possessive "my" of "myself"

giving such nonstandard forms as "hisself" and "theirselves"

rather than insert the dative as in "himself" and "themselves."

In the American vulgar the reflexive is used extensively.

iii) The noun:

a) There is some misplacement of plural indicators

as in "sons-iñ-law" which becomes "son-in-laws".

b) Some plural nouns are treated as singular: "woods",

"stairs", "grounds".

c) There is a general disregard of number when the

noun is used as the object: "Some of the men has brung

their wife along."
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iv) The adjective:

a) There is some use of the double comparative or

superlative, the commonest of which is "more better"•

b) In general the -er and -est inflection are used

instead of more and most in the comparative and superlative

respectively.

c) The use of the superlative instead of the com¬

parative between two objects is widespread.

d) The most general suffix added to turn nouns or

verbs into adjectives is -y (eg«* "classy", "hefty", "nutty").

e) There are only a few adjectives in daily use the

tendency being to overwork those at hand ("nice", "funny",

"wonderful").

f) The comparative than is reduced to a suffix

("earlier'n", "more'n").

g) In many cases the -ed ending has been clipped

(eg., "high-toned" "high-tone").

v) The adverb:

a) According to Mencken, "on the level of the vulgate

there is an almost complete incapacity to distinguish any

useful difference between adverb and adjective...The bob-

tailed adverb, indeed, enters into a large number of the

commonest coins of speech, and in many situations is per-
74.

fectly 'correct1, though pedants may denounce it."

b) When lexical distinction has grown up between

an adverb and its primary adjective, there is no confusion
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(eg., "hard"-"hardly", "scarce"-"scarcely", "real"-"really",

"late"-"lately" ) •

c) The common tnedency to add M-s" to such adverbs

as "toward" is carried to full length in the vulgar language

("somewheres", "forwards", "noways", "anyways", "where'bouts"

"here'bouts").

d) "Almost" is often reduced to "'most" as in "'most

anyone".

vi) The double negative: The double negative in vulgar

American is so common "that the simple negative appears to

be almost abandoned" (eg., "couldn't hardly" and "not no",

etc.). Such sentences as "I wouldn't be surprised if it

didn't rain" and the negative plus "but" combination as

"I have never been able to find but a single copy" are so

common they may be considered almost standard American.

vii) Other syntactical peculiarities include the con¬

traction of of in such combinations as "off of" ('bff'n"),

"sort of" ("sorta"), "kind of" ("kinda"), "couple of" ("coupl

the contraction of have in "should've" and "would've", and of

not in "usen't"; use of the neutral -a particle ("that-a-way"
75.

"this-a-way", "attaboy", "orta", "gonta") and the liazon

for "far as I know" ("farzino").

In addition to these there are some traits which are

so firmly established as to be considered almost standard.

For example, the use of "between", "either", and "neither"
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with more than one, the use of "than" after "different",
the split infinitive, and the use of "like" for "as".

In reviewing the morpho-syntactical features of the

American vulgate as set forth by H. L. Mencken one other

consideration must be taken into account. The author cites

many and varied authorities as sources for his investigation

such as Ring Lardner, Dr. Robert J. Menner, Dr. L. J. O'Rourke,
and Dr. W. W. Charters, to name only a few. But in no re¬

port or statistical account of the vulgar language was any

reference made as to the race (as to black or white) or the

speaker using the "nonstandard" English. Dr. Charters, for

example, gathered his information from twelve public (in the

American sense) schools in Kansas City in 1914. Although his

study is quite comprehensive in other aspects, no break-down

is given as to what percentage of children making any given

error happens to be black. This might have had some bearing

in areas such as, for example, the syntactical redundance

apparent in "Mother, she said so," already cited as a typical

Black construction.

Charles C. Eries in his book American English Grammar

criticizes Mencken's approach to American morpho-syntaxis

and presents a study sponsored by the National Council of

Teachers of English:

In the attempt to gather, analyze, and record the
significant facts from any such mass of material as
the specimens here examined, one cannot depend upon
general, impressions and note only the special forms
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that attract attention. If he does, the unusual
forms and constructions or those that differ from
his own practice will inevitably impress him as
bulking much larger in the total than they really
are. Those forms and constructions that are in har¬
mony with the great mass of English usage will es¬
cape his notice. This seems to me to be a fundamen¬
tal difficulty with the earlier editions of Mencken's
The American Language and accounts in part for the
difference between his representations of "the Common
Speech" and the results given here. 76.

Fries based his research on letters received from Ameri¬

cans comprising a representative cross-section of the country

which he divided into Standard Usage (Group I), Common Usage

(Group II), and Vulgar Usage (Group III) using among others

education, occupation, and social consideration in the com¬

munity as his criteria for allocation.

Following the categorization used in the present paper

rather than Fries' own, the following areas of morpho-syn-

taxis are considered: the noun, the pronoun, the verb, the

adjective, function words with substantives, function words

with verbs, and word order. As the author's review of the

aspects is quite extensive, only those features of marked

variation between Standard and Vulgar English of some per¬

tinence to the present analysis have been included in this

summary.

i) The noun: In Group III the plural marker -s is

missing for periods of time or measures of distance after
numerals (although the latter occurs in only 11$ of those
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cases noted). "Lot" used in the idiom "a lot of" in Vulgar

language frequently becomes "lots" at times with use of the

particle -a and at other times without,

ii) The pronoun:

a.) Personal pronouns: The second person plural

pronoun is distinguished in Group I by Southern writers

("you all") whereas Group III may use "youse", "you people"

"you folks", "you men", or "you all". The use of "the geni

tive case form before verbals in -ing is certainly not a

complete and accurate statement of the practice of the Eng¬

lish language. In the case of pronouns the usage of Stan¬

dard English as represented here is divided approximately

half and half between the genitive form and the dative-ac¬

cusative form. The letters of Vulgar English show much the

same situation although there is slightly less (not a signi
77.

ficant difference) use of the genitive form." With res¬

pect to the reflexive pronoun Group III was found to use

"hisself" and "theirselves" along with "himself" and "them¬

selves" .

"Only one instance appeared here of the personal pro¬

nouns as predicatives — a demonstration of the fact that

only conversational situations provide the circumstances

for the use of such expressions as 'It is me (I)' where

position would make a pressure for the dative—accusative
78.

form."

b) Relative pronouns; "Every enstance of the inter
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rogative pronoun appeared with the form who, the nominative

rather than the dative-accusative form...Expressions such
79

as 'Who do you refer to?' are typical of Standard English."

c) Demonstratives: "These kind (sort) of" and "those

kind (sort) of" are used by Group I. The plural demonstra¬

tive among members of Group III is "them", also used in

"them kind of books",

iii) The verb:

a) Concord: Violation of subject-verb concord occurs

with moderate frequency in Group III.

D) Don't used as a third person singular appears

in Group III, to some extent in Group II but not at all in

Group I.

c) There is or has followed by plural subject is not

limited to any group.

d) We was and you was is found in Group III but

the present tense is_ is not used with the plural at all.

e) Preterits and past participles occur without

the dental suffix.

f) Preterits of strong verbs occur without the change

of internal vowel.

g) Past participle forms of strong verbs are used

for preterits and preterit forms for past participles.

h) Preterits and past participles of strong verbs

occur with an added dental suffix, as "agreeded, borned".

i) Ought is used as a past participle, as "had ought"
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ü) Subjunctive: "In general the subjunctive has

tended to disappear from use...These ideas are now expressed

chiefly by other means, especially by function words...The

failure to use the subjunctive form in non-fact conditions,

and in "that" clauses after words of asking, requesting,

suggesting, etc., is not a characteristic of Vulgar English

only. The practices of Standard English and Vulgar English
80.

do not differ significantly in this respect."

k) Do: Examples from Vulgar English of do_ both as

a full word and as function word appear in about the same

proportions as in Standard English with no variation in its

use.

1) Be: "Although more instances of the combination

of be_ plus present participle appear in the Vulgar English

materials than in the Standard English letters, there is in

the former a much narrower range of use than in the latter.

As a matter of fact, 96% of the Vulgar English instances

are of the simple present and simple past tense form English

for these were the only forms with the present participle

that occurred in the older stages of English, fourteen per

cent of the instances appearing in the Standard English let¬

ters are of the so-called "passive" voice. Not a single

instance of this type appeared in the Vulgar English letters

"The function word be plus past participle is used much more

frequently in the Standard English materials than in those
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of Vulgar English. In fact there were found just six times
82.

as many instances in the former as in the latter."

m) Have: Have plus past participle was used much

more frequently in Standard English than in Vulgar English.

n) Get: "One can probably conclude that although
Standard English as well as Vulgar English does at times

employ all the uses of get, nevertheless the very frequent

use of this word seems to be a characteristic of Vulgar

English. The one use of get that did not appear in the

Standard English letters was get, meaning 'to receive, suf-
83.

fer by way of punishment'".

o) Modal auxiliaries: "May seems to be much less

frequently used in the Vulgar English letters in proportion

to can than it is in the Standard English materials...Com¬

paratively few instances of might appeared in the Standard

English letters (eleven in all), but only one instance in
84.

the Vulgar English materials."

iv) Function words with substantives: "Function words

with substantives are of very great importance in the gram¬

mar of Present-day English...Approximately 90 percent of

the instances in these materials occurred with nouns and

but 10 percent with pronouns. Nine of these function words

are especially frequent in Modern English: at, by, for,

from, in, of, on, to, with...They serve to make substantives

(chiefly nouns) into into (a) modifiers of ether nouns, verbs
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or adjectives; (b) various types of objects; (c) predicate

adjectives; (d) apositives; (e) 'object complementsThe

adding together of two or more function words, as 'off from'

'up till', occurs about four times as frequently in Vulgar

Egnlish as it does in Standard English."

v) Function words with verbs: "The so-called 'split

infintive' — the separation of the. function word tc> from

the infinitive by means of an intervening adverb — is not

a matter of Vulgar English...In connection with the to-infin

itive preceeded by the function word for and a substantive,

one type of construction occurs in the Vulgar English mater¬

ials only. In this construction the whole expression, in¬

stead of being a modifier of a noun or an adjective, or the

logical subject with 'it' in the subject position depends
86.

upon the verb as a modifier or as an object." The use of

it in the subject position and equivalent to there appeared

only in the Vulgar English letters.

vi) Adjectives: The inflections -er and -est have

been supplanted in Standard English by the function words

more and most to such an extent that a trifle more than

half of the comparatives and a trifle less than half of

the superlatives still use the inflectional forms. In

Vulgar English approximately nine tenths of both the com¬

paratives and the superlatives still use the inflectional

forms... The use of the superlative rather than the compara-
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tive for two, thus ignoring a dual as distinct from a

plural, is a fact of Standard English and not a characteris-
.... 8?*tic limited to Vulgar English.

The pressure to add -ly to intensifiers modifying

adjectives is especially strong in Standard English. The

use of intensifiers without the -ly ending, although it

appears in both sets of materials, is much greater in Vul¬

gar English. Some of the words that appeared in the Vulgar

English materials and not in Standard English are "all",

"awful", "bad", "but", "mighty", "part", "pretty", "real",
88.

"right", "such".

vii) Word order: The Standard English materials con¬

tain many more nouns in the subject and object relation

than do those of Vulgar English. The Vulgar English let¬

ters use pronouns in these relations primarily. Vulgar Eng¬

lish seems to use more frequently the function words to_ and

for to express the distinction between a dative-object ("in-
89.

direct object") and accusative-object ("direct object").

The omission of the function word to introduce the

modifying clause when that clause immediately follows the

noun it modifies is much more frequent in the Vulgar English

materials than in those of Standard English. In these cases
90.

position without the function word seems to be sufficient.

Again it should be noted that Fries includes no break¬
down with respect to Black or white English although it
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might be assumed that he is discussing principly white Eng¬
lish since many of the characteristics he cites as typical

Standard or Vulgar are in direct contrast to those features

discussed under Black English.

b) Phonology

The main features of phonological variation as des¬

cribed by Mencken together with various examples of each

change have been compiled in Table VII. With respect to

vowel change, variants that were in use before and during

the Civil War but have now passed out of the common language

are marked with an asterisk. The variants marked with two

asterisks are pronunciations that were in use in Noah Web¬

ster's day (1758-1843) but are now found only in the vulgate.

Those marked with three asterisks are forms that were in use

in England in the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth

century and were still prevalent in the United States in the

nineteenth century. "It is probable that the colonists clung

to such disappearing usages longer than the English."

With respect to the pronunciation of consonants, special

note should be made of the peculiarities of /r/. Toward the

end of the eighteenth century it became fashionable in Eng¬

land to omit the /r/ and George Philip Krapp gives evidence

to the effect that this custom was somewhat prevalent in

early American. Indeed, there are still some survivals in

91
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the present day American vulgate such as "cuss", "passel",

"bust", and "hoss".

Of particular pertinence to this paper is the reference

to the pronunciation of /r/, or rather lack of it, in the

American South. Mencken cites it as being "boldly omitted.
93

No Tidewater Virginian says 'over all'; he says 'ovah all'."

That this dropping of the /r/ so characteristic of Standard

British English should appear so prevalently in the Tide¬

water Southern dialect is seemingly due to the character

of the immigration which settled this part of the country.

"The early settlers of Eastern New England and the Tidewater

region of the South came chiefly from the southern parts

of England, and they brought with them those characters

of Southern English speech that are still marked today in

Standard English...eg., the use of the broad 'a' and the

elision of 'r' before consonants and in the terminal posi-
94.

tion."

It should be pointed out, however, that J. L. Dillard

dates the differentiation of American dialects to the late

eighteenth century — substantially later than the era of

Krapp's "early settlers":

Tnese early reporters, whatever their limitations
as socio-linguists, were not limited in their geogra¬
phic experience of the colonies. They characteristi¬
cally tried to get the overall picture...John Harriot,
a military man who came to America in 1793? asserted
that American English was "better spoken by the whole
mass of people, from Georgia to Quebec, than by the
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bulk of people in the different counties of England."
As will be noted, the inclusion of Georgia in koine
country agrees with my overall timetable, in accor- 95*
dance with which "Southern dialect" was not yet formed...
It may, then, be a fair working hypothesis to say that
the koine was being formed slightly before 1700, that
it was in its heyday around 1730» and that its partial
decline began around 1780, when other influences from
the complex multilingual situation in the United States
began to make themselves felt so strongly they could
no longer be ignored. 96.

Moreover R.M.R. and Beatrice Hall, in "Creole Conspiracies:

Why Definite Answers Are Hard to Find", point out that r-less-

ness in the Southern states 'borrelates strikingly with the

presence of a large number of West African slaves, and that

those slaves would have brought a native-language phonology
97.

to the New World."

On more general terms, the pronunciation of "h" in

words such as "when" and "where" was apparently "early aban¬

doned" by the majority of Americans. The "h" is also aban¬

doned in "heir", "honest", "honor", "hour", and "humor",

and frequently omitted in "herb", "humble", and "humility".

It should also be noted that among the American vulgate

the tendency to substitute /n/ for / rj / in all "-ing" words
does not apply to "anything" nor to "everything", but does

apply to their counterparts "something" ("somethin'") and

"nothing" ("nothin'").
There is also a tendency in vulgar American to drop

/d/ before consonants in such paired words as "bran(d)-new",
"goo(d)—sized", and "corne(d)—beef"• Other special cases
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including the omission of /t/, /!/, and /g/ are listed in

Table VII.

On a parallel with the English tendency to clip
words such as "extraordinary" ("ex tr' ord' n' ry"),
there are various words in which the American will elimi¬

nate unstressed syllables, vowels or consonants: "bound1ry",
"int'res'" , "gover'ment", "Feb'urary", "hist'ry", "lib'ry",

"prob'ly".

Finally, there is widespread use of "yeah" or "yep"
for "yes" and "nope" for "no".

B. WORD USAGE: ETIMOLOGY, SEMANTICS AND STYLE

The methodology employed for the analysis of the words

used in Roots was of necessity somewhat different due to

the more subjective nature of the material, because, as

Robert A. Hall, Jr., has said,

...To define meaning completely and exactly, even
that of the simplest linguistic form, we should have
to have a complete knowledge of the structure of
the universe, and also of everything going on in¬
side the body and head of every speaker and every
hearer. This is manifestly impossible. Meaning
remains something approximate and indefinite, much
more so than the linguistic form. 98.

Indifidual words and axpressions were checked "per se" in

H. L. Mencken's The American Language, Webster's New Col-



TABLEVIIPHONOLOGICALVARIANTSINTHEVULGARAMERICANLANGUAGE
STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
POSITION

VULGAR AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/r/

r

before consonant

absent

curse<(cuss parcel<1passel

terminal nextword beginning with vowel

absent

(ah)

overall<1ovahall

/s/

s

terminal

/»/

ah

yesyeah

/d/

d

terminal

/t/

t

hold<Cholt

absent

told<_tole old<Lole

medial

absent

didn'tdi'n*t

/sk/

sk

terminal

/ks/

X

✓*
askax
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STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

VULGAR AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/t/

t

terminal

absent

keptkep

medial

let's<1les

/!/

1

medial

absent

»

already<1a'ready

/e/

S

medial

absent

1

recognizereco'nize

/¡/

-ing

terminal

/n/ (butpreserv

in'

eredinsuchwords
talking<)talkin' as"anything"

and"everything")

/wh/

wh

initial

/w/

w'

whenw'en

/ee/

a

/X/

i

cankin

/£/

e

catch<_ketch^

/e/

ca,ai,a(re)

/a/

a

bearbar hair<har dare<dar

/i/

ee

chaircheer
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STANDARD AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION
POSITION

VULGAR AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/0/

au

/ce/

a

saucesass$
/A/ /e/

u a

beoausebecuz^ <Cbecaze

/€/

e

/a/

a

.%
learn<Clam

/e/

ai

/i/

ee

draindreen™

/I/

e

/£/

e

pretty

/£/

ea

/i/

ee

deaf<Cdeef4%

e

/I/

i

get<gitXX#

e

/e/

ai

leg<Claig44

/a/

e,a

unaccented syllable before/l/

absent

t

moralmor11 quarrelquarr'l

unaccented secondof twovowels

diarydi'ry poem<pome
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STANDARD ANDPICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

POSITION

VULGAR AMERICAN PHONEME

ORTHOGRAPHICAL MANIFESTATION

EXAMPLE

/i/

ee,ea

/I/

i

creek<crik creature<£criter

/a/

0

/au/

aw

God<Gawd

/ol/

oi

/al/

i

boilbilê

/A/

0

/I/

i

cover<kiver̂

u

/£/

e

such<sech7^ judge<jedge just<jest

/£/

e

/I/

i

chestchist

/I/

i

/i/

ee

little<1beetle

/A/

i

/ag/

a

girl<Sgal

/o/

ow

/A/

€&)

pillow<" piller■
CO CO
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legiate Dictionary, The Story of Language by Mario Pei,

Modern American Usage, Aspects of American English, Ail-

American English, and The Ordeal of American English.

Those found to be different from strictly British usage

were classified as typically American, vulgar American,

archaic, or typically Black. In some cases the words

classified were done so by inference. For example, the

word "young'un" ("young one") which is used throughout the

conversation on all levels as meaning "child" is not listed

in any of the above mentioned references. The -uns ending

v/as recorded as early as 1810 in Ohio attatched to "you"

("you-uns") although the forms "we-uns" and "you-uns" were
99.

mainly attributed to the Civil War era. "Young-uns" might

logically be attributed to the same formation process but

if it is indeed analogical, its presence in text of con¬

versation which theoretically occured at the turn of the

nineteenth century is unjustified.

"Young—uns" does appear, however, in a passage attri—
100.

buted to the Ozark dialect written by Vance Randolf.

Mencken cited the dialect of Appalachia (of which the Ozarks

forms a part) as being interesting because

the people speaking it have been isolated for many
years, and have thus preserved speech-forms that
have become archaic elsewhere. They are also, in
the main, of low economic status and it is among the
poor that ancient forms are least affected by pedagogy
and fashion. The dialect of Appalachia is based pri¬
marily upon the Southern English of the late Seventeenth
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Century, but it has been considerably modified bythe Scotch-Irish.

Dillard, however, disputes this concept to some extent in

his book All-American English:

A later immigrating British group came to the Appala-
chain Mountains in the eighteenth century...They and
their offshoots who later migrated to the Ozarks did
not participate in the same kioné formation as the
main immigrant body. Today, their speech is still
felt to be old-fashioned, and the folk belief that
they speak "Elizabethan English" must be constantly
denounced by linguists. Nevertheless, they surely
participated in a dialect leveling process of their
own. Technically, they might be said to have produced
the second American koine. 102.

Even so, since the main characters of this book are situated

in Tidewater Virginia, an area already described as having

a possible linguistic relationship with the language of the

Southern English people who settled it, it is logical to as¬

sume that terms preserved by the Ozark dialect might have

been in the normal vocabulary of Virginians during the eigh¬

teenth century.

In the same way, the use of the word "whilst" which also

appears in this text, having since given way to the more stan¬

dard "while" might justify the use of the word "amongst"

("'mongst") by one character in the book who uses a very

substandard form of American. By analogy, if "whilst" in

standard American has given "while", "amongst" has given

"among".

Archaic words preserved in the Ozark dialect also turn
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up in Black conversation, eg., "nary". There is every

reason bo believe, therefore, that this word was in com¬

mon use at the time said conversation took place since

"nary" is cited as coming from the Essex dialect, that

is, from Southern England. The presence of words of Essex

origin in common usage among Blacks before the Civil War

is also corroborated by the appearance of "bimeby" ("by
and by") and "invite" ("invitation") in Uncle Remus.

Any study of semantics, however, would be incomplete

is only the etymology and usage of certain words and ex-,

pressions were considered. As Mario Pei has said, "Mean¬

ing and its transfer are indissolubly linked with psycholo-
103-

gy, both of the individual and of the mass." Therefore,

on a higher semantic plane, discussion is extended to those

expressions and phrases that convey attitudes having a lin¬

guistic bearing on the analysis of the levels of language

present in Roots. This aspect, of necessity, is amplified

into a still broader discussion of the style inherent in

speakers of different -social classes, including different

registers used by the same character on different occassions.

Sir Eric Russel's choice of words reveal not only his

English origin but also a more noncommital, perhaps even

benign, attitude toward the slave class, whereas his formal

style reveals a certain disdain for the white lower class.

Dr. William Waller is equally disdainful of white lower

classes but is seemingly incapable of regarding the Black
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as a human being. A certain discrepancy is noted in his
speech between the words chosen to express his ideas and

the formality of his conversational style. Missy Anne's
brief intervention expresses the attitude prevalent among

whites of the era that Blacks were carefree.

The sheriff's language further complebes the descrip¬

tion of the Black race as animalistic and his attitude to¬

wards slaves reaffirms those misconceptions expressed in

the evaluations of Dr. Waller and his neice. Tom Lea's

language shows him to be at once on the defensive because

of his low social status and paternalistic towards Blacks,

never ceasing to regard them as inferior even while curry¬

ing their favor.

Black semantics, on the other hand, is shown to be in¬

fluenced by four different but interlocking traditions:

1) servitude and oppression, 2) the West African oral tradi¬

tion, 3) the traditional Black church, and A) music and

"cool talk". Blacks are found to be deeply concerned a-
/

bout their own personal worth. White attitudes have appar¬

ently left them with serious misgivings as to the dignity

and intelligence of the Black race giving rise to a deep-

rooted inferiority complex. Their response to this complex

combined with an enduring will to survive in a white man's

society has fostered a style which is unmistakably and in¬

herently Black, manifestations of which include the under¬

dog stories, the lie, Black "trickeration", coding, soul
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music, and Black religion.

Although the study of semantics and style is so sub¬

jective as to be illusive, an effort is made to substanti¬

ate certain characteristics with specific passages from

the book. Even "tonal semantics" in Black English as de¬

fined by Smitherman — "the use of voice rhythm and vocal
104.

inflection to convey meaning in black communication" is

exemplified as clearly as possible, although logically the

written language could never express the full import of

the "songified or musical quality" of Black expression.

Some of this quality can be heard in the reading of Uncle

Remus to which reference will be made further below. Other

stylistic traditions in oral African folklore which resur¬

face in Black style such as the "underdog stories", the

"tradition of lying", boasting and "verbal posturing" are

also exemplified in passages from conversation of American
i a

Blacks. That these traditions have long been an integral

part of Black English is substantiated by J. W. Harrison

who wrote in 1884:

The humorous and proverbial character of many of
these expressions shows a distinct feature of the
Negro mind. The talk of the African abounds in meta¬
phors, figures, similes, imaginative flights, humourous
delineations and designations, saws and sayings. These
have so interwoven themselves with his daily speech as
to have become an unconscious and essential part of it.

105.
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C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In "the fourth area of analysis the levels of language

present in Roots are manifested by a statistical analysis
of the variety of verb tenses used on each level. Compe¬

tence in verb usage is shown to be directly related to the

social stratification presented in this paper heretofore.

That command of the verb forms in any language is indica¬

tive of linguistic competence is supported by F. R. Palmer

who in his book, A Linguistic Study of the English Verb,

has written:

The most difficult part of any language is usually
the part that deals with the verb. Learning a language
is to a very large degree learning how to operate the
verbal forms of that language, and except in the case
of those that are related historically, the patterns
and structure of the verb in each language seem to
differ very considerably from those in every other
language. 106.

Two important factors dealing with language come into

play here. First, the implication is, as indeed the practi¬

cal analysis shows, that correctly handling the verbal forms

of any language is duly related to the linguistic education

of the speaker. In the book under study, educational oppor¬

tunities are quite closely related to social stratification,

the upper classes having more time and money to spend on the
education of their families. It is to be expected, then,

that the higher the social strata, the more varied the forms
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of the verb employed.

The second factor here which is pertinent to the anál¬

isis at hand is the difference in "patterns and structure

of the verb" in languages that are not historically related

Since research has shown that the West African languages

tend to emphasize the manner and aspect of the action of

the verb rather than its tense, analysis of the verb as

used in Black English would be expected to show a substan¬

tial limitation in the use of verb tenses: the more Afri¬

canized the English, the less variation of verb tense. The

verb in BlacK English, then, is under severe tension on two

fronts. Not only is any kind of education, linguistic or

otherwise, denied to this class situated at the bottom of

the social strata, but the African linguistic tradition

wields an important influence on the language as well.

This influence would be especially acute among new arrivals

and those slaves restricted to the plantation fields.

In light of all the above, statistical analysis has

been effectuated on the verb tenses used in conversational

speech at eight different levels: four in white English,
and four in Black English.
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IV. SUMMARY

In order to establish the standard forms by which the

various levels of language discerned in Roots were to be

judged, a discussion of just exactly what is considered

"standard English" was deemed necessary considering the

rather peculiar scope of Alex Haley's work. Not only does

an evaluation of the standard include ideas of space (dif¬

ferentiation of language on either side of the Atlantic

Ocean) and time (the evolution of language from one cen¬

tury to the next), but to an even greater extent it dwells

on the implications of the historical social confrontation

between whites and Blacks in the United States in dealing

with the development of language. Accepting the reigning

linguistic hypothesis that this development is founded on

experience — of the individual and of the mass — much

evidence is offered in defense of Black linguists' recent

theories of a Black English standard encompassing all areas

of modern linguistic research: morpho-syntaxis, phonology,

vocabulary, semantics and style.

Haley's long documentation of the African experience

and its influence on the Black mind — hence, his language —

is considered to be tightly bound to the historical impli¬

cations of language differentiation between social classes

not only among whites, but among Blacks as well. Since
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language proficiency is generally understood to be class-

bound, Haley's characters are effectively broken up into

linguistic groups according to the historical social stra¬

tification of the last century in the United States. The

criteria for analysis in the present paper, therefore,

studies the levels of language among whites according to

social position, and among Blacks according to the degree

of Africanness as opposed to Americanization.

Obviously the compilation of data establishing the

various norms for morpho-xyntaxis and phonology for the

levels mentioned above is quite varied and quite extense.

It "was not enough just to differentiate the American lan¬

guage from its English source; much consideration had to

be given to normal pronunciation among the masses of Ameri¬

cans of the last century. Even more complicated was the

establishment of Black standard forms since not only was

there much discrepancy between modern linguists (basically

according to their race) but there is little formal record

of the actual language used by Black slaves of the last

century. An original analysis of slave talk set down by

a white journalist circa 1880 was considered to be instru¬

mental in analyzing Haley's version of Early Black English.

Since the present paper supports theories of a persistent

and influential African heritage, discussion of West African

morpho—syntaxis and phonology was also considered to be oí



utmost importance to this analysis.

That part of the analysis dedicated to word usage

transcends a simple analysis of the etimology of the words

employed in the texts in which appropriateness is largely

judged on chronological considerations to a discussion of

their appropriateness to the style of each speaker. Style

among white speakers is considered to be linked to social

class whereas among Blacks once again it reflects a heavily

Africanized tradition independent of individual linguistic

level. Since the analysis at hand did not pretend to under¬

take an exhausitive stylestic study, only those features

found to have a direct bearing on the attitudes found at

each level have been included.

Lastly, the statistical analysis selected to reinforce

the present thesis as to social stratification according to

language has been centered on a morphological analysis of

verb tense. Proficiency in verb usage is understood to be

directly linked with higher social class while the Elack

verb in particular is under greater stress generated by

the African tradition in morpho-syntaxis.

Since the intention of the present analysis is to set

forth those features of morpho-syntaxis, phonology, semantics

and style indicative of the levels of white and Black English

of the last century as presented by Alex Haley, texts were
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selected according to characters of different social

stratification, and although the analysis does not pre¬

tend to be completely exhaustive, it does present a very

representative cross-section of the book as a whole.

Even given the limited realization of the study, however,

the scope of the material under consideration may Justify

such extensive preparation dedicated to (1) establishing

norms by which the features actually found were to be e-

valuated, (2) setting up the historical social criteria

in which the characters were to be categorized and (3)

researching all the possibilities which might be considered

appropriate to each level. The resultant analysis is con¬

sequently much more than Just a linguistic exercise or

even a critique of Author Haley's adequacy in linguisticall

reproducing the historical evolution of his race in the

United States. To an amazing degree, the analysis supports

modern Black linguists' theories of Black language, its

influences and evolution, based on a literary work whose

intentions were not overtly linguistic and whose publica¬

tion occurred even before that of the new "revolutionary"

hypotheses of Black English. To this end, I consider the

extensive preparation, research, and subsequent analysis

to be more than Justified.
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CHAPTER III

THE ANALYSIS

I. MORPHO-SYETAXIS

To illustrate the various levels of languqsp with res¬

pect to morpho-syntaxis, conversational texts have been

selected from eleven different chapters, two of which —

chapters 72 and 83 — have been analyzed in their entirety.

Each text has been considered as typifying the linguistic

and social strata to which its speaker belongs. In some

instances conversation was compiled from more than one chap¬

ter in order to obtain enough material so as to be represen¬

tative of that group. Various characters contribute to the

text studied as the conversation of the field hands simply

because one sole person did not intervene in discourse of

any length. Since what is being considered here is the

level, in this case, of Black English, the sum of the con¬

versation is analyzed disregarding the individual speaker.

Ten levels of language are considered in this section
— five of white English and five of Black English. Those

white characters analyzed are Sir Eric Russel (an Englishman),

Dr. William Waller (a "massa" or member of the Southern

aristocracy), Missy Anne (Massa Waller's niece), the sheriff
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of Spotsylvania County, Virginia, and Tom Lea (a member

of the lower social class). Speakers representative of

Black English are Kunta Kinte (as a new arrival), Kunta

and Pompey (as Africans having lived many years in the

United States), the field hands (Ada, Noah, Aunt Sukey

and Sister Mandy), Bell (the house maid), and Cousin

Beorgia (the author's own cousin) representing those

features which are characteristic of Black English even

in this century.

WHITE ENGLISH

Sir Eric Russel, an Englishman (Text 1)

The only chapter in which Sir Eric Russel appears is

Chapter 103 which deals with gamecock fighting. His inter¬

vention is relatively brief but interesting because it may

be taken as representative of the British English standard.

Sir Russe's conversation is extremely formal even to the

extent that he uses the first person plural imperative "let

us" (line 7) in its more "literary" form rather than the

more usual contraction "let's", althoi^i other contractions

are used as would be expected in normal conversation (lines

2, 3, 11, 1A, 13, 17~j and- 19) • There are no deviations

from the norm for morpho-syntaxis in Standard English.
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B. Dr. William Waller, a Southern aristocrat (Texts 2 and 3)

Although "Massa Waller" intervenes in several chapters

of Roots, those studied for variations in morpho-syntaxis

were Chapters' 72 and 83. As would be expected of a third

generation Southern American aristocrat directly descended

from English nobility, his speech with respect to morpho-

syntaxis shows no variation whatsoever from what would be

considered standard British conversational English. Since

it is in the area of grammatical forms and sentence structure

that language evolves the most slowly, three generations of

living in the United States would not substantially have

affected this aspect of his family's speech even had their

pronunciation and vocabulary been infiltrated to some extent

by "Americanisms".

C. Missy Anne, Dr. William Waller's niece (Text A)

Charles Dickens, in a letter to his wife from the United

States on April 13, 1842, wrote that "all the women who have

been bred in slave States speak more or less like Negroes,

from having been constantly in their childhood with black

nurses",1#for as Charles Laird has written,

The great arbiters of language are the women who
speak it in the presence of children. 2.

In this brief but representative intervention (text 4) Missy



Anne somewhat substantiates Dickens' observation as to the

effects of Black language on the Southern female, at least

in the very early stages of her life. In Chapter 69 and

again in Chapter 72, Anne uses several features justifiably

considered inherent in Black speech.

Line 1 manifests the "zero copulative" and in line 3

the subject pronoun "you" as well as the copula have been

eliminated. A form of be is likewise eliminated in the

expression "we gonna" although the Black form would have

been "we gwine". There is a plural subject ("Niggers")

with a singular verb ("has") in line 6 and a double nega¬

tive construction is found in line 7• "ain't got nothin'".

However, this last trait together with the omission of the

first "as" of the comparative "as soon as" ("soon's", line 4),

the omission of the auxiliary verb do in the interrogative

"You hear me?" (line 4) and the substitution of "ain't got"

for "haven't" (line 7) are not restricted to Black speech.

The use of the objective pronoun after the comparative "than"

is considered almost standard American.

Moreover, in Anne's conversation as a fourteen-year-

old school girl the two variations from the standard in

morpho-syntaxis are just as prevalent in vulgar American

as in Black English, eg., the use of "ain't" for "haven't"

(line 11), and the use of the adjective "good" for the ad¬

verb "well" (line 14). Although this excerpt is too small

to be conclusive, it would seem that the morpho-syntactical
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features attributed to Black English have been erased from

Missy Anne's conversation by her schooling. Even though

this may have been the case with respect to Waller's niece,

her conversation is certainly important in substantiating

J. L. Dillard's view of Black influence on white language:

As I pointed out in Black English, the possibility
of a Black-on-white influence is strengthened by the
most important possible sociolinguistic facts: Southern
white children were quite likely to enter into peer
relationships with Black children (even the children
of slaves), although their elders were not likely to
do so with Black adults. 3«

Accpeting Dillard's very credible assumption that it is the

children of the country that instigate the modifications in

language, Missy Anne's brief intervention bears witness to

the importance of Black English in the development of the

American language.

D. The Sheriff of Spotsylvania County, Virginia (Text 5)

Many of the features cited by H. L. Mencken and C. C.

Eries as indigenous to American English are encountered in

an analysis of the county sheriff's conversation with Massa

Waller in Chapter 83. Those areas discussed include the

verb, the adverb, the pronoun, the double negative, and

other syntactical pecularities.

1) The verb: The tendency in American English to use

the preterite form of the verb as the past participle is



exemplified in line 11 ("lost" instead of "have lost") as

is the use of the present tense for the past participle

in line 32 ("give" for "given"). In line 13 the full verb

"have" is substituted by "gut" whereas in lines 17 and 4-3

it appears together with this "auxiliary" as Mencken de¬

fines it. The subjuntive mood is not employed in line 8

("If he was...") as would be expected. The use of the

plural form of the negative auxiliary with a singular sub¬

ject pronoun in "he don't" (line 38) is justified by Mencken

observation that "among Southerners this use (of "don't"

for "doesn't") rises almost to the level of cultured speech,

as well as by Fries' research which revealed this use to be

prevalent among speakers of Group III (Vulgar English), oc¬

casional in Group II (Common English), but totally absent

in Group I (Standard English).

In line 5 the copula verb "is" is omitted although

there is no reason to expect that it would be, particularly

since in every other instance it is simply contracted onto

the subject (eg., "it's", "he's", "that's", in lines 4-, 6-7?

and 39, respectively, to cite only a few). The negative

"ain't" is used instead of the negative of the present per¬

fect auxiliary "have" in this case in the singular in lines

30-31, 31, and 32 ("ain't been", "ain't tried", and "ain't

give")•

In accordance with the American tendency to shorten
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every expression to the minimum, the future, conditional,

present perfect, and past perfect tenses are on every oc¬

casion used in their contracted form not only in combina¬

tion with pronominal subjects but also with noun forms as

well, eg., "boys'll" (line 23).

2) The adverb: The use of the adjective form as an

adverb is frequent in the sheriff's conversation as seen

in "mighty" (line 2), "easier" (line 13)? "sure" (line 44),

and "loose" (line 43). Since this "bob-tailed adverb" is

considered to be characteristic of the American tongue and

since the sheriff makes such frequent use of it, it would

have been reasonable to expect "powerful" instead of "pow¬

erfully" in line 33» Indeed, its use is explicitly cited

by Thomas Low Nichols in "Peculiarities and Eccentricities"

of Southern conversation:

The Southerner is "mighty glad to see you". He
is apt to be "powerful lazy", and powerful slow";
but if you visit him where he has located himself,
he'll "go for you to the hilt agin creation." 3*

The tendency to add -s_ to adverbs is illustrated in
line 13 hy "anywheres" although "somewhere" (line 18) and

"nowhere" (line 31) are left in their standard form. The

expression "up to now" is clipped in line 32 to "to now".

3) The pronoun: With respect to the demonstrative

pronouns, only once is the objective pronoun "them" (a
nilgar feature according to Fries) used in that function
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and even then is counterbalanced by the use of the correct

demonstrative in the previous sentence. The resulting ef¬

fect reinforces a pejorative tone towards "them hard-outlaw

niggers" (line 39) while conserving a noncommittal attitude

toward "these nigger-catchers" (line 37)»

The relative pronoun "that" is omitted from its posi¬

tion as subject of the subordinate clause in lines 6 and 33

All possessive pronouns are used correctly although in line

31 the preferred usuage would dictate the possessive "your"

rather than the objective "you". However, the preferred

usage is not to be expected, for as Margeret Nicholson has
6.

remarked, "the gerund in America is dead."

A) The double negative: "Can't hardly" in line 1 is

a very typical example of the double negative in the Ameri¬

can vulgate but the three examples of triple negative in

lines 30-31» 31? and 32 are completely out of character.

Neither Mancken nor Fries makes any mention of the triple

negative whatsoever whereas Smitherman defines it as per¬

taining solely to the domain of Black English. Indeed, to

the experienced ear the lines mentioned above ("But since

he ain't never been nowhere, ain't never tried no runnin-'

before, and ain't never give you no other trouble to now...

"sound Blank". There is little motive to expect this ex¬

pression from the sheriff unless some weight is given to

Juanita Williamson's hypothesis that many of the forms that

comprise the "Southern" dialect, used by Black and white
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Southern adults in relaxed styles, look like nothing from

England, Scotlang, or Ireland hut are easy to derive from

Plantation Creole through the process of decreolization.

Other syntactical peculiarities: The introductory

there are is omitted altogether in line 1 and in line 4

it is substituted by "it's". Fries found this trait only

among writers in Group III — Vulgar English. In Standard

English this last line should read "There are very few nig¬

gers who appreciate good masters." The sheriff use the

singular "there's" with a plural subject ("fair odds") in

line 7 and line 32 the introductory or "dummy" it_ is omit¬

ted.

The four questions presented in the text must be in¬

ferred by tone since in no case has the interrogative been

expressed either by inversion (line 7) on hy use of the

auxiliaries d_o (lines 5? 24) or have (lines 14-15).
There are two cases of incorrect antecedent in the

text. Line 8 ("If he was a house nigger, they're general¬

ly slicker") is poorly expressed, and in lines 38-39 ("one

of them hard outlaw niggers that's slippin'.•.") the rela¬

tive "that" should refer to "niggers", not to "one", and

therefore govern a plural verb.

Line 18 omits the relative pronoun "when" and lines 9-

10 leave room for syntactical confusion ("they like to try

passin'...or tell"). The meaning of this sentence would

be clearer if the subject were repeated ("they tell"), or
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the infinitive marker to were repeated ("to tell"), or the

gerund form ("tellin'") were used as the object of the in¬

finitive "to try" on a parallel with "passin'".

In addition, some sentences run rampant ignoring the

normal observance of full stops (lines 2, 8-14, and 43-46.

E. Tom Lea (Text 6)

For an analysis of Tom Lea's conversation, text 6 was

taken from Chapter 108. This chapter was selected not on¬

ly because it affords enough material so as to be represen¬

tative but also because it is in this section that Tom Lea's

speech most approximates that of the "po' crackers'", as

they were called. Discussion of the morpho-syntaxic fea¬

tures found on this level includes the verb, the pronoun,

the adverb, the adjective, the double negative, and miscel¬

laneous morphological and syntactical peculiarities.

1) The verb:

a) Be: In twelve different sentences of this text

some form of the verb be has been omitted — eleven cases

of copula be_ and one of the ausiliary be: is present pro¬

gressive tense. This is more than half of the total num¬

ber of phrases in which a form of b_e is to be expected since

some form does appear in ten other instances. All but one

of those omitted correspond to the present tense and the

one sentence in which the past tense "were" would be ex-
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("You due back here long tome ago!", line 2). Since non-

be is a feature of Black Egnlish, this would seem to indi¬

cate a relatively strong Black influence on Lea's conver¬

sation.

b) forms of the full verbs: In many cases the stan¬

dard forms of the verbs are interchanged in different ten¬

ses. Twice Lea uses the present tense to express the pret¬

erite: "she never give" (line 13) and "I give" (line 39) —

one of Mencken's main examples of this use in the American

vulgate. In line 31 the present continuous is used for

the 'past continuous form ("when I'm comin'"), in line 36

the preterite is used for the present perfective ("p] for¬

got") and in line 38 the past participle is used for the

preterite ("I seen"). In addition, two strong verbs are

passed into the weak conjugation, one in the past participle

form ("I was borned", line 21) and one in the preterite

("Heared", line 31)-

A plural subject is used with a singular verb in two

sentences ("Me an' Miss Malizy's eatin'", line 19 and "We

was a team, we was", line 55) í and one sentence purports

a singular subject with a plural verb ("Nobody but me know

where," lines 43-44).

In line 3 the intransitive verb sit is replaced by the

transitive set.

g) Have: The full verb have is omitted once in
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an eliptical sentence, "I have somebody" might conceivably

be worded "there is somebody"), but the ausiliary verb have

is omitted six times (lines 1, 5-6, 28, 29, 30, and 52).

In addition, "got" is substituted for the full have on eight

occasions (lines 15, 42 (2) 43 (2), 45,46, and 47.
Ain11: The vulgar ain' t is used as the negative

auxiliary haven't in line 6, and in line 42 in the construc¬

tion "T ain't got" in which according to Mencken "got" is

the auxiliary of the full verb have. Ain't is used six

times as a negative form of be in the present tense — four

in the third person singular (lines 20, 41, 43, and 48) and

two in the second person singular (lines 37 and. 51 )*

e) The future auxiliary; In every sentence indica¬

ting future tense the future auxiliary verb shall, will or

the common marker '11 is absent (lines 28-29, 331 A4, 46).

f) The conditional auxiliary: The condition auxil¬

iary would is also absent in line 33»

2) The double negative: There are five instances of

the double negative in this text found in lines 6, 20-21,

28, 41, and 48. What appears to be a triple negative in

line 48 is actually only double since a positive meaning

is intended: "There is no need not to face the fact" ("Ain't

no need not to face the fact.") Nevertheless, there are

two constructions employing a triple negative. In line 42

three "straight forward" negatives are used ("I ain't got
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nothin' no more") and in lines 4-3-44- the "negative plus

but construction", cited by Menckoi as so common as to be

considered standard American, is further negated by the

auxiliary don* t: "Don't nobody but me know where". This

last statement apart from using triple negative employs

the reverse word order in negative statements that Smither-

man also attributes to Black English. The supposition may

be made that this character's close association with his

Black gamecock trainers and other slaves facilitated his

assimilation of what are normally considered features of

strictly Black English.

3) The pronoun:

a) Personal pronouns: The subject pronoun has been

omitted nineteen times from this conversation, seventeen

of which correspond to the first person singular and two

to the third person singular (lines 20 and 4-3). In addi¬

tion, the introductory adverb is eliminated from lines 4-1

and 4-8.

The objective case is used as the subject pronoun in

lines 19 ("me an' Malizy's eatin'") and 21-22 ("...you and

me can get...") testifying to those special environments

in which the American vulgate customarily uses such a con¬

struction; that is, in the conjoint and the absolute. "The

nominative, in the subject relation, takes the usual nomi¬

native form only when it is in immediate contact with its

verb. If it be separated from its verb by a conjunction
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or any other part of speech, even including another pronoun,

it takes the objective form...What is more, if the separa¬

tion be effected by a conjunction and another pronoun (the

case of lines 21-22), the other pronoun also changes to

the objective form, even though its contact with the verb
7.

may be immediate."

The use of the objective pronoun in line 11 ("Le's

drink to you being back") instead of the preferred posses¬

sive is standard conversational English. But there is a

curious repetition of the first person plural objective

pronoun after the first person plural imperative verb ("Less

us have a drink...", line 3) which is definitely substandard

"Er" (presumably "her") is used twice instead of the third

person neuter "it", both in the same enviroment ("We can

do 1 er", lines 23 and 34-)»

b) The demonstrative: The objective form them is

used once in place of the demonstrative pronoun (line 4-1)

and twice as a demonstrative adjective ("Them sonsabitches",

line 30 and "them willow trees", line 34-).

c) Relative pronouns: In two sentences the rela¬

tive pronoun has been omitted (lines 21 and 4-8-4-9) and in

line 32 the relative what has been substituted for who.

4-) Adverbs and adjectives: There are five adjectives

used as adverbs — "sure" (line 8), "quick" (line 9)? "bad"

line 17), "sure" (line 20), and again as "shore" (line 33) -

and the adverb "down" is used as an adjective twice in lines
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as "near 'bout" (line 17)» And the comparative than has

been inflected onto the adjective "better" in line 56

("better'n") which is representative of an American tenden¬

cy.

9) Other syntactical peculiarities: The omission of

the auxiliary do is found in forming the interrogative in

lines 22 and 28. However, the expression "You hear me?",

so widespread throughout the book, is used more as a threat

than as a simple question and as such takes on the charac¬

ter of an imperative rather than an interrogative.

The eliptical construction found in line 4-5 — "Still

ownin' ten acres" — makes rather odd use of the present

participle as does a similar statement in line 29 — "Ain't

jes' meanin' money." A simple present tense would be stan¬

dard in both cases: "I still own" and "I don't mean...".

In line 15 the preposition "since" should be "after"

in standard English unless the time of the verb is changed

("She had never given me any peace since that cockfight").

6) Miscellaneous morphological features: The neutral

a particle is added in "agoin'" (line 22) and the first as

of the conjunction "as long as" is also missing (line 5).
The indefinite aritcle a is omitted.in line 2 ("long time

ago") and line 55 ("li'l shirttail nigger").
Unaccented syllables are omitted in seven different

words: '"fore" (line 5), '"bout" (lines 17 and 19), "'hin'"
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(line 32), "'nother" (line 33), "'mongst" (line 41), "'tween"

(line 42) and "'gainst" (line 31). It should be noted,

however, that in every case the syllable omitted is in the

initial position and is always either "a-" or "be-" and

that all these words, with the exception of "another", are

prepositions.

SLACK ENGLISH

A* Kunta Kinte as a new arrival (Text 7)

Conversational text of Kunta Kinte as a new arrival

from Africa is quite limited. Even so, some of the fea¬

tures that would be representative of a "straight-from-

Africa nigger" are apparent in the few lines of Haley's

book. Line 1, for example ahows a question formation with¬

out any inversion of the subject and verb. The past form

of the copulative is used but, as expected, in the first/

third person singular form rather than the second person

"were". The copulative is omitted altogether in the ques¬

tion "What Virginia?" (line 3) which corresponds to stan¬

dard West African syntax, but its parallel in the next

sentence — "What's a colony?" — stands out for precisely

the opposite reason. It is doubtful that Kunta at this

stage would have used either the copula or the indefinite
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article.

The fiddler uses the future marker 111 according to

standard white English1 but Kunta answers him with "I ain't"

(line 4), as a future auxiliary, probably the only negative

he has mastered in his short stay in the United States.

The fiddler omits the present perfective auxiliary have

in his question (line 7) and Kunta's verb may be considered

a copied response.

B. Kunta and Pompey: Two Africans who have lived in the

United States for many years. (Text 8)

The first 14 lines of Text 8 (120 words) present the

same features repeated throughout in this conversation be¬

tween two African-born slaves who have lived the greater

part of their lives in the United States. Variants are

noted in use of the verb, the noun, the pronoun, subject

aposition, the negative, the interrogative, and the assi¬

milation of morphs.

1) The verb: Indubitably most variants found have

to do with verb forms, already cited as being perhaps the

most difficult part of learning any new language. There

are three examples of the third person singular tense mar¬

ker -_s being attatched to first person singular forms of
the full verbs: "I comes" (line 1), "I hopes" (line 4),

and "Wishes" (line 9). However, the standard form "I come"



is found in line 13. This "hypercorrection" is said to

be due to the partial learning of present tense verb for¬

mation — attatching -_s to forms other than the third per¬

son singular, although it ife obstensibly missing from white

standard position in third person singular in line 3 ("he

try"), concurring with standard Black. Is is used for all

persons — "I's" (line 7), "you is" (line 6) and "We is"

(line 3) — although it might be expected that forms of

be be omitted altogether in the conversation of two Afri¬

cans as is, indeed, the case in line 11 ("You still young").

The contraction "I's" is also used for "I have" in

lines 9 ("I's been") ana 10 ("I's learned"). This may be

interpreted as a misplaced third person marker of the auxil¬

iary have ("has") or an incorrect use of a be-form. In

these present perfective constructions, however, it would

be reasonable to expect the omission of the auxiliary al¬

together as in "you been born" (line 9)«

The verb know from the strong declension has been given

the weak past participle form "knowed" (line 10). The fu¬

ture auxiliary is missing from the verb "I tell" (lines 11

and 13), possibly because standard American usage dictates

the future marker '11 as in "I'll tell" which would form

a consonant cluster /It/ difficult for Africans to pronounce

or simply because the emphasis is on the verb action here

rather than the future tense. The future is so immediate

in this context as to be present tense in the mind of a
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foreigner to the English tongue.

2) The noun: There are two factors involving the noun

worthy of discussion in this text. First, the word "peo¬

ples" (line 1) is an example of hyperpluralization since

"people" is a plural noun. This may be considered also

as hypercorrection. Second, the phrase "six white folks'

plantation", while perfectly good white English, boasts

two variants from Standard Black: 1) since the number "six"

in this phrase indicates plural, the addition of the plural

marker -s_ to "plantation" would be considered redundant;

and 2) since the genitive in Black English is indicated by

position in the sentence, the genitive marker (') and pos¬

sibly the j3 in "folks'" should be omitted, if for no other

reason than becasue of the enormous consonant cluster formed

by the pronunciation of "folks plantations" read as a unit —

/ikspl/.

3) The pronoun: The subject pronoun "I" has been omit¬

ted once (line 9) and in one instance the nominal pronoun

"you" has been used as a possessive ("you country", line 12).

4) Subject apposition: The pronominal apposition so

common in West African languages makes its appearance twice

in this text. Line 5 doubles the third person singular in

"A wise man, he try..." and lines 11-12 double the third

person plural in "01' gran'mamas in you country, dey tell...?"

5) The negative: The negative "ain't", so common to

both vulgar American and Black, is used twice in this text
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in the same context as a substitute for "don't" (lines 6

and 8). The second appearance (line 8) is also part of a

double negative construction ("You ain't look dat neither").

6) The interrogative: Both questions asked in this

dialogue are apparently indicated by voice inflection since

in the first example (line 5) there is no inversion of sub¬

ject and verb and in the second (line 12) there is no use

of the auxiliary do. Both constructions are logical if

considered as English words being set into a West African

sentence structure.

7) The assimilation of morphs: The only other variants

to be noted in Kunta and Pompey's conversation are those

having to do with the assimilation of morphs onto other

words: "gimme" (line 2), "longer'n" (line 9)i "could'a"

(line 10), and "young'uns" (line 12). All these assimila¬

tions have been discussed in vulgar American and it would

seem logical to suppose that the Black slaves have used

these terms because they heard them rather than because

they were influenced by either their native tongue or by

hypercorrection.

C. The Field Hands (Text 9)

Text 9, which deals with the language of the slaves

confined to working in the fields, is composed of the

conversation of four different characters — Ada, Noah,
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Aunt Sueky, and Sister Mandy — taken from three different

chapters of Roots: Chapters 71, 82, and 83. The morpho-

syntactical variants discussed here include the verb, the

noun, the pronoun, the adjective, and the negative construc¬

tion.

■*-) The verb: The area of greatest variation from

standard English in Black conversation continues to be the

verb. Hypercorrection of the third person singular tense

marker -_s occurs in seven different verbs: "massa. .. 1 lows"

(line 2), "I feels" (line 5), "you follows" (line 10), "nig¬

gers he'ps" (line 12), "you hits" (line 13), "1 figgers"

(line 14), " I gits" (line 16), and "I knows" (line 22).

Conversely, the same tense marker is absent in the white

standard position in line 3 ("He git").

The introductory pronoun it;, a standard Black English

feature, appears twice — lines 1 and 11 — both with plural

subjects where standard white English would use the intro¬

ductory adverb there.

The morphological assimilation of the verb "going to"

as indicative of immediate future is presented in the form

used by Blacks in the last century (see phonological analysis

for justification). This verb occurs accordingly in lines

1 and 23 but in line 14 appears in its Modern Black form

as "gon".

The present conjugation of the verb be as "is" in all

persons is apparent in Noah's use of "you's" (line 3) and
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"is you" (line 17)? is its negative counterpart "ain't"

(lines 9 and 22). The future auxiliary is omitted in lines

18 ("I tell") abd 19 ("I see") as is typical in Black lan¬

guage. And that typical standard American feature, the

split infinitive appears once in line 22 ("to jes' steal

off").

Have as a full verb is substituted by "got" (lines

6 and 7)» The present perfective which in white standard

dictates the use of have or has plus the past participle

is expressed in three different ways here. In line 10,

the third person "has" is used for first person ("I'se

heared"), in line 24 the negative "ain't" replaces "hasn't"

("ain't...talked"); in line 8 the auxiliary has no vestage

at all ("you run"); and in line 20 the typical Black con¬

struction using the auxiliary done appears ("done lef'").

Done as an auxiliary also appears in the past perfect in

line 20 — "I done seed" — again, a typical Black construc¬

tion.

There are two instances of a strong declension verb

being conjugated in the weak declension: "heared" (line

10) and "seed" (line 20).

2) The noun: Two features of noun usuage are worthy

of mention in this text. First, in line 8 the use of the

noun plural marker -_s, although perfectly correct in white

standard English would be considered redundant pluraliza-

tion in Black English since plural has already been indicated
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by the number "four". Second, the elision of "young", an

adjective, and "one", a pronoun, forms the new noun form

"youngfun" (line 22). This assimilation of morphs is prev¬

alent in American English.

3) The pronoun: It is noteworthy that in every in¬

stance the relative pronoun has been omitted. The plqral

form of the second person pronoun indigenous to the South,

"y'all" ("you all"), is present in line 23-

A) The adjective and adverb: In line 1 the adjective

"right" is used as an adverb ("properly"), a typically Amer¬

ican usage. But the addition of the superlative inflection

-est to an adjective which does not lend itself to compari¬

son must be considered as "hypercorrection"; that is, a

standard rule which has only been partially assimilated.

Thus, "only" is inflected as "onliest" (line 3). Mencken

reports that "the American of the folk freely compares ad-
8.

jectives that are incapable of the inflection logically."

In lines the adverb and adjective "still warm" are

misplaced, seemingly modifying "ground" rather than "dead

nigger".

3) Negative constructions: The double negative, so

profuse in vulgar American, appears five times in this text:

"can't live no more" (line 6), "dogs don't eat nobody" (line

14), "can't let nothin'" (line 13), "ain't gon' tell her

none..." (line 17), and "he ain't no young'un" (line 22).
In addition lines 24-23 boast a quadruple negative — "My
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baby sho' ain't never talked to me nothing about no runnin'"
— clearly falling within the Black standard.

B* Bell, a house maid (Text 10)

The conversation of Bell, Dr. Waller's house maid,

has been selected for morpho-syntactical study of the lan¬

guage of those slaves closest to "01 Massa". Since at the

time of these two extracts of conversation, Bell had been

working for Massa Waller about forty years, she could be

expected to have absorbed more of the white standard"English

than her Black counterparts in the fields. The variants

considered in this Black's language fall into the follow¬

ing categories: the verb, the pronoun, the negative con¬

struction, and other morphological peculiarities.

1) The verb:

a) Be: Examples of zero-copulative construction

are found in lines 32, 38, and 40. The use of "is" for

all persons is exemplified in line 20 ("you's talkin'").

"Ain't" is used as the negative conjugation of be in the

present for all persons and in all cases: "ain't it" (line

2), "(it) ain't" (line 3)» "be ain't" (line 8), "fit) ain't"

(line 22), "rocks ain't" (line 27), "ain't her" (line 39,

and "you ain't" (line 46).

b) Future constructions: The future auxiliary

marker 'El is used correctly by Bell twice,lines 12 ("I'll

jes' spit") and 23-26 ("I'll wring"), but is omitted to-
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gether with the subject pronoun in line 17- Its presence

in her speech must be attributed to her close association

with white English since it is systematically omitted in

the conversation of other Blacks heretofore analyzed and

is often absent or only slightly enunciated in Modern Black.

The future indicator "going to" is expressed once as

"gwine" (line 3) which was typical of the Black slaves'

language, but then again as "gon'" in line 31 which is

modern Black usage. It is conceivable that the "gon'"

expression might possibly have been the result of close

contact with her master.

c) Present tense: The present tense marker -_s is

found in constructions of hypercorrection in the first and

second person singular and third person plural: "I knows"

(lines 1, 27, and 31)» "I feels" (line 6), "you feels" (line

11), "white folks splits" (line 4-5) and "they says" (line 33)•

Absence of this tense marker is found in lines 13 ("he pass"),

22 ("he drop"), and 11 (" (it)seem"). "Massa don't" also

appears in line 29, as does "don' all dat" in line 43, but

this usage is common vulgar American as has been explained

previously. In fact, in this text it would seem as if the

rule for applying the present tense marker -s had been learned

exactly backwards — in no case, save in the use of "don't"

which is applied to all persons, is the marker used accord¬

ing to white standard English rules.

d) The preterite: The -ed tense marker is omitted
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three times in this text — line 2 ("snap"), line 3 ("jine"),

and line 13 ("promise"). On two occasions this marker which

is used for weak verbs has been applied analogously to verbs

from the strong declension: "knowed" (line 37) &nd "teached"

(line 38).

e) Have: Have as a full verb is replaced in the

present by "got" (lines 16 and 21) and omitted entirely

in the conditional construction "I would rather have", as

indeed is the conditional auxiliary would, leaving "I ruther"

(line 7)-

As an auxiliary verb, have is omitted in the present

perfect in four instances: "she worked" (line 39)? "you

done" (line 33)? "we come" (line 32), and "you been" (lines

42-43). Had as a conditional auxiliary in the construction

"had better" is also left out in line 17 and again in line

18. Hone is substituted for have in the present perfect

in another four: "done tole" (line 13)? "done started"

(line 9)? "done cooked and waited" (line 41), and "done

drive" (line 42). (In this last example the infinitive

form of "drive" has been used instead of the past participle.)

f) The gerund and the present participle: "-ing forms":

What would apparently be a present participle in line 29 is

expressed in the present tense ("brings"). On the other

hand, the gerund form is used in line 10 ("to pullin'...

totin1") where an infinitive would be in order in standard

English.
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s) Ain't: "Ain't" as the negative form of the verb

be has already been noted in a previous section. It is al¬

so used in a present tense negative construction instead of

have with the auxiliary "got" in line 16 and in a past parti¬

ciple construction used for the negative simple past: "She

ain't meant" (lines 36-37) and "She ain't knowed" (line 37).

2) The pronoun:

a) Personal pronouns: The subject pronoun has been

omitted in four sentences (lines 3» 10* 11» and 21). The

use of the objective case after the copulative verb is con-
/

sidered standard American English ("ain't her" in line 39).

The possessive "your" is used according to white standard

English in line AO although it has been reduced to "yo" in

lines 18 and 26. (This feature, however, may be more phono¬

logical than morphological due to the loss of terminal /r/.)

b) Relative pronouns: Relative pronouns have been

omitted in four sentences (lines 19» 25» 38, and 39). In

two cases (lines 38 and 39) it is the relative "who" which

has been left out, a pronoun which is notable for its ab¬

sence from all the Black texts herein.

c) The demonstrative: The objective pronoun "them"

is used three times instead of the demonstrative adjective

"those". "Dem rocks" appears in line 23, "dem African things"

in lines 28-29, and "dem gourd an' rocks" in line 27. The

demonstrative pronoun "that" is omitted in line 21.

3) Negative constructions: The typical American double
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negative appears in four sentences (lines 16, 19, 21, and

27), and the typical Black triple negative occurs twice:

"Don't you never bring dat gal in here no Mo'" (line 29),

and "An' Massa don't never forgit nothin'" (lines 29-30)•

4) Other morpho-syntactical peculiarities: Two prepo¬

sitions are omitted in this text: "of" (line 17) and "for"

(line 41). The adverb "near'bout" (line 43) would seem to

assimilate two different adverbs — "nearly" and "about" —

making the expression redundant.

The expression "you hear me" has been discussed in a

previous text as being an interrogative sentence with im¬

perative overtones. Besides that, two other expressions

are inverted — "pay me 'tention" (line 17) and "ain't no

harm" (for "don't do any harm", line 28).

E. Cousin Georgia, a Modern Black (Text 11)

Although text exemplifying features of Modern Black

English is quite limited in this book, Cousin Georgia's

intervention in Chapter 119 is representative of several

of the traits of Black English that endure even in this

century. In a text only fifty-nine words long comprising

five sentences the zero-copulative construction appears

twice (lines 3 and 7). Another predominantly Black feature
— the pronominal apposition — appears in the last sentence

"Yo' sweet grandma an' all of 'em, dey up dere watchin' you.
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The present tense is used instead of the past tense

twice, both times with the verb "say" (lines 2 and 3).

"Cotched" is used as the preterite of "catch" (line 4-)

manifesting the vowel change prevalent in the last century

as well as the weak declension past tense marker -ed. "Got"

is used instead of have (line 1) — or it might be said

that of the full expression "have got" (American) the full

verb has been eliminated leaving the auxiliary. The reflex¬

ive form of the third person singular masculine pronoun has
9.

been formed on analogy with the first and second person,

giving "hisself" (line A). All these features may be con¬

sidered as pertaining to the American vulgate black or white.
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II4 PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

Due to a lack of sufficient material in all the levels

of language that this paper pretends to analyze, some of

the same texts from the morpho.syntactical analysis were

used again for the phonological analysis. In addition,

the same phonological features were found to pertain to

all groups of slaves (to a greater or lesser degree), so

it was thought that the analysis of one entire chapter

(Chapter 7*0 would be more representative of the group as

a whole rather than the smaller excerpts presented in morpho-

syntaxis. The text representling a more modern form of

Black English was taken from Chapter 117 and concerns a

conversation supposedly held at the beginning of the present

century.

WHITE ENGLISH

Sir Eric Russel (Text 1)

As representative of British Standard English, no

variants have been written into this Englishman's conver¬

sation.

B. Dr. William Waller (texts 2 and 3)

Representing the landed aristocracy of the last century
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Massa Waller apparently preserves "the mother tongue"

quite well. Here, at least, only one phonological variant

has been written into the text. Waller uses the word "gal"

instead of "girl" twice in text 3 (lines 13 and 21) which

is a typically American expression. This use, however,

would seem to be more a variation in semantics than in pho¬

nology since both instances refer to Black slave girlh.

In addition, it should be noted that in text 2 (line 3)

Waller uses the standard "girl". Although the reference

here is still to a slave girl, his speaking directly to the

girl's mother might govern his use of the more respectful

of the two terms.

Author Haley has obviously not bothered with any other

transcription on this level for otherwise he would surely

have included the Tidewater Virginian's replacement of ter¬

minal /r/ with "-ah" as described above by Mencken. This

variant would appear in such words as "sure", "here", "affair",

and "daughter", to mention only a few.

C. Missy Anne (Text A)

Because of Missy Anne's limited conversation in the

book Text A is again reviewed, this time for phonological

variants because

it is evident...that Virginian accent, like that of
all the States below the Mason and Dixon line, has
been under negroid influence for more than two cen-

v
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turies. It was inevitable that the Negro mammy
should flavor the speech of the white children she
brought up and the house slave that of his young mas¬
ter. More and more did each generation take on the
Negro lilt that sang in their ears from every quarter.

10.

In her early conversation (at ages 4- and 6), Anne uses many

of the features she has obviously picked up from her Black

nursemaids.

With respect to the consonants, /t/ is omitted in three

words — "gonna", "li'l", and "jes'" — and /d/ is omitted

in "an1". There are two vowel changes, both of which are

found in both vulgar American and Black: //\ / to /£, / in

"just" "jes1" and /se/ to /e/ in "can't" "caint". "Gon¬

na" and "li'l" may both be considered "baby" expressions

since they are still found in modern American and do not
/

correspond to either "gwine" or "gon" in the first instance,

nor to "leetle", cited by Mencken and found in Uncle Remus,

in the second.

D. The Sheriff (Text 3)

The sheriff's conversation presents several phonemic

variants typical of the American language at large. Dis¬

cussion includes the consonants / rj / and /h/ and the vowels
/a/, /I/, and /£ /.

/ J) /: According to Mencken, "in the United States

the final "g" in the "-ing" words is usually sounded clearly,
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at least by speakers of any education." Although the

sheriff is not presumed to have had much formal education

his language as transcribed in this text purports more

words with the correct ending than not: "traveling"

(line 11), "nigger-loving" (line 29), "killing" (line 40),
and "anything" (line 23). The vulgar American usage /n/

instead of / / is apparent in the following terms: "run-

nin'" (lines 1, 31? and 43), "tryin'" (lines 7? H? and

16), "passin'" (line 9)? "livin"' (line 13), and "risin"'

(lines 18-19). Although fewer words are clipped in this

sense, their absolute number is in fact greater — final

/ij / appears seven times while final /n/ appears nine.
It is unclear, however, whether "anything" should be

included in this count as standard American since, according

to Mencken, in the American vulgate "as in Standard English

there is a frequent dropping of the 'g' in the '-ing' words,
12

but it is usually preserved in 'anything' and 'everything'",

as opposed to "nothin'" and "somethin'".

/h/: Referring to the /q/ phoneme in the personal

pronoun "them" occurring after a word ending in a consonant,

Mencken writes:

"Them" as a personal pronoun in the absolute...
is commonly pronounced "'em", and sometimes its
vowel is almost lost, but this is also the case
in all save the most exact spoken English. 13.

Although Mencken makes no mention of it here, the same en¬

vironment, at least in vulgar American, also produces by
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analogy the omission of the /h/ in the personal pronoun

"him". In line 45, the phoneme in this word disappears

after the oonsonant /k/: "pick'im".

/a/: The standard /a/ phoneme occurring in "rather"

is transcribed as the phoneme /a/ in line 2 — "ruther".

Mencken describes this as an early form now preserved only
14.

in the Ozark dialect.

/I/: The early change from the phoneme /I/ to /se/

in "girl" "gal" (line 17) is still in use somewhat in

the American language.

/_£_/: The phoneme /£ / in "Negro", taken from the

Spanish or Portuguese word for "black" must have early

undergone the same variation as such words as "yet", "gen¬

eral", "steady", "chest", etc. These words were pronounced

with the phoneme /I/ in the last century in the United States

and according to Mencken was correct in seventeenth century
15.

England. This pronunciation would give the term under

consideration its vowel as written in line 1 (and in all

other instances) — "nigger". Although the change in the

second syllable of this word from "gro" to "ger" is unex¬

plained, the frequent elision of the phoneme /r/ both in

Standard English and consequently in Southern American,

coupled with a transformation on an analogy with the process

that turned the English "hollo" into the American "holler"

might be held accountable for the final product.

In his artical entitled "Some Social Differences in
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Pronunciation" Raven I. McDavid, Jr. discussed the pronun¬

ciation of "Negro" in the South:

Sometimes the pronunciation of a word may involve
a number of intricately related cultural, historical,
and political facts. One of the most complex of these
is "Negro", where the pronunciations involve not only
the status and the attitudes of those who use them,
but the reactions of those the pronunciations desig¬
nate. The historical pronunciation /nlgar/ is by far
the most common, and in many communities it is the
normal pronunciation used by speakers of both races.
However, since it is used by many prople as a term
of contempt, it is actively resented by Negro spokes¬
men — regardless of the intent behind it. The spel¬
ling pronunciation /'nigro/ is comparatively new, but
it has been actively sponsored as a polite pornuncia-
tion and is so used by most cultured speakers of the
North and North Midland. However, /.'nigro/ is vary
rare south of the Mason-Sixon line, partly because
it is recognized as a Northern pronunciation or a
word about which most Southerners have strong preju¬
dices, partly because it violates the normal Southern
tendency to have /3 / in unstressed syllables...The
normal polite form in the South...is /nigra/. Most
cultured informants in the South do not use /nlgar/,
which they feel is both derogatory to the Negro and
characteristic of poor white speech. 15»

E. Tom Lea (Text 6)

Phonemic variation present in the vulgar American lan¬

guage as revealed in Tom Lea's conversation include the con¬

sonants /rj /, /s/, /h/, /t/, /d/, /r/, and /0 /, and the
vowels /a/, /i/> /I/, /£/, and /u/.

1) The consonants:

a) /Q /: As cited in the previous section the "-ing"
forms are reduced to "-in1" in the vulgate. Tom Lea is
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in /rj / is reduced to /h/ except "everything" (line 18),
also given as an exception to the rule in this case: "bein1"

(line 11), "mornin'" (lines 12 and 38), "eatin1" (line 19),

"nothin'" (lines 20-21, and 42), "agoin1" (line 22), "meanin'"

(line 29), "crossin'" (line 31), "comin'" (line 31), "laughin1"

(line 32), "keepin1" (line 41), "ownin'" (line 43), and

"turnin1" (line 31)» It should be noted that the counter¬

part to "everything" — "nothing" — is true to the example

given before.

b) /s/: Only in the word "yes" is the /s/ changed to

"ah" (lines 16 and 34), this being one of the pronunciations

of the word common to the American vulgate.

c) /h/ and The phoneme /h/ is not omitted after

/w/ — "what" (lines 20 and 32), "when" (lines 31, 44),

"where" (line 44) nor "whatever" (line 46) — though its

absence is a standard American feature. Probably it is so

standard that Author Haley never even thought to omit it

since being American he would not pronounce it either.

The /h/ in "her", however, is omitted in line 9 (and

in lines 23 and 34 if this particle is understood to be

"her"; more than likely it is a rather poorly enunciated

neuter sound //\ r/ as the sense of it is definitely neuter).

Its omission occurring after the word "put" which ends in

the consonant /t/ may be justified by an analogy with the

omission of the /0/ in "them" and the /h/ in "him" discussed
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"them" also occurs as expected in lines 31-32 ("heared'em")

and 33 ("show'em"), both instances of which are post-con-

sonental.

d) /t/: In only two words is the consonant /t/ missing:

"let's" ("less" in line 3» and "le's" in line 11) and "just"

("jes'" in line 29), although the latter appears in its

standard form in lines 8 and 12. Mencken cites as common

vulgar American the dropping of /t/ in the following words:
16.

"backrup", "kep", "slep", "crep", "quanity" and "les", the

last example appearing in this text. "Jest" is cited for
17.

"just" but not "jes" as is found here, so it must be

attributed more to Black influence than to the common Amer¬

ican speech.

/t/ in the terminal position is present in every other

word normally bearing it, including such consonant clusters

as /st/ ("just" and "last" in line 17)? /rt/ C'heart" in¬

line 33) i /gst/ C' 'mongst" in line 41) and /nst/ ("'gainst"

in line 31). This fact would seemingly refute Dr. W. Cabell

Greet's statement that "there is literally no pronunciation

common Negroes...that does not occur generally in vulgar
18.

or old-fashioned American speech." As has been discussed

above and will be seen again below, these consonant clusters

do not appear in Black English. While it is true that the

examples cited by Mencken above in which /t/ is not pronounced

are also consonant clusters (/pt/, /st/, and /nt/), the /nt/
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cluster in "quantity" cited as being reduced to /n/ is pre¬

cisely the only consonant cluster which is systematically

pronounced in Black speech (see below).

e) /d/: The phoneme /d/ in the terminal position is

present in seven different words — "glad" (lines 1 and 7)>

"old" (lines 9 and 36), "borned" (line 21), "heared" (line

31), "straw-colored" (line 39)? "fooled" (line 42) and

"helped" (line 32) — and absent in six others — "tol'"

(line 32), "Ian'" (line 43), "kin1" (line 31)? "worl'"

(line 32) and "01*" (line 34).

The use of "told" and "old" is explained by Mencken:

The American plain people have some difficulty with
"t" and "d". They add a "t" to "close", "wish" and
"once", and displace "d" with "t" in "hold" which be¬
comes "holt". In "told" and "old" they abandon the
"d" altogether, preferring "tole" and "ole". 19»

Futhermore, according to this author, /d/ is often dropped

before consonants in paired words, a view that Perkins con¬

firms. Therefore, it is not improbable that the final /d/

would be omitted in the other examples cited since in every

case except "world" the following word begins with a con¬

sonant: "'hin' my back", "Ban1 like money", and "ain't the

kin' go". In every case the omission of /d/ avoids a clus¬

ter of three consonants which, indeed, is the case presented

in the word "world" even without a word to follow it.

f) /r/: Terminal /r/ is mentioned by Mencken mainly

with reference to the South, yet in lines 19 send 21, Tom
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ciation would dictate "po-ah" so it must be supposed that

"po,n has been borrowed from Black English. In The Ameri¬

can Language: Supplement II, Mencken attributes the omis¬

sion of the final r in "poor", "floor" and "your" to "usages

borrowed from below" though he does not go so far as to ad-
20.

mit any Black influence. /r/ is present in the final po¬

sition in every other case occurring in this text.

2) The vowels:

a) /A /: In lines 29 and 50 the word "just" is

transcribed as "¿es" (although in lines 8 and 12 it is pre¬

sented in standard form) testifying to a vowel change from

//\ / to /£ / common to the vulgate in the last century.

This is supported by Mr. Vance Randolf who affirms that

in the Ozark dialect the "u" is seldom pronounced correctly,

giving such examples as "brush" "bresh", (//\ / <T /£/),

"such" "sich" (//\ / <C /I/)i "sure" "shore" (/u/ < /o/)
21.

and "until" "ontil" (/A / /o/). That the Ozark dia¬

lect may be used to substantiate trends present in the last

century has been defended above. It may be further substan¬

tiated by the fact that both the /u/ <5 /o/ and /A / <¿ /o/

transformations are present in Uncle Remus who uses "sho1"

for "sure" and "ontwel" for "until".

b) /I/: Although the /I/ vowel in "little" is conserved

in Lea's pronunciation of the word as "li'l" (line 38),

the /i/ phoneme is defended by Mencken and indeed "leetle"
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is found in Uncle Remus.

c) /£/: The change of /€/ to /I/ has been substantia¬

ted in the previous section and justifies the change in

pronunciation from "get" to "git" (lines 33 and 44). "Get"

appears in its standard form, however, in line 22).

d) /u/: The phoneme /u/ pronounced as /o/ in the word

"sure" ("shore", line 47) has been mentioned above although

in lines 8 and 20 it appears in its standard form.

BLACK ENGLISH

A. Kunta and Kizzy (Text 12)

Conversational text for the analysis of the phonologi¬

cal aspects of Black language among the slaves ahs been taken

from Chapter 74. Those variants discussed include the con¬

sonants / 6 / and / % /, /p/, /h/, / ij /, /r/, /d/, /t/, and
/v/, and the vowels /A/, /u/, /o/, /ae/, and /o/ and the

dipthong /ol/.

1) The consonants:

a) "th" — /# / and /Q /: In every word which has

"th" as /# / in the initial position this phoneme has been

changed to /d/ — "dey" (twelve times), "dat" (ten times),
"dan" (twice), "de" (nine times), "den" (once), "dis" (once),
"dese" (once), and "dem" (four times) — a change consistent
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as /Q / in the initial position is conserved as such in

every case — "things" (line 11), "thought" (line 27) and

"three" (line 66) — which concurs with the sound rules

for Black English put forth by Smitherman but is in disagree¬

ment with those discussed by Perkins.

In the medial position the reverse is true; while "th"

as / / has been conserved — "other" (lines 51? 87? and 88),

"'nother" (lines 84 and 85), "brothers" (lines 65 and 66),

and "neither" (line 96) — the phoneme /Q / has been omitted

entirely — "sump'n" (line 56). V/hile there is a case of

the omission of medial /$ / —"on'em" (line 15) — it rather

obeys the vulgar American tendency to eliminate the "th"

in them after consonant (in this case /n/) as discussed

above.

Regarding "th" in the terminal position, / ¿f / is again

changed to /d/ ("wid" in lines 5, 22, 58, 79, and 80) where¬

as /Q/ is left in tack ("months" in lines 55 and 36, and

"both" in line 82). According to research done by Perkins

this final /G/ should appear as /t/, but according to Smither¬

man it may appear as /f/.

b) /p/: There is only one word, in this text in which
use- of /p/ varies from Standard English. In the word wsome¬

thing" ("sump'n", line 56), the phoneme /8/ has been left

out as discussed above and /p/ has been inserted. Mencken

explains this vulgar American trait as follows:
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The p-sound in drernpt follows a tendency that
is also seen in such pronunciations as "warm(p)th",
"com(p)fort", and "some(p)thing" and that has ac¬
tually inserted a "p" in Thompson (Tom's son). 22.

c) /h/: Mencken reports that "the majority of Ameri¬

cans seem to have early abandoned all effort to sound the

'h' in words such as 'when' and 'where'." This pronuncia¬

tion must be so entrenched in modern Standard American that

Haley has not bothered to note the difference at all in

his transcription of Black slave speech ("where", "where-

ever", "why", "white", and "when"). It is interesting to

note, however, this omission of /h/ after /w/ must not al¬

ways have been so commonplace in the American language, for

J. C. Harris is careful to omit every single instance of it

in Uncle Remus.

d) / Q /: As would be expected, /0/ is substituted

by /n/ in "goin'" (line 22), "fishin'" (line 4-2), "gon'"

(lines 48 and 70), "layin'" (line 50), "lookin'" (line 58),

and "pullin'" (line 75)• In two other words, though, ("things"

though its presence is corroborated by Smitherman who says

although Black English changes the vowel giving "thang".

"Wrong" may be justified as analogous to "thing".

e) /r/: Smitherman says that in Black English /r/

is deleted in both medial and terminal positions; Perkins

cites its omission in a post-consonental position or in un-

in line 11 and "wrong" in line 56)

that pronounced as in white English
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pre-consonental and terminal positions as a Standard Eng¬

lish pronunciation influential in Southern American. Taken

together and in all instances these three authorities would

practically obliterate the /r/ from Black speeck, excepting

only the initial position. Haley has not worried with the

facts in this case, however, because of twenty-two different

words claiming medial /r/, it is only omitted in two —

"hunned" (line 44) and "hosses" (line 74) — and of twenty-

four words requiring terminal /r/, in only four cases has

it been omitted — Myo,n ("your", line 2), "fo,M (as "four"

in line 42), "'fo'" (as "for" in lines 78 and 79)> and

"mo1" ("more" in line 66). As is readily seen, two of these

las four examples are homonyms — "four" and "for". In

addition "four" is written as "fo" in line 42 as mentioned

but it appears three more times in the text in its standard

form (lines 22, 33? adn 34). One other point should be

broughtv up here. Whereas Haley has transcribed the prepo¬

sition "for" as "fo,n in lines 78 and 79> in line 3^ it is

written as "fer". But phonological analysis of Uncle Remus

makes it clear that "fo1" is used to mean "before" whereas

"for" is always prnounced "fer" among the slaves.

f) /d./: The phoneme /d/ in a terminal position is o-

mitted a total of nineteen times included in nine different

words: "an,M, "soun1", "tol" (or "tole"), "hol,4i, "ol,M,

"frien'", "chile", and the past tense of "seem" and "grab".
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a total of fourteen times — "walked", "word", "chained",

"would", "had", "could", "growed", and "worried". Of these,

though, "wculd" in line 4-6, "had" in line 53, and "growed"

in line 67 in rapid conversation would be converted into

a medial /d/ before a vowel sound giving a combination such

as is in fact transcribed in line 63 as "woulda".

Medial /d/ is omitted when its presence creates a clus¬

ter of three consonants: /ndr/ in "hunned" (line 44-) and

/ndm/ in "gran'ma" (line 1).

g) /v/: The voiced interdental fricative in "seventeen"

has been changed to the voiced labial /b/ in line 61, but

none of the authorities has any comment on this change.

This pronunciation is, however, common among very young

children learning to count ("seben").

h) /t/z Terminal /t/ has only been omitted in three

words ("don'", "jes'" and "bes*") for a total of eight times

whereas it has been included in twelve words for a total of

twenty-four times. This fact would seem to be exactly con¬

trary to authorities' affirmations that terminal /t/ is o-

mitted in Black speech, especially if it forms a consonant

cluster. Furhter analysis, however, shows that in all cases

of its inclusion except "crost" (lines 31» 33» &nd 40), the

consonant cluster formed is always /nt/. It must be assumed,

furthermore, that this is precisely one combination of con¬

sonants admitted in West African languages since the main
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protagonist of the book under study has this cluster included

in his name not once but twice: "Kunta Kinte".

Inclusion of /t/ in the word "crost" here must be con¬

sidered an anomaly since in other clusters of /st/ present

in this text ("Jes'", "bes1") the /t/ has been eliminated

as, indeed, it has been in Uncle Remus: "roas"' and "fus"

("first").

2) The vowels:

a) /A / and /u/: The transformation of /A / into

/£/ in "Just" "Jes'" (lines 18, 57? 71? and 7^) has been

discussed in the previous section, as has the change of /u/

to /o/ in "sure" <C "sho1" (line 9^) •

b) /of: That the /o/ in "for" was changed to /A/

as "fer" (line 58) in Black slave language is supported by

its occurence in Uncle Remus. As stated above, this change

is not consistent in Text 12, but "for" is "fer" in every

case in Harris' tale.

The above-mentioned elision of /r/ in the word "horse"
25-

(verified by Mencken as early American ) has implied a

change in pronunciation of the vowel form /o/ to /0 /.

"Hosses" (line 7*0 Is common to Blacks as well as to the

American vulgate at large.

c) /se /: The change /se / to / e/ in "can't" <1 "cain't"

is not substantiated by any of the authorities consulted.

Mencken limits his discussion to a comment made by C. H.

Grandgent to the effect that "Yankeedom itself is divided
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over such combinations as "ant", "can't", "dance", "example^
"

in which a nasal and another consonant follow the vowel...

The author of the present paper, however, can attest to its

widespread use among Blacks and whites alike at least in

the South in the present century.

d) /a/: The change of /a/ to /as / in "mamma" <!,

"mammy" and "papa"< "pappy" is so indigenous to Black speech

that the words carry semantic implications. Even the sheriff

uses "mammy" (Text 5? line 14) to denote a black mother

whereas if she had been white it is probable that the stan¬

dard "mother" would have been employed.

e) /D/: Although this vowel as it appears in Text

12 in the word "because" is standard ("'cause", lines 37, 48,

73, 74, 85, 87, and 88), Mencken mentions that in the years

before the Civil War "because" turned into "becuz" or "bacaze"

(/a/), and in every instance in Uncle Remus Harris gives

"'kaze". This vowel, then, would seem to be more appropriate

as /e/ in this text.

B. Black Townsfolk and Will, Cynthia, and Bertha Palmer

(Text 13)

This text concerns conversation typical among Blacks

at the turn of the century juxtaposed with one Black girl

who has access to higher education and, as such, has accep¬

ted more and more of the white standard. Those phonemes
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/ fj /, /p/> /i/? and /k/, and the vowel //\ / and dipthong
/ol/.

1) The consonants:

a) /j / and /Q/: The consonants Mth" as / cf / are

consistently changed to /d/ in the initial ("dat", "de",

"dis", "dem", and "dese") and final ("wid") positions.

In fact, one of the two errors Bertha corrects in her par¬

ents' speech as being nonstandard is this initial /cT/

(line 11). /O/ is pronounced correctly in all positions:

initial ("thing"), medial ("anything") and final ("breath")

Although "thing" has been cited as correct in Black English

"breath" might have been expected to take on /f/ ("breaf").

b) /t/: Terminal /t/ after /s/ continues to be

omitted in "¿jes'" (lines 1, 10, 19, and 20) and "firs'"

(line 11) but is present in "last" (line 21) More than

likely it should have been omitted there, too, since the

two words "last breath" form a cluster of four consonants

/stbr/.

c) /d/: Medial /d/ after /n/ is omitted in "unner-

stan"' (line 19) as it is in the terminal position in this

same word and "an'" (lines 3 and 7)»

d) /JL/s In every word ending in "-ing" the pho¬
neme /l] / is changed to /n/ — "spilin'" (line 1), "seein'"
(line 21), "hearin"' (line 8), "tellin'" (line 8), "headin'
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(line 11), and even "anythin1" (line 9) although this last

word is cited both by Mencken and Smitherman as generally

conserving the standard form.

e) /r/: Of the three instances of terminal /r/ —

"pitcher" (line 3)? "fo\" (line 7) and. "better" (line 21)
— only "fo,n has eliminated this phoneme and, indeed, is

the second variant corrected by Bertha (line 12).

f) /!/: This phoneme continues to be elided in

"he'p" (line 18), thus avoiding the consonant cluster /lp/.

g) /k/: The change of /tu/ to /cu/ is commented

upon by Mencken in reference to vulgar American: "In Amer¬

ica the 'tu' tends to become 'choo'» On the vulgar level,
25-

"picture" is "pitchur" or "pitcher" (line 3? "pitcher"),

which subsequently implies the substitution of /k/ by /t/.
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III. WORD USAGE: ETIMOLOGY, SEMANTICS AND STYLE

Benjamin Lee Whorf, the renowned linguistic analyst

has said,

...Language first of all is a classification and
arrangement of the stream of sensory experience
which results in a certain world-order, a certain
segment of the world that is easily expressible in
the type of symbolic means that language employs.

26.

While the capacity of language to order the perception and,

thus, the mentality of its speakers may be a hypothesis of

dubious value, that language is molded and modified by time

and the experience of its users seems to be indisputable.

Terms which may be common to more than one group of people

take on different connotations according to the situations

and circumstances of each group. The etimology of a word

becomes almost anecdotal when considered alongside the sub¬

sequent nuances applied to it during its evolution up to

present usage. The perception of the connotation inherent

in a term may heavily depend on the experience of the hearer

and how closely related that experience — personal or "en

masse" — has been to that of the speaker, sometimes pro¬

ducing reactions in the hearer exactly opposite of those

intended by the speaker.

A case in point which is also pertinent to discussion

of the language used in Roots was cited in the February, 1R7&
edition of the English Journal. A white gym teacher compli-
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merited a Black basketball player with the phrase "Attaboy,

go get 'em!" "Boy"..."the unforgivable form of address

for a Black male; the message of praise never got through."

As Roots is testimony, "due to white America's historical

emasculation efforts directed against Black manhood, 'boy'

is an offensive term to Black men — even to the young Black

Similarly, Blacks have trouble adjusting to being called

by their first name in the inner executive circles of the

white business world. In a white connotation, dealing with

a person on a first name basis means an immediate acknowledg

ment that the bearer has been admitted into the "club". It

is offensive to Blacks, however, because historically whites

have used this as a sign of disrespect and thus as a verbal
28.

mechanism for putting Blacks in "thier place". As Mario

Pei has said,

Far more than syntax, grammatical forms or even
sounds, the semantics of language is subject to all
the forces, overt and obscure, of individual and mass
psychology. Each word...has its own semantic history,
and for each change in the meaning of that word there
is a definite cause. 29.

A look at the semantic implications of the words used,

then, is of the utmost importance in discussing the levels

of language in the book at hand. But meaning may be impar¬

ted not only by means of words but by how these words are

put together in what is generally called style. In white

English the way a conversation is handled may disclose much

of the speaker's attitude toward the subject of the conver-
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sation or toward the listener. And in Black Engish, style

moves on beyond simple semantics to an affirmation of race

solidarity and a means for surviving in a traditionally

hostile enviornment.

Those texts analyzed as representative of different

social stratification include the conversation of Sir Eric

Russel, Dr. William Waller, Missy Anne, the Sheriff and

Tom Lea, as white speakers, and excerpts from conversation

on Slave Row, the Black preacher, the Fiddler, and the re¬

ported speech of Kunta Kinte which bear witness to Black

semantics and style.

A. Sir Eric Russel (Text 1)

Sir Eric Russel, of course, uses the vocabulary suited

to upper echelon British English. Only one term used here

is strictly American — "darky" (line IT) — having come
30.

into English during the Revolutionary War days, but its

use in this text is decidely used to convey Sir Russel's

nationality. In designating a member of the Black race,

every other speaker in the book, Black or white, uses the

word "nigger". It may be assumed that Haley put this word

into the mouth of an Englishman to convey a more noncommital

attitude toward Black slaves though, in fact, the term

"nigger" was ¿just as noncommital until much later as is

explained below.
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The other expression clearly indicating Sir Russel's

Englibh origin is his reference to "the tea hour" (line 20).

In 1859» Gosse in a series of letters from Alabama wrote,

The meal which we are accustomed to call "tea" is
by Americans, universally, I believe, called "supper",
and it is the final meal, there being but three in
the day. 51.

Although it may be assumed that Mr. Jewett, Russel's host,

has retained close ties with the mother country and may

conserve many of the old customs, "taking tea" is not an

American tradition.

On a higher plane, Sir Russel's language is so formal

as to be haughty. It is clear in his conversation that,

in spite of his very correct form of address, he disdains

his listener, Mr. Tom Lea, as being below his status. (It

is also interesting to note that this "po' cracker" also

takes on a more formal register while speaking with Sir

Russel than he normally employs in the text.)

B. Dr. William Waller (Text 14-)

As has been previously shown Dr. Waller's speech varies

only minimally from standard British English in those areas

concerning morpho-syntaxis and phonology. Some American

traits have mangage to slip into his vocabulary, however,

for as Charles Astor Bristed wrote in 1855» "the most re¬

fined and best educated American, who has habitually resided
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in his own country, the very man who would write, on some

serious topic, volumes in which no peculiarity could be

detected, will, in half a dozen sentences, use at least

as many words that cannot fail to strike the inexperienced
52.

Englishman who hears them for the first time."

In line 3, the word "fetched" to the modern American

ear has a vulgar ring to it, but although it is true that

in this century its use has been confined more or less to

the American vulgate, its etimological roots are firmly

entrenched in Old English and there is every reason to sup¬

pose that the word might logically find itself in the vo¬

cabulary of a Southern aristocrat two centuries ago since

it is still found in good British vocabulary today.

"Bottomlands" (lines 12-13), on the other hand, is

cited by William C. Eowler in his chapter on American Dia¬

lects (The English Language, 1850) as having substituted

the English term "interval-land". But "boom" (line 24)
is not even introduced until after 1867 according to the

Dictionary of American English on Historical Principles

and H. W. Honwill in his Dictionary of Modern American

Usage lists it among words which have "become naturalized

since the beginning of the present century." Whatsmore,

Mencken cites "boom" as slang even though he justifies its

use as filling a linguistic vacuum since there was "no oth-
34-

er satisfactory word" for it. All these notes, however,

point out the imporbability of its appearance in Massa
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Waller's conversation which apart from occurring at the

turn of the eighteenth century (long before "boom" is e-

ven listed) is so extremely formal as to texpect a circum¬

locutory expression such as "an expansion in the cotton

production", for example.

"Pickaninny" (line 29), used by whites to refer to

Black babies or very young children, comes to English by

way of the American language but actually is a loan-word
39:

from Spanish (Mencken) or Portugués (Dillard). It was first
/

noted in 1637•

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary defines "rednecks"

(lines 36 and Al) as "a white member of the Southern rural

laboring class", exemplifying the American linguistic tra¬

dition of using words of basic English stock to form concise

but very expressive idioms.

Mencken sites "nigger" (line A2) as being dated in

the Oxford Dictionary as first appearing in 1786, but he
36.

is of the opinion that the word must be older. Taken

from the Spanish word for "black", "negro" and its English

plural "negroes" were assimilated into the English and Amer¬

ican vocabulary and apparently degenerated linguistically

into "nigger". According to Smitherman, "in Colonial Amer¬

ica, whites characteristically referred to blacks as 'negroes',

'slaves', or 'niggers'. The three terms were used inter¬

changeably and without any apparent distinction, especially

by whites in the Southern United States. It was not until
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distinguish 'negro' and 'nigger'". The use of the latter

in Massa Waller's conversation is completely justified be¬

ing in no way an opporbrious term at that time.

The idiom "poor whites" (line 45) naturally grew out

or a class-conscious society which distinguished its mem¬

bers not only oneconomical considerations but race as well.

Webster's defines "poor white" as a "member of an inferior

or underpriveleged white social group — often taken to be

offensive;" indeed, the term is used derisively here.

"Slick-tongued" (lines 71-72) seems to be another anal

omy in the speech of the upper class. In a discussion in

"Men and Manners in America" written in 1833? Captain Hamil

ton qualified as "barbarisms" such words as "slick", "hedge

and "boss", carefully adding that "it is true (they) are
37.

rarely used by the better orders." "Slick" evolved from

"sleek" which continued in use in reference to appearance

while the former took on the meaning of "cunning" or "in-
38.

gratiating". Since William Waller may be described as

a member of the "better orders", it seems unlikely that he

should use this term.

Another apparent analorny in this text is the use of

"con-man" (line 72). It is discussed by Mencken as having

had to be explained to the British when Carl Sandburg's

Collected Poems were reprinted in London and is not even

listed in Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. H. W. Horwill
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includes "con-inan", however, in his Dictionary of Modern

American Usage (1965), defining the first element of the
AO.

idiom as an abbreviation of "confidence". It is, there¬

fore, highly unlikely that this term would have been in

common usage two' hundred years before, and less likely

still that it would be included in the vocabulary of an

aristocrat.

"Nerve" (line 76) is a typical modern American expres¬

sion for which the English generally use "cheek". A more

formal synonym such as "boldness" might have been expected

in such formal language.

Apart from these specific instances of word usage,

semantic connotations in the overall context are easily

distinguished as having important implications for Roots

as a whole and the historical development of both races,

black and white, along separate but unequal lines. Basical¬

ly the indignation expressed by these upper class whites

for their own race centers on contempt for "upstart rednecks"

(lines 36 and 4-1) and outrage at the immoral slave traders

(lines 71-78). Blacks, however, are not even considered

as capable of such human responses. Slaves are viewed as

property, much as livestock, as is visible in such references

as Virginia's "best breeding stock" (lines 17-18), or Blacks'

prolificity ("every pickaninny is worth money", line 29),

thus comprising a white man's "best investment" (line 32).

They are conceeded to be "capable of learning skills" (line
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30) and "serving useful purposes" (line 60), much as one

would train a superior but not-quite-human animal. Fear

of the Black man, however, is expressed in lines 35~36 and

67-69, so at least one human emotion is attributed to them

— that of revenge.

With respect to the stylistic features, Massa Waller's

conversation is overly formal to the point of being stilted.

While the Southern American aristocracy may have used cor¬

rect grammar and Southern English pronunciation, "nobody

ever talks as books and plays talk," as Walt Whiteman has

said.

C. Missy Anne (Text A)

There is only one point to be brought up in relation

to semantics in Missy Anne's brief intervention in this

book. The belief expressed in Chapter 72 (lines 6-7) that

"niggers has more fun than us, 'cause they ain't got nothin'

to worry about" was widespread among whites of the era.

Giving these Blacks food, shelter, and clothing was con¬

sidered to take away any worries the slave could possibly

have although in fact these basic necessities ameliorated

very few.

D. The Sheriff (Text 3)

Many of the American words used in the Sheriff's
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— have been mentioned, in above analyses. Though the word

"sap" comes into the vernacular from the Old English "sa2p",

its use in the expression "get their sap risin'" (lines 18-19)

is another of the infinite American compounds using "get".

Other words call attention to themselves more for their

semantic connotation rather than denotation. For example,

"young bucks" (line 18) furthers the impression of animalis¬

tic sexual instinct conveyed in lines 18-20. This idea is

further developed in line 22 by using the word "wench" which

while meaning simply "a young woman" or a "female servant"

leans heavily on its second meaning — "a lewd woman".

Young Black women are described, then, as so sexual that

they attract white males while Black "boys'11 do anything"

(line 23) The sheriff's comment that "a nigger's powerful¬

ly moved by a hungry belly" (line 35) completes his concept

of Blacks as being basically governed by their primary in¬

stincts — sex, humger — and having no higher moral con¬

siderations such as dignity, humaneness, respect.

Waller's concept of slaves as property is echoed in

lines 42-43 as is Missy Anne's that Blacks are given every¬

thing they need in line 4. The idea here is that since

Blacks are "treated fairly" they should appreciate their

good master, but very few do because they are incapable
of any feelings of a higher order. In addition, those
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abolitionists, Quakers, etc., who firmly oppose slavery

are pejoratively called "nigger-loving white people" (line

29) as if their consideration for the Black as worthy of

respect automatically situated them on a lower social rung.

The sheriff's style is at times a little long-winded

for normal conversation but it is probably still more faith¬

ful to the American vernacular than is Waller's.

E. Tom Lea (Text 6)

There are nine different expressions worthy of commen¬

tary in text 6. Tom Lea uses several terms which might be

considered particular to the common American language of

the last century. "To get agoin'" (line 22) is jut one of

the abundance of compounds using "get" exemplifying the
4-1.

"American tendency to overwork a favorite verb". "Birthed"

(line 58) is described by Webster's as being chiefly dia¬

lectical though it may have been in more common use in the

1800's. Fowler listed "reckon" (line 4-1) in his review of

miscellaneous Americanisms as one of "certain verbs expres-
4-2.

sing one's state of mind, but partially or timidly".

"'Mongst" (line 4-1) comes from Middle English "amonges",

though its modern form is more commonly "among". Its use

in its "st" form by the vulgate of the last century may be

inferred by analogy with the modern conjunction "while"

which also appears with "-st" in the Ozark dialect.
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The English tendency to euphemize is exemplified in

Lea's use of "go" for "die" (lines 14-15 and 44), and "shore"

("sure", line 53) typifies the American trait of "working

over adverbs until they tremble on the brink brink between

adverb and adjective — 'right', 'sure', and 'near' are
4-3.

examples."

On the other hand the adjective "shirttail" (line 53)

meaning "very young" is a perfect example of the American

"instinct for the terse, the vivid, the picturesque...Such

compounds (there are thousands of them) have been largely

responsible for giving the American vulgate its characteris-
44.

tic tang and color."

"Hell" proliferates through Lea's conversation and

Mencken remarks upon the American use of this "cuss word"

as an intensive without regard to its logical meaning.

Two very prominent attitudes are conveyed in this

"poor white's" speech. First, Lea is very defensive on

finding himself ridiculed by upper and lower classes alike

for having descended back into the class he really never

managed to leave. And second, in spite of his interest

in his Black slave as future heir and the amazing admission

that "it's blood 'tween us" (lines 48-49), Lea never for

a moment abandons his paternalistic attitude toward a man

whom he considers to be his inferior. He continually re¬

fers to this fifty-four year old man as "boy" (discussed

above) and, on being riled, warns him,"Don't you raise your
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voice at me" (line 26).

BLACK ENGLISH

A. Kunta and Kizz.y (Text 12)

Although Kunta's attitudes toward his white overlords

and toward his daughter are clearly expressed, there are

lour words that merit a semantic discussion in this text.

In lines 48 and 49, the word "sick" appears, which

is even today a sure indicator that the speaker is American,

although the word is of good old-fashioned Anglo-Saxon stock.

Mencken attributes the colonists' refusal to follow suit

by copying the English change to "ill" to adherence to the

King James Bible written in 1611:

Whenever an English reform or inovation percolated
to them they were inclined to remain faithful to the
sacred text, not only because of its pious authority
but because of the superior pull of its imminent and
constant presence. Thus when fashionable prudery in
England ordered the abandonment of the Anglo-Saxon
"sick" for the later more elegant "ill", the colonists
refused to follow, for "sick" was in both the Old Tes¬
tament and the New; and that refusal remains in force
to this day. 4^.

In line 52 the word "toilet" appears in Kizzy's ques¬

tion to her father. It is absolutely ludicrous to attri¬

bute this word to a slave girl at the end of the eighteenth

century. According to Mencken, "after the Civil War there

was a recurrence of delicacy, and many euphemisms...came
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into use... To this day the effects of that old reign of

terror are still visible. V/e yet use 'toilet', 'retiring

room', 'wash-room' and 'public confort station' in place
46.

of franker terms." In addition, Albert Marckwardt reports:

Commenting on the use of "toilet", the Oxford Eng¬
lish Dictionary says, "In the U.S. especially a dres¬
sing room furnished with bathing facilities; in a re¬
stricted sense, a bathroom, a lavatory," but it is
difficult to fix the time when the precise application
to the water closet Itself occurred. The first ci¬
tation which may be so interpreted with reasonable
certainty bears the date 1909, though it must have
had this meaning considerably earlier. 47.

Besides these references which would impede her use of

"toilet", years after this conversation was supposedly held

between Kizzy and Kunta, Bell beseeches Massa Waller with

"Massa, whe worked for you ever since she big 'nough to

carry your slop,jarI" (Text 10, lines 39-40), which is probab¬

ly the word a young Kizzy would have known. It is conceiva¬

ble that she should use "privy" or "outhouse" or even the

more refined "chamber pot", but not "toilet".

Charles Ledyard Norton attributes the verb "to grab"

(line 39) to words coined "during the extraordinarily ex-
48.

citing campaigns following the defeat of Adams by Jefferson".

At the time of this conversation between Kunta and his

daughter, Kizzy was said to be seven years old. Since she

had been born on September 12, 1790 (Chapter 68, page 369),

that would make the date of the above reference about 1797»

Since Thomas Jefferson was not even elected to the presidency
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until 1801, use of the word "grab" must be considered in¬

appropriate to this text.

The verb "to expect" occurs in the same list of Ameri¬

canisms made out by Fowler that includes "to reckon" "dis¬

cussed above) and is defined as "to think or believe". Its

Black form "speck" (line 96) is also found in Uncle Remus.

Both these references to the word occur in the middle of

the nineteenth century but it is not improbable that the

word was in common usage fifty years before.

B. SIave Row (Text 19)

The Preacher (Text 16)

The Fiddler's Story (Text 17)

Kunta's Stories (Text 18)

Much more revealing than vocabulary as to semantics

and style in Black English are the excerpts taken from

Chapters 73? 77? 78, and 79. Apart from the extensity

of the texts, a more varied conversational style is inclu¬

ded encompassing many of the problems inherent in the Black

experience as well as testifying to the four traditions

that feed Black English — servitude and oppression, the

West African oral tradition, the traditional black church,
49.

and music and "cool talk". Although these traditions

are not by any means separate and distinct categories but

rather overlap and complement each other in their consoli¬

dation of the characteristics of Black speech, their differ-
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entiation serves here as a basis for a more accessible

analysis.

1) Servitude and oppression

Several words in the vocabulary used in these texts

point out the problem of identity common to all Blacks both

in the last two centuries and at present. "High-yaller"

(Text l^, line 27) is Just one of the classifications used

by Blacks to describe those slaves born of misegenation;

its definition implicitly carries a sense of the degrada¬

tion of the Black woman by her overlords. (Other descrip¬

tive words were "brown-skin" or "high-brown" depending on

the degree of blackness in skin hue).

The problem posed in this word is two-fold: on the

one hand, loss of blackness went hand-in-hand with loss of

"Africaness" (noted in the specific reference to "straight-

from-Africa niggers" (Text 15? lines 47-48), which coupled

with the fact that as generations passed, the African ex¬

perience became further and further removed from the Black

mind. Although "African" was the preferred term of address

among slaves at first, for the above reasons it gave way to

"colored" or "Negro" when after the Civil War "nigger" be¬

came a racial epithet, at least when uttered by a white.

(As documented above, "nigger" was a noncommital form of

address even among slaves, and Smitherman notes four dif-
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ferent uses in modern Black, one of which is even a term

of endearment.) The national/racial identity complex mani¬

fested through years of haggling over the "least offensive"

name to be used and whether or not the resulting word should

be capitalized is well documented by Mencken though he does

not describe it as such. "High-yellow", then, juxtaposes

the sense of a loss of "racial purity" acutely felt by Kun-

ta and Kizzy (witness her alarm at having a "sassoborro"

son) with the recognition that "one drop o' nigger blood

means nigger if you's even whiter'n dem" (Kunta in Text 15?

lines 53-54). The Black slave then is neither fish nor

fowl.

Black skin color was viewed very negatively particular¬

ly during the years following the Civil War right up to

the middle of the present century. Not until the 1960's

with the iniciation of the black consciousness movement

was the problem to be resolved with the exaltation of "Black"

not only as an acceptable race indicator but also as an

affirmation of the American Black identity and consequent

denial of white standards and v&te values. Black, says

Smitherman, was a logical choice, conjuring up images of

power, magic, even evil which was coupled with "an exotic

fascination for the purity of the race,' as the more black

in skin color, the more indigenously African in thought
50.

and culture."

This denigration of the African race and Black pride
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closely related to a subsequent denigration of dignity

giving rise to a deeply ingrained inferiority complex.

Although it is logical that much of the conversation on

Slave Row should center on freedom and how to obtain it,

it is significant that just as much time is devoted to

concern over the Black man's inherent worth. The idea

that Blacks are inferior to whites on a racial basis and

that those "niggers" who manage to rise above their natu¬

ral status do so because they have white blood in them

has been so systematically drilled into the slaves by their

masters that the slaves themselves seem to be afraid that

it might be true. The Fiddler carefully documents his

arguments with actual success stories insisteing particu¬

larly in those "so black you couldn't hardly see 'em less'n

dey eyes was open" (Text 15» lines 44-45).

2) The West African Oral Tradition

There are three aspects of the West African oral tra¬

dition manifested in passages from Roots — the underdog

stories of Black folklore, the tradition of lying or ex¬

aggeration, and tonal semantics. The first of these, the

underdog stories, is closely related to the problem of

Black worth and the conditions of slavery imposed upon the

Black people. These stories nearly always deal with a small
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larger-sized more powerful enemy (the slave owner). A prime

example of this folklore is the Uncle Remus series of stories

written by Joel C. Harris, one of which (see Appendix 2)

has been closely analyzed for other studies in the present

paper. (Harris, in fact, did not invent these stories but

rather wrote down the tales he had heard all his life from

Black people who "had adapted their African folk tale to
51.

American slave conditions". The cunning and deceit of

the rabbit personifies the slave outwitting his more power¬

ful master. This tradition easily lends itself to the story

at hand in Roots for Kunta is described as entertaining his

Black listeners for hours with stories of how slaves had

tricked those whites who would impede them in their long

and desperate journey to freedom (see Text 18). These

stories of "smart niggers" -helped keep alive the slaves'

belief in their own worth — even if in some cases that

worth was tied directly to a finely developed capacity for

lying.

The fine line between the hyperbole and the outright

lie came to be finer and finer in Black style giving rise

to other stories formed in what Smitherman calls the tradi¬

tion of lying. "Meant to be taken semiseriously, the lie

is a contrived story about some unusual event or outstanding

feat that usually has an element of truth in it — somewhere

The story related by Mrs. Josie Jordan (see Appendix 3)
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combining the trickster tradition with exageration is close¬

ly paralleled by the Fiddler's story of his escape during

the Richmond uprising in Chapter 77 (Text 17)• Not only

the substance but the style in this story is unmistakeably

Black and has as its theme "the coping' ability, strength,

endurance, trickeration capacity, and power of black people"

common to all black folk narrative.

A third important style of communication in Black

semantics inherited from the West African languages deals

with tonal semantics, that is, the use of voice rhythm

and vocal inflection to convey meaning in Black communica¬

tion.

The key to understanding black tonal semantics
is to recognize that the sound of what is being
said is Just as important as "sense". Both sound
ana sense are used to deliver the Word. Reverend
Mckenzie of Memphis intoned: "I say Lo-rd, Lo-rd,
do you hear me, do you hear—ear-ear-ear — me-me-
mee." And Martin Luther King, Jr., once said,
"Lord, we ain what we ought to be, and we ain what
we want to be, we ain what we gon be, but thank
God, we ain what we was." In tonal semantics then,
strictly semantic meaning is combined and synthesized
with lyrical balance, cadence, and melodious voice
rhythm. The effect achieved is the conveyance of a
psycho-cognitive message. These songified patterns
of speech reach down to the "deep structure" of life,
that common level of shared human expreience which
words alone cannot convey.

To both understand and "feel" tonal semantics re¬

quires the listener to be of a cultural tradition
that finds value and meaning in word sound. In Black
America, that tradition, like other aspects of Black
English style, is located in the African background.
From a strictly linguistic viewpoint, we may note
that West African languages are tone languages. That
is, speakers of these languages rely on the tone with
which they pronounce syllables, sounds, and words to
convey their meaning. 54.



Joel Harris picks up this songified quality admirably

in "How Mr. Rabbit was too sharp for Mr. Fox" (see cassette)

with Brer Rabbit's repetition after each intervention of

"but do, please, don't fling me in dat brier patch" and

his final taunt, "Bred en bawn in a brier-patch, Brer Fox

— bred en bawn in a brier-patch!" to quote only a few lines.

To some extent tonal semantics can be discerned in

the Fiddler's story (Text 17)» but Haley makes it especially

clear (as clear as can be expressed by the written word,

anyway) in the excerpts quoting the Black preacher from

Chapters 73 and 78. (Text 16). Not only does the author

reproduce the call-response session typical to the American

Black church and indeed, as Haley makes clear, deep-rooted

in the African tradition and integral to the communication

system of Black English, he aptly captures the "psycho-

cognitive message" of the preacher's sermonizing exempli¬

fied in the above quotation. The sing-song pattern in lines

26-32 — "But jes' sho' as JEDGMENT MAWNIN' gwine come,

y'all's hell gwine bounce BACK on y'all dat brung it! Ain't

no BEGGIN' gwine stop it from 'STROYIN' you! no MEDICINES

y'all make...no RUNNIN' y'all do! none y'all's GUNS...no

PRAYIN', no NOTHIN' he'p y'all den!" — is almost hypnotic.

Semantically speaking, it produces a circular effect in tone

which reinforces the explicitly expressed idea of a hell

which has boomeranged back on its creators.
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3) The Traditional Black Church

The third important factor underlying Black semantics

and closely related to West African tradition is the reli¬

gious feeling expressed through the traditional Black church

and the immensely popular "Negro spirituals". The slaves

embraced the belief that

the human soul transcends material reality, the firm
commitment to the triumph of the human spirit over
adversity, a certainty that there's a God on high
who may not move the mountain, but will give you
strength to climb — such are the fundamental pro¬
positions of the traditional African world view trans¬
posed to the African-American's Judeo-Christian con¬
text in the New World. .. (they) weren'-t fooled one bit
by the white man's christianizing efforts to subdue
their will to be free. Religion was a way to keep
them going with their Africaness intact — they sim¬
ply found in the 'white man's religion something close
to home. 33»

All these concepts Haley includes in his saga first

in his long documentation of African life and culture, later

in Kunta's conversation with the African Pompey (Text 8),

and finally in the Black preacher's sermon to blacks and

warning to whites (Text 16). Even the terms of address

"brother" ("BrUdder") and "sister" among Blacks was born

of the concept of the "church as the human family in micro¬

cosm" and as such emphasize the solidarity and unity among

Blacks. Their use in the Uncle Remus stories — "Brer Fox

and Brer Rabbit" — reiterate this sense of common bond

among humans and, indeed, with nature, an idea Kunta tries
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to pass on to Kizzy: "Every critter got a right to be here

same as you" (Text 12, lines 16-17).

4) Music and "Cool talk"

Also closely bound to the previous traditions lies

the importance of music in Black communication. The re¬

ligious themes running all through the spirituals based

on the Old Testament themes of

oppression, flight, and the tormented wanderings
of God's chosen people, became a rich and easily
adaptable resource for black songs and sermons of
freedom...Not all apirituals, of course, represen¬
ted conscious disguises for escaping from slavery.
But if the code did not speak to escape as such,
the lyrics were nonetheless expressions óf feelings
about enslavement. Because of fear of the overseer's
reprisals, the slaves' lament had to be articulated
through permissible channels. Religious songs became
one such channel. 56»

Haley includes several excerpts from spirituals in

his writing, all testimony to a rechanneling of the slave's

complaint. In Chapter 73 (Text 16) the slaves sing "We-uh

(are) climbin' Jacob's ladder", surmounting one difficulty

after another on their way Home to their Maker, for, as

the second verse says "Every roun' goes higher, higher."

Then later in the same chapter the Blacks wind up their

camp meeting with a joyous "I got shoes" (which, of course,

in their condition as slaves, they did not in many cases)

and "When-uh (I) gits to Heab'm gon put on mah shoes, gon'
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put on mah shoes, gon' walk all ovah Gawd's Heab'm." They

were Joyous also in the knowledge that "Jedgment gwine come"

and that "ev'body tellin' 'bout Heab'm ain't gwine dere!"

When in Chapter 79 (Text 19, lines 91-109) the fiddler

discovers that he is not going to be free after all, Kunta

finds him alone playing the "sad, slow strains of a ©ong

he had heard at an '0 Lawd' camp meeting" on his fiddle.

Though Haley does not mention the title of the song, this

passage immediately brings to the mind of the reader, "No¬

body knows the trouble I've seen". The fiddle at the end

of this chapter has taken on the symbolic meaning of its

owner's will to live — the music is gone, the fiddler's

spirit has been broken.

It may be also recalled that music was at the very

core of Kunta's relationship with the African "qua-qua"

player (Pompey) who talks to some Invisible African listener

through his traditional communication and thus keeps alive

the spirit of his Africaness.

The anguish and anger of being enslaved found its

second permissible outlet in Black double talk or code —

direct forerunners to modern Black "cool talk". There are

only a few instances of this aspect of verbal postulating,

supposedly to make this book accessible to white public as

well, although some of it is evident in the fiddler's eva¬

sive answers to Cato's inquiry about his earnings (Text 19,

lines 9-17) and Tom Lea's retort to his slave Chicken George
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in Chapter 93< "There you go with that round-themulberry-

bush talk," and again, "Feed and clothe a nigger, put a

rood over his head, give him everything else he needs in

this world, and that nigger'11 never give you one straigt

answer!"

An example of code might be found in Fiddler's use

of "matress stuffin'" (Text 15» line 91) for the money he

has saved. It is also interesting to note that the only

white female character in the whole book is "Missy Anne".

Smitherman explains that "Miss Ann" is a derisive term for

a white woman in Black code — "Mr. Charley" being its male

counterpart.

This tradition of a coded dialect of English whose
meaning is concealed from whites persisted even after
slavery and can be seen as the underpinning of urban
black "cool" talk, which often functions as a register
of exclusion around whites. The historical realities
of servitude and white oppression explain why this as¬
pect of Black Semantics changes so rapidly, for once
a word gains widespread usage in the White American
mainstream, a new term must be coined; after all, a
code is no longer a code if the enemy is hip to it.
Bote too that the coding process often operates in
the direction of what the African cultural-linguistic
background has provided...Much of black "cool" talk
has been around in the oral tradition for decades,
and thus when we hear what appears to be a new term,
it may simply be a resurfacing of an old expression.

37-

Though the discussion of the semantic content of such

a long, poignant work as is Roots could conceivably be de¬

veloped into an equally extensive work, the four traditions

substantiated above begin to foster an awareness of just
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how complicated Black semantics can "be. The understanding

of the implications of this topic may be of much more trans¬

cendental value than at first meets the eye, for as Mario

Pei has so aptly written,

The essential part of semantics is acceptance of
a given meaning. Meaning, like all else in the realm
of language, is a matter of convention. From the sub¬
jective standpoint, a language we do not understand
is no language, however objective its reality may be.
Human progress is based upon cooperation; cooperation
can be based only on understanding; understanding, in
turn is based upon the conventional acceptance of mean¬
ing. Semantics is therefore at the very heart and core
not merely of language but of human civilization. 58.



IV. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

On reviewing the morphological analysis of the various

levels of language found in Roots it is more than apparent

that the greatest complications in using the language are

those presented by the verb. Competence in verb usage in

its various tenses is understood here to be an important

indication as to the level of linguistic proficiency. As

criteria for analysis, absolute counts of the verbs have

been taken in every tense and the percentage of each cal¬

culated with respect to the total number of verbs found in

a certain text. It must be pointed out, however, that verb

tense as considered in this analysis is not necessarily

based on the correct white standard conjugation. At times,

and especially in Black English, tense has been understood

by inference from the text at large. This is particularly

true with respect to certain Black constructions. As has

been shown in previous sections, done plus another verb

form may signify either the present perfective or past per¬

fective tenses as categorized by white standard English.

Review of the whole sentence in which such forms appear was

necessary in order to decide to which category they should

be attributed. The same is true with respect to be forms.

Constructions using "zero-copula" have not been included

in the count, but all imperatives have been charted in the

present tense. Defective verbs were analyzed apart.



Those conversations reviewed belong to Sir Eric Russel,

Dr. William Waller, the sheriff, Tom Lea, the Fiddler, Blacks

on Slave Row, the field hands, and the two native Africans

(Kunta and Pompey). Results have been charted starting

with those characters of highest linguistic education.

Percentages have been rounded to the nearest decimal.

Discussion

Although Sir Eric Russel's intervention in Text 1 is

extremely limited, composed of a total of only 168 words,

it is quite remarkable in that in only 22 verbs this English¬

man has used 7 different tenses. This indication of a su¬

perior handling of verb tense in upper social classes is

corroborated by a study of Massa Waller's conversational

speech. In a text of a little over twice the number of

words (384) Waller uses 63 verbs distributed among 16 tenses.

More specifically this means 2.22 times the words in Russel's

text, 2.93 times the number of verbs, and 2.28 times the

number of tenses. As is readily appreciable the correla¬

tion is fairly precise.

The sheriff, however, in an even longer text (417 words)
uses fewer verbs (34) and divides them among only ten differ¬

ent tenses. But it should be pointed out that of these ten,

the five categories corresponding to the present tense (sim¬

ple and continuous present of the active voice, defective



TABLEVIIISTATISTICALANALYSISOFVERBTENSESUSEDONEACHLEVELOFLANGUAGE WHITEENGLISHSPEAKERSACTIVEVOICE
CHARACTERS (words)

n°of verbs
yS/O01 text

PRESENT
SimpleCont.

PAST

SimpleCont.
PRESENTPERF. SimpleCont.
PASTPERFECT SimpleCont.
FUTURE SimpleCont.

CONDITIONAL SimplePerf.

Russel (168)

22

13#

10/

4/ /18.27

2/
/9-1#

3/ /3.67

Waller (384)

65

>X17/o
26/ Ao%

6/ /9.2#

3/ /4.6°/o

2/ /3.1#

7/ 710.8#

2/ /3-1#

4/ /6.2#
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/L.55

3/ A.66

Sheriff (417)

54>X^
^X13°/o

x. rov

CO

x. KA

i—1

N.

3/ /3.3%

3/ /9.3%

9/ /16.7#

6/ /ll.1#

4/ /7•44

Lea

(474)

88

>X18.5#
46^/ 52.3#

3/ A.w

24/ /27.3#
/

7/ /7.9%

1/ /l.l#
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PRESENT

PAST

PRESENTPEEP.
PASTPERF.
DEFECTIVE

PRESENT

CONDITIONAL
PERFECTIVE

Russel

1

yXA.5#

1

4.5%

Waller

1yX

1

^ .y

2//

1y^

uX

1

yX1.%

yX1.%

./6.2%

1 1

KN

\

1-5%

yX1.5#
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6 y/'
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1yX
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i >x
y'1Q*

y^ -L•y/'

Lea

A>X
/XA.5$

2

2.5%
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PRESENT

PAST•
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PASTPERF.
DEFECTIVE

PRESENT

CONDITIONAL
PERFECTIVE

Eiddler Slave'Row

1

1.4#

1

1.*#

-

Field
Hands

3

7.3#

Africans

2

1.7#

1

\

^

\

\

•

1—1 \

3

\.S#
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present tense passive and active voice, and simple present

passive voice) command 53*4$ of the total number of verbs

used — a percentage quite comparable to that representa¬

tive of the present tense verbs of the same categories used

by Waller (53-8$) and by Russel (54.4$).

Further down the linguistic scale lies Tom Lea who

in 4-6 verbs uses only seven different tenses and almost

as many verbs in the simple present tense active voice

(52.3$) as the sheriff, Waller, and Russel use in all the

present tenses combined. The combination of those five

present tense categories mentioned above give Lea a total

of 60.2$ — almost 7$ over that of the sheriff.

Among Blacks the percentage of total verbs dedicated

to the expression of the present continues to rise accord¬

ing to the scale of least linguistic opportunity of English

discussed in other sections. The Fiddler, selected because

of his close association with whites, uses 7 tenses and

dedicates 66.1$ of his verbs to the present, while the

percentage of present tenses used on Slave Row in general

rises to 77.4$ (although the number of tenses rised to 9)

and the field hands — furthest away from contact with whites

— use fully 84.2$ of their verbs in the present tense and

only 6 different tenses.

Only in the analysis of the two native Africans do

the statistics defy the logical tendency outlined heretofore.

Of a text of 696 words in which 116 verbs appear, Kunta and



Pompey use eleven different tenses dedicating only 50.9%
of the total number of verbs to express action in the present,

less than even the highest white cultural level. This vari¬

ety of verb conjugation must be considered as somewhat anal-

omous since it is precisely in the speech of the two non-

native Americans where least proficiency of the verb should

be noted. This may be partially explained, however, con¬

sidering that 1) the text analyzed is more than 2^0 words

longer than any other, 2) at the time of the conversation

these two Africans had been living for a very long time

in the United States (Pompey for over forty years), 3) Kunta,

at least, in his capacity as the massa's driver had been in

close contact with whites, and A) the constructions with

zero-copula which would normally be supposed to fall in the

present tense category have not been included. Even so, the

use of five verbs in the passive voice stands out because

the passive has been used by no other Black included in the

analysis whatsoever. Indeed, Fries found no passives at

all used in the group he considered Vulgar, that is, with

least proficiency in English. It is more probable, there¬

fore that the author in this text deviates from his normal

stance of reproducing a conversation in. language appropri¬

ate to its user, preferring to enoble Kunta and Pompey's

speech to give an idea of elegant African language in an

English medium. In fact, "use of overelegant vocabulary
is prevalent in African discourse and has survived in Black
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TABLE IX

TOTAL PERCENTAGE OF VERBS DEDICATED TO

THE PRESENT TENSE

CHARACTER PERCENTAGE

m
H
EH
H

CQ
W
O

&

Sir Eric Russel 54.4#

Dr. William Waller 53.8%

The Sheriff" 53.4%

Tom Lea 60.2%

The Fiddler 66.1%

Slave Row 77.4%

The Field Hands 84.2%

The Africans 50.9%
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America in the form of exaggerated language or High Talk
39.

(also Fine Talk, Fancy Talk)." Stylistically speaking,

however, the author never really achieves either of his

two propositions: the conversation under study uses too

many features of Black English to convey an idea of overly

elegant language (in white English) and too few to faithful¬

ly reproduce an actual conversation of two native Africans.

Apart from these considerations it is obvious from a

glance at the chart that those tenses involving perfective,

future, or conditional auxiliaries remain basically in the

domain of superior command of English. Even the defectives

used vary more in the upper classes since that defective

in most common use among the inferior strata is mainly "can"

(three out of four in Lea's text and all of those used by

all Blacks but the Africans). Again this tendency is cor¬

roborated by Fries' study which found that the defective

"can" is much more frequently found than other defectives

in Group III.

As is clearly evident by this analysis the proficiency

of verb usage corresponds quite directly to opportunities

of linguistic education and, with the exception of the Af¬

rican-born slaves, adequately differentiates those levels

of language present in Roots according to the basic hypo¬

thesis of the present paper.

It should be pointed out, however, that the analysis

of Black conversation in this section has been effectuated

according to standard white categorization. It is possible
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that a completely "Black" analysis of the slaves' texts

might have given different results.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper a linguistic analysis has been

effectuated of the levels of language discerned in Alex

Haley's best-selling book, Roots. Adhering to the concept

of language as an indicator of social stratification and

to recent Black linguists' hypothesis that Black English

boasts its own complicated system of morpho-syntaxis, pho¬

nology, semantics and style, the analysis discovers those

features which substantiate not only various levels of white

English but various levels of Black English as well.

I. Mo rpho-syntaxis

It is in the area of morpho-syntaxis that the various

levels of white and Black English are most clearly established.

Of the five conversational texts of white speakers, two,

Sir Eric Russel and Br. William Waller, show no variation

whatsoever from British Standard Englisho This is logical

considering that the former is an English nobleman and the

latter is directly descended from English nobility and forms

part of the Southern landed aristocracy of the last century.
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2.
Dr..Waller's niece, Missy Anne, is included in

this analysis for, although her intervention in the book

is quite brief, she is considered to be indicative of the

process by which Black English has substantially altered

American English during the last two centuries. Several

features of Black English are present in Anne's speech

during her early years, although these are shown to be

erradicated to some extent by subsequent schooling — at

least in the few lines of her more mature conversation.

3.
The sheriff of Spotsylvania county exemplifies

to a large degree the variants considered to be peculiar

to American English. Perhaps because of a lack of any high¬

er education his speech also reflects several features gen¬

erally encountered in vulgar or substandard American and

a few which have been defined by linguists as comprising

part of standard Black English.

¿L
On the fifth and final level of white English,

Tom Lea's conversation manifests many variants found to

be substandard and indicative of his inferior social class.

A clear Black influence stands out in this text, thus sub¬

stantiating recent theories that purport the influence of

Black language on American English.

Black English speakers were also found to compose

five different levels of competence in morpho-syntaxis.
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The study.of Kunta Kinte's limited conversation as an Af¬

rican recently transported to the United States reveals

a few features which are logical impositions of West Af¬

rican morpho-syntaxis on an English medium. Certain in¬

congruities, however, are also revealed, though these may

be attributed to Author Haley's desire for clarity.

On a different level, the speech representative

of those native Africans who had lived for many years in

the United States reveals to an even greater extent the

influence of West African grammar and structure rules on

Black English. Again certain incongruities are revealed,

however, though these are made even more apparent by the

statistical analysis.

7' * The language of the Black field hands has been

defined as being a more Africanized form of English since

the opportunities for linguistic education were non-exis¬

tent for this group and their ostricism as social outcasts

kept them from exposure to white standard English. The

analysis supports this thesis to some extent but also finds

several vulgar American traits and some descrepancy in the

use of a modern rather than early Black form as well as

features more appropriate to white English than to Black.

o

In her capacity as house maid for Dr. Waller, Bell

was expected to use a form of English closer to the white
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standard because of her close contact with white speakers.

This concept is substantiated to some degree by her use of

the future auxiliary and perhaps the many instances of hyper-

correction which indicate standard English morpho-syntactical

rules which have only been partially assimilated. Mainly,

however, her speech manifests Black features although there

are several traits of vulgar American which have been pointed

out.

9
The brief conversational text attributed to the

author's Cousin Georgia is included in this analysis as a

fifth level of Black English exemplifying those features

of Black morpho-syntaxis which survive in modern Black usage.

Features of vulgar American have also been pointed out.

II. Phonology

A phonological analysis of both Sir Eric Russel's

and Massa Waller's texts reveals no specific features tran¬

scribed in the conversation. ■ The only variant appearing in

the latter's speech is found to have more bearing in seman¬

tics than phonology. Missy Anne is again reviewed, this

time for phonological variants, giving some support to

theories which hold that Black language wielded great in¬

fluence over linguistically impressionable young children

especially in the South, thus shaping their future pronun-
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ciation and altering the course of the American language

at large to some degree.

A review of the sheriff's conversation reveals

many standard American characteristics of the last century

and at times finds him on the borderline between what Fries

would call the Common and the Vulgar language. The conver¬

sation of Tom Lea, however, is definitely substandard in

a white context, manifesting several variants previously

discussed as characteristic of Black language, although

some inconsistencies are noted in the transcription. Ap¬

parently Haley is not always careful in adhering to the

norm he establishes for his characters.

12
The phonological variants of Black English have

been discussed in an analysis of one long text between two

of the main characters since these traits were found to be

consistent on all levels of Black English found in the book.

Some variants which were transcribed as in standard white

English have been considered as anomalous and possible

Black transcriptions have been offered, these varying ac¬

cording to which linguistic theories are adhered to — white
or Black.

Some discrepancy is found between the transcrip¬

tion presented in Roots and that found in an Uncie Remus

story transcribed circa 1880 by Joel C. Harris. Again some
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inconsistency is found in Haley's text in the use of forms

which appear at times in standard English and at times in

Vulgar or Black English. Some phonological changes have

also been shown to carry semantic connotation.

14
Text from Black speakers at the turn of the present

century has been included in the analysis in order to con¬

trast certain traits of Black pronunciation which have sur¬

vived from Early Black's African influence with those of a

Black girl who has acces to higher education. Comparison
/

of the conversation is made to Modern Black pronunciation

and several variants characteristic of Vulgar American are

also discussed here. Some forms vary from the expected

transcription in which case alternate possibilities are

given.

In general, it may be concluded that the phonologi¬

cal analyses show Haley's weakest points due to the large

amount of inconsistencies present in the texts. Even so,

white levels continue to be clearly distinguished on a pho¬

nological plane and Black levels are supportive of a theory

of Black standard English precisely because of the lack of

differentiation in pronunciation.
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Ill• Word Usage: Etimology, Semantics and Style

16.
Not only is the appropriateness of the words or

expressions selected for each level discussed but also the

attitude of the speaker toward either his listener or his

subject is revealed in this section on word usage. For

example, even had the reader not been specifically told

that Sir Eric was an Englishman, certain terms appear in

his conversation which immediately expose his nationality.

Dr. Waller, on the other hand, uses terms which began to

differentiate the American speaker from his English counter¬

part one hundred and fifty years ago. Some other, modern

terms have been discussed as being anomalous to the text

since their coinage is shown to be of a latter date than

that on which these conversations were supposedly held.

^' The sheriff continues to reveal himself as a solid

middle class American of the last century and Tom Lea's word

usage again clearly limits him to the vulgate. On every

level of white language, the attitude of the white charac¬

ters is shown to be manifestly condescending, considering

the Black man to be in all cases and at all times inferior

to the white race and generally lacking in more human charac¬

teristics. The Black is consistently considered as property

and practically incapable of rising above an inherently

limited intelligence.
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Apart from some discussion of specific terms found

to be anomalous in the Black conversation of the text presen¬

ted herein, discussion of semantics and style in Black Eng¬

lish is not limited to a variation of levels since, as has

been defended in Chapter II, Black semantics transcends age,

localization, profession, and education. Instead, the analy¬

sis centers on four traditions which have conditioned the

consolidation of Black English as a separate standard and

which are totally absent from any white experience: (1) ser¬

vitude and oppression, (2) the West African Oral tradition,

(3) the traditional Black church, and (A) music and "cool

talk". Even though some aspects of these traditions are

quite illusive, much is substantiated by passages from Haley'

book.

IV. Statistical Analysis

*

In order to support the distinction of the levels

of language presented in the present paper, a statistical

analysis has been effectuated which studies the proficiency

of each supposed level in verb usage. Verb usage has been

selected as a faithful indicator of linguistic competence

for it is in this area that most variants have been found.

This position is supported by various linguists.
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20.
The analysis clearly distinguishes the white

social groups both in the variety of verb tenses as well

as the percentage of verbs devoted to the present tense.

Verb tense in Black language is understood to be under

tension from two fronts: first, the slaves logically had

least access to any type of linguistic education, and second,

West African languages place more emphasis on the character

and action of the verb rather than its tense. Therefore,

the social stratification among Blacks is set forth according

to least linguistic opportunity and a more Africanized lan¬

guage.

21
Statistics here proved to support the basic thesis

of social stratification among Blacks set forth in the pres¬

ent paper. Only in the case of the native Africans did the

figures contradict the logical supposition and in this case

four possible justifications have been offered for this cir¬

cumstance. Even so, the text in question has been judged

to be anomalous, a fact which is further supported by the

relatively extensive use of the passive voice, used in no

other Black conversation and generally found to be absent

among the American Vulgate at large.

PP
In summary, in light of the evidence offered here¬

tofore, I consider the basic thesis offered in the present

paper and supported by well-known linguists to be not only
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valid in theory but well substantiated by the statistical

analysis of the levels of language found in Alex Haley's

Roots.



c
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TEXT 1

SIR C. ERIC RUSSELL

CHAPTER 103

1. Mr. Lea, we Loth have such superb birds here, I won-

2. der if you'd care to join me in a special personal side

3. bet ?. . .

4. Would ten thousand dollars be sufficient?... That is,

5. unless you haven't that much faith in your bird's chan-

6. ces, Mr. Lea.,.

7. A true sportsman!... A bet, sir! Let us heel up our

8. birds!...

9. Mr. Lea!... Your bird fought brilliantly. Either one

10. could have won it. They were the most perfectly matched

11. pair I've ever seen. I'm told you're a kind of sportsman

12. who might care to let your winnings ride on another

13. contest between birds of ours...

14. I've heard that your faithful darky is among the best

15. trainers, but I wouldn't rely too much on his advice. I

16. also have other very good birds...

17. I said, sir, it just wasn't your lucky day... Con-

18. cerning the wager. Of course, no one carries about such

19. sums in his pocket. Why don't we settle up tomorrow ?

20. Say, sometime in the afternoon... After the tea hour,

21. at Mr. Jewett's home.
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TEXT 2

MASSA WALLER

CHAPTER 72

Make sure you have a guest room ready. And why don't

you bake or something for Sunday ? My niece tells me

your little girl is celebrating a birthday, and she'd
like to have a party - just the two of them - up in her

room. Anne also asked if she could spend the night with

her up here in the house, and I said that would be all

right, so be sure to prepare a pallet for the floor at

the foot of the bed.

• • •

Missy Anne told her parents about something she saw

in your cabin. What is this African woodoo about rocks

being put into a gourd every full moon ?...

You know very well what I mean!
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TEXT 3

MASSA WALLER

CHAPTER 83

1. Where is he, then ? Are you trying to tell rne he's
2. off drunk or tomcatting somewhere, and you think he'll
3. slip back today, or are you saying you think he's trying

4. to run ?. . .

5. I 11 give him until tonight - no, tomorrow morning -

6. before I take action...

7. If he's trying to run, he'll be sorry.

8. We'll be dropping the sheriff off at the Creek Road. ..

9. Since I've had a plantation, I've never sold one of

10. mine unless my rules were broken, and they know that

11. well...

12. Hone that I know of...

13. Hot to my knowledge... But there's a gal on my place,

14. ray cook's young'un, she's still fairly young, fifteen or

15. sixteen, if I guess correctly. I don't know if they've
16. been haystacking or not...

17. I have the least possible personal contact with my

18. slaves, and neither know nor concern myself regarding

19. their personal affairs!...

20. Along your line of thinking, though, this boy could
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21. have slipped off to see some other plantation gal. I

22. don t know, and of course the others wouldn't say if

23. they did. In fact, anything might have happened - some

24. fight, perhaps, he could "be half dead somewhere. It's

25. even possible that some of these slave - stealing poor

26. whites could have grabbed him... That's been going on

27. around here, as you know; even some of the more unscru-

28. pulous traders engage in it. Again, I don't know. But

29. I'm told this is the boy's first time being unaccounted

30. for...

31. I'd guess he wouldn't have any idea how to get even

32. to Richmond, let alone North...

33. I hope you're right but whatever the case, he's bro-

34. ken my rules by leaving without permission to begin

35. with, so I'll be selling him South immediately...

36. It's possible you really don't know what she's done...

37. The boy Noah has been captured, but not before severely

38. knifing the two road patrolmen who challenged a false

39. traveling pass he was carrying. After being subdued by

40. force, he finally confessed that the pass had been writ-

41. ten not by me but by your daughter. She has admitted it

42. to the sheriff...

43. The law is the law. She's broken my rules. She's
44. committed a felony. She may have aided in a murder. I m

45. told one of those white men may die...



46. You were doing your jobs. She's going to be sold -

47. that's all there is to it.
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TEXT 4

MISSY ANNE

(4 yrs. old) CHAPTER 69

1. She jes like a li'l nigger doll!... Cain't she he

2. mine ?

3. Jes pretty as you can he. We gonna have plenty fun

4. soon s you get some size, you hear me ? You jes' hurry

5. up an' grow, now!

(age 6) CHAPTER 12

6. Well, niggers has more fun than us, 'cause they

7. ain't got nothin' to worry ahout.

(age 14) CHAPTER 81

8. Kizzy, have you. studied your lessons ?...

9. Very well, then - what's that ?...

10. It's a P... Now what's this one ?.

11. Good! you ain't forgot it. Now, what's that ?...

12. Right!... Now, see that ? E-O-G. What's that ?...

13. Nog!... You hear me ?. Don't forget, D-0-GÍ You got

14. to learn all the letters good, then we'll do some more

15. ahout how they make words.
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TEXT 5

CHAPTER 83

THE SHERIFF

1• So many niggers runnin' these days, can't hardly
2. keep track - they'd ruther take their chances in the

3. woods than get sold down South...

4. But it's mighty rare niggers appreciate good masters,

5. Doctor, you know that... You say this hoy around eigh-

6. teen ? Well, I'd guess if he's like most field hands

7. his age, there's fair odds he's tryin' to make it Forth...

8. If he was a house nigger, they're generally slicker, fas-

9. ter talkers, they like to try passin' themselves off as

10. free niggers or tell the road patrollers they're on their

11. master's errands and lost their traveling passes, tryin'
12. to make it to Richmond or some other "big city where they

13. can easier hide among so many niggers and maybe find

14. jobs... Besides his mammy on your place, this boy of

15. yours got any other kin livin' anywheres he might be

16. tryin' to get to?...

17. Well, would you happen to know if he's got some gal

18. somewhere, because these young bucks get their sap ri-

19. sin', they'll leave your mule in the field and take
20. off...
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21. I ve known 'em to have pickaninnies at the age of
22. twelve!... Plenty of those young nigger wenches even

23. draw white men, and nigger boys'11 do anything!...

24. You told me he was "born on your place and never tra-

25. veled much ?... Niggers exchange a lot of information,
26. bhough. . . Y/e ve picked up some and "beat it out of them

27. that they practically had maps in their heads of where

28. they d been told to run and where to hide. A lot of

29. this can be traced to nigger-loving v/hite people like

30. the Quakers and Methodists. But since he ain't never

31. been nowhere, ain't never tried no runnin' before, and

32. ain't never give you no other trouble to now, sounds to

33. me a good bet a couple more nights in the woods might

34. bring him back, scared to death and half starved. A

35. nigger's powerfully moved by a hungry belly. And that'll
36. save you spending to advertise in the Gazette or hiring

37. some of these nigger catchers with their dogs to track

38. him. Ke just don't sound to my experience like one of

39. them hard, outlaw niggers that's slipping around in and

40. out of the swamps right now, killing peoples' cattle

41. and hogs like they would rabbits...

42. Then that's a good twelve to fifteen hundred dollars

43. you've got runnin' around loose somewhere... You've
44. written me his description, ± 11 sure get it to the

45. county patrollers, and if we pick im up - or we hear

I



46, anything - I'll let you know right away,

47. You niggers can't hear ?
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TEXT 6

TOM LEA (PO' CRACKER)

CHAPTER 108

1. George, so glad you re back!. Where all you been ?

2. You due back here long time ago!...

3. Boy, come on in here in the kitchen!... Set, boy!

4. LIZY! Where my jug ? 'LIZY!...
5. Boy, less us have a drink 'fore we talk! Long as we

6. been together, v/e ain't never had a drink together!. So

7. glad you back here, finally somebody to talk to!...

8. Yeah, boy, I sure am sorry 'bout your mammy. She just

9. got too old, didn't suffer much, and she went quick. Put

10. 'er in a good grave —...

11. Here y'are, boy. Le's drink to you bein' back—...

12. She just didn't wake up one mornin»' Hated to see her

13. go. She never give me any peace since that cockfight.

14. But I hated to see her go. Hate to see anybody go... We

15. all got to go—...

16. Yeah, had to, boy. Had to! Bad luck got me down so

17. bad. Had to sell off near 'bout the last of my land,

18. everything, hell, even the chickens!...

19. Boy, I'm so po' now, me an' Malizy's eatin' "bout
20. what we can pick an' catch!... Hell, sure ain't not-
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hin new! I was borned po'!• But now you're back, you

and me can get this place agoin' again, you hear me ?

T know we can do 'er, boy!...

Thought I tol you that! They over in Alamance

County, tobacco planter name Murray, live not far from

the railroad shops— Don't you raise your voice at me,

boy!...

I been down, boy!... You hear me ? Nobody never

know how down I been! Ain't jes' meanin' money—...

Seen hard days, boy! Them sonsabitches used to ho¬

ller my name drossin' the street when I'm comin'. Reared

'em laughin' 'hin' my back. Sonsabitches!... Swore in my

heart TcimLea show 'em!. Now you back. Git 'nother set of

chickens!. Don't care I'm eighty-three... we can do 'er,

boy!..•

Porgot how old you now, boy ?...

You ain't!...

Hell, I seen you the same mornin' you birthedí, L'il
ol' wrinkled-up straw-coinored nigger—... Hell, I give

you your name!...

Reckon ain't no sense keepin' you 'mongst all them I

got fooled! They think I ain't got nothin' no more—...

I got money! Ain't much... I got it hid! Don t nobody
but me know where!... Boy, when I go, you know who git

v/hat I got ?• Still ownin uen acres, too! Ban like
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46. money at the bank!. Whatever I got go to you!. You the

47. closest I got now, boy...

48. Hell, ain't no need not to face the fact. It's blood

49. 'tween us, boy!...

50. Jes' day on even if a l'il while, George--... I Khiow

51. you ain't the kin' to turnin' your back 'gainst them

52. what helped you in this worl'—.

53. You was jes' l'il shirttail nigger. I shore remember-.

54. Yeah! 01' Mingo over under them willow trees now...

55. Hoy, we was a team, we was!...

56. You know better'n ask, boy...
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TEXT 7

KUNTA (NEW-ARRIVAL)
CHAPTER 54

1. Kunta: Where you was 'fo' here?

2. Fiddler: You ever tells what I'm gonna tell you, I'11
3. catch you upside de head!

4. Kunta: I ain't...

5. What "Virginia" ?

6. What's a colony ?

7. Fiddler: You ever seen Injuns ?

8. Kunta: I seen some.
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TEXT 8

KUNTA AND POMPEY (TWO AFRICANS)

CHAPTER 61

1. I comes from Ghana, an' mine is de Akan peoples. De

2. white folks gimme de name Pompey, but my real one's

3. Boten Bediako. I's been a long time here. Six white

4. folks' plantations, an' I hopes dis de las' one. How

3. 'bout you? ....We's all sufferin'. A wise man, he try

6. to learn from it. How ol' you is?... You ain't look

7- it. I's sixty-six.

8. You ain't look day neither.

9. Well, I's been here longer'n you been born. Wishes

10. back den I could'a knowed sump'n dat I's learned now.

11. But you still young, so I tell it to you. 01' gran'-

12. mamas in you country, dey tell young'uns de stories?...

13- Den I tell you one. It's 'bout growin' up where I come

14. from.

13. I 'members how de chief a our Akan peoples use to

16. set in this beg chair made outa elephants' teeth, an'

17. it was a man always held a umbrella over his head.

18. Den 'longside was de man de chief spoke through. Only

19. way he ever talked, or anybody could talk to him, was

20. through dis man. An' den a boy set at de chief's feet.

21. Dis boy stood for de chief's soul, an' he run de chief's
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22. messages to de people. Dis boy run wid a thick-bladed

23» sword, so whoever seed 'im comin' knowed 'zactly who

24. he was. I growed up bein' dat boy, runnin' messages

25. 'mongst de peoples. Dat' s how de white mens cotched me...

26. Dat ain't de end a de story. What I's gettin' to,

27. on top of de chidf's umbrella was dis carvin' of a hand

28. holdin' a egg. Dat stood for de care a chief used his

29» powers wid. An' dat man de chief talked through, he

30. always held a staff. An' on dat staff a turtle was

31. carved. Turtle stood for dat de dey to livin' is

32. patience... An' it was a bee carved on de shell a dat

33- turtle. Bee stood for dat nothin' can't sting through

34. de turtle's hard shell...

33. Dis is what I wants to pass on to you, dat I's learned

36. in de white folks' land. What you needs most to live

37. here is patience — wid a hard shell...

38. Look like you got both...

39. You Mandinkas spoke of in my country as great

40. travelers an' traders...

41. You heard right. My uncles is travelers. Listenin'

42. to stories dey used to tell, seem like dey been ¿es'

43. 'bout eve'where. Me and my father once, we went to a

44. new village dey done started a long ways from Juffure.

43. I was plannin' to go to Mecca an' Timbuktu an' Mali an'

46. all like dey done, but I got stole 'fore I had de chance.

1+7. I knows some 'bout Africa... De chief had me teached
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4-8. by de wise men. I ain't forgot what dey said. An'

4-9. I's tried to put it together wid things I's heared

90. an' seed since I been here, and I knows dat most of

51 • us dat's brought here is stole from West Africa —

52. from up roun' your Gambia all de way down de coast

53- to my Guinea. Is you heard of what white folks calls

54-. de "Gold Coast?" ...Dey named it dat 'count of de gold

55» dere. Dat coast go clear up to de Volta. It's dat

56. coast where de white folks cotches de Fanti an' de

57- Ashanti peoples. It's dem Ashantis dat's said to lead

58. most of de uprisins' an' revolts when dey's brought

59• here...

60. Spite dat, de white folks pays some of dey biggest

61. prices for dem, 'cose dey's smart an' strong an' dey's

62. got spirit...

63- Den what dey calls de wSlave Coast" is where dey

64-. ties de Yorubas an' Dahomans, an' roun' de tip of de

65» Niger dey gits de Ibo...

66. I's heared of thirty Ib°s joined hands an' walked

67. into a river, all singin', an' drowned together. Dat

68. was in Lou'siana...

69* Sho ain't nobody here to set an' talk wid like us

70. is. Heap a times qua-qua got to say what I got on my

71. mind. Reckon maybe I was talkin' to you widout knowin'

72. you was dere...

73. We can eat anytime. Now P'knows you got to go...
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74. In my country, whilst we was talkin', I'd a been carvin'

73» somethin' out of a thorn to give you...

76. Whole heap of times I done whished I had a mango

77. seed to plant an' grow up to remin' me a home...

78. You's young. Seeds you's got a-plenty, you ¿es'

79. needs de wife to plant 'em in.
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TEXT 9

FIELD HMDS

(ADA) CHAPTER 71

1. Well, leas' he gwine git buried right...It's a-plenty

2. o' massas Jes' 'lows you to quit workin' long enough

3» to come look at de dead nigger''fore he git stuck in

4. de ground still warm.

(NOAH) CHAPTER 82

5* 01 suh, you's de onliest one I feels like I can

6. trust. I got to tell somebody. I can't live no mo'

7. like dis. I got to run away...Kissy tol' me Miss Bell

8»; say you run off fo' times...

9. Ain't plannin' to git caught...

10. I'se heared de main thing is you follows de Nawth

11. Star and it's different Quaker white folks an' free

12. niggers he'ps you hide in de daytimes. Den you's free

13. once you hits dat Ohio...

14. I figgers dead dogs don't eat nobody...

15- Jes' can't let nothin' stop me...

16. But when I gits Nawth, I means to work an' buy

17. ho?free. You ain't Son' tell her none o' dis, is you?
18. I tell her in good time...
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19. Well, I see you.

(ADA, AUNT SUKEY AND SISTER MANDY) CHAPTER 83

20. Dat boy done lef here. 'Eo' now, I done seed it

21. in his eyes.

22. Well, I knows he ain't no young'un to Jes* steal

23- off gittin' drunk, no suh!

24-- My baby sho ain't never talked to me nothin' 'bout

23. no runnin'. Lawd, y'all reckon massa gwine sell 'im?
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TEXT 10

BELL

CHAPTER 72

1 • Looka here, Kunta, I knows how you felt 'bout dat

2. gardener, but ain't it 'bout time you snap out of it

3. an' Jine the livin'?...Suit yo'se'f. But ain't gwine

4. be much of a secon' birfday fo' Kizzy nex' Sunday wid

3. you mopin' roun' like dis.

6. Kunta, I feels de same as you, but listen to me!

7. I ruther dis dan her growin' up a fiel'-han' young'un

8. like dat li'l ol' Noah. He ain't but two years older'n

9- Kizzy, an awready dey done started takin' him out dere

10. to pullin' weeds and totin' water. Don' care how else

11. you feels, seem like you got to 'gree with dat...

12. Kunta, I don't know how to tell you this, so I'll

13. ¿es' spit it out. Massa done tol' me he promise Missy

14. Anne to drop Kizzy off at Massa John's to spen' de day

13. wid her when he pass by dere on his roun's tomorra...

16. Ain't you got no sense atall, man? Don't you know

17» better pay me 'tention — git dat chile an' all us in

18. bad trouble wid dat mess! You better git in yo hard

19- head she ain't no African!...

20. Oh, I knows what you's talkin' 'bout. Nawsuh, Massa,

21. ain't no voodoo. 01' African Nigger I got ¿es' cain't
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22. count, dat's all, Massa.

23. li'l rock in de gourd so

24. he is!..

23. Don't you never bring

26. wring yo' neck, you hear

27. I knows dem gourd an'

28. Jes' go to show you what

29. things brings troubles!

30. nothin'-l

So every new moon, he drop

all dem rocks say how el'

dat gal in here no mo', I'll

me!...

rocks ain't no harm, but it

I tol' you 'bout dem African

An' massa don't never forgit

CHAPTER 83

31. Massa gon' sell Kizzy, I knows it!...

32. Where our baby at? We come to git 'er!...

33- Kizzy! Kizzy chile! Lawd Gawd, don't let 'em sell

34. my Kizzy!...

33. You done this thing they says?

36. 0 my Lawd Gawd!...Massa, please have mercy. She ain't

37- meant to do it! She ain't knowed what she was doin'.

38. Missy Anne de one teached 'er to write!...

39. Ain't her cut de man, Massa! Massa, she worked

40. for you ever since she big 'nough to carry your slopjar!

41. An' I done cooked and waited on you han' an' foot over

42. forty years, an' he...he done drive you eve'where you

43. been for near 'bout dat long. Massa, don' all dat

44. count for sump'n?...
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45. Jes' cheap, low-class white folks splits up families!
46. You ain't dat kin'!...

47- Den sell me an' 'er pappy wid 'er! Don' split
48. us up!
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TEXT 11

COUSIN GEORGIA

CHAPTER 119

1. Eat boy got mo' 'teggity dan you can shake a stick

2. at... Yeah, boy, dat African say his name was Kintay.

3. He say de Guitar a "ko", de river "Kamby Bolongo", an'
4. he was choppin' wood to make hisself a drum when dey

5. cotched 'im!...

6. You go ' head boy!... Yo' sweet grandma an' all of

7. 'emdey up dere watchin' you!
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TEXT 12

CONVERSATION BETWEEN KUNTA AND KIZZY

CHAPTER 74

1. Do I got a gran'ma?
2. You got two -- my mammy and yo' mammy's mammy.

3. How come dey ain't wid us?

4. Dey don know where v/e is... Does you know where we

5. is ?

6. Ve's in de buggy.

7. I means where does we live.

8. At Massa Waller's.

9. An' where dat is ?

10. Dat way... Tell me some ¡more 'bout dem bugs an'
11. things where you come from.

12. Well, dey's big red ants knows how to cross rivers

13. on leafs, dat fights wars an' marches like a army, an'
14. builds hills dey lives in dat's taller dan a man.

15. Dey soun' scary. You step on'em ?

16. Not lessn you has to. Every critter got a right to

17. be here same as you. Even de grass is live an' got a

18. soul jes' like people does.

19. Won't walk on de grass no mo , den. I stay in de
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20. "buggy.

21. Wasn t no "buggies where I come from. Walked wherever

22. we was goin'. One time I walked four days wid my pappy

23. all de way from Juffere to my uncles' village.

24. Y/hat Joo-fah.-ray?

25. Done tol' you don' know how many times, dat where I

26. come from.

27. I thought you was from Africa. Dat Gambia you talks

28. about in Africa ?

29. Gambia a country in Africa. Juffure a village in Gambia.

30. Well, where dey at, Pappy ?

31. 'Crost de big water.

32. How big dat big water ?

33. So big it takes near 'bout four moons to get'crost it.

34. Pour what ?

35. Moons. Like you say 'months'.

36. How come you don't say months ?'.

37. 'Cause moons my v/ord for it.

38. What you call a year ?-

39. A rain.

40. How you get 'crost dat big water ?

41. In a big boat.

42. Bigger dan dat rowboat we seen dem fo' mens fishin'
43. in.

44. Big enough to hoi' a hunnud mens.
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45. How come it don" sink ?

46. I use to wish it would of.

47. How come ?.

48. Cause we all so sick seem like we gon'die anyhow.

49. How you get sick.

50.
t Got sick from layin' in our own roess prac'ly on top

51. each other.

52. Whyn't you go de toilet ?

53. De toubob had us chained up.

54. Who "Toubob"7

55. White folks.

56. How come you chained up ?. You done sump"n wrong ?

57. Was j'es" out in de woods near where I live --Juffure —

58. lookin" fer a piece o" wood to make a drum wid, an" dey

59. grab me an" take me off.

60. How ol" you was ?.

61. Sebenteen.

62. Dey ask yo" mammy an" pappy if'n you could go ?

63. Woulda took dem too if'n dey could. To dis day my

64. fam'ly don' know where I is.

65. You got brothers an' sisters ?

66. Had three brothers. Maybe mo' by now. Anyways, dey's

67. all growed up, prob'ly got chilluns like you.

68. We go see dem someday ?

69. We cain't go nowhere.
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70. We s gon' somewheres now.

71. Jes Massa John's. We don't show up, dey have de dogs

72. out at us "by sundown.

73. 'Cause dey worried '"bout us?

74. Cause we b longs to dera, jes' like dese hosses

75. pullin' us.

76. like I b'longs to you an' mammy ?

77. You'se our young'un. Dat different.

73. Missy Anne say she want me fo' her own.

79. You ain't no doll fo' her to play wid.

80. I plays v/id her, too. She done tole me she my bes'
81. frien'.

82. You can't be nobody's frien' an' slave both.

33. How come, Pappy ?

84. 'Cause frien's don't own one 'nother.

85. Don't mammy an' you b'long to one 'nother ? Ain't
86. y'all frien's ?

87. Ain't de same. We b'longs to each other 'cause we

88. wants to, 'cause we loves each other.

89. Well, I loves Missy Anne, so I wants to b'long to her.

90. Couldn't never work out.

91. What you mean ?.

92. You couldn't be happy when y'all grow up.

93. Would too. I bet you wouldn't be happy.

94. Yo sho' right 'bout dat!.
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Pappy, T couldn't never leave you an' Mammy,

chile, speck we couldn't never let you go, neither
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TEXT 13

BLACK TOWNSFOLK; WILL, CYNTHIA, AND BERTHA. PALMER

CHAPTER 117

1. TOWNSFOLK:

2.

3-

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10. Cynthia:

11.

12.

13. Bertha:

14.

15.

16.

17.

18. Cynthia:

19.

20. Will:

21.

22.

Will Palmer jes' spilin' dat gal to pieces

All dat young'un got to do is pick what

she like out'n dat pitcher catalogue, an'

write off de order blank, an' firs' thing

you knov:s dem Sears, Roebuck white folks way

yonder in Chicago done sent it — seen it

dese here eyes...an' her daddy pays fo' it...

you hearin' what I'm tellin' you, chile?

Anythin' dat Bertha want I...

Gal, Jes' no way you can know...what

it mean bein' dis fam'ly's firs' one headin'

fo' a college—

Maw, if I can ever git you and Paw to

please quit saying such as "dis" and "fo'"!

I keep telling you they're pronounced "this.?

and "for"! Anyway, isn't that why colleges

are there? For people to go to?

Lawd God he'p us wid 'er, Will; she

Jes' don't unnerstan'.

Maybe_she best don't...I Jes' know I'll

draw my last breath seein' she have a better

chanc'n us did. ..k

A y*/»" ¿XV

* O T
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TEXT 14

CONVERSATION BETWEEN MASSA WALLER AND HIS COUSIN

CHAPTER 79

At a county seat auction the other day, I was as-

2. tonished that everyday field hands are selling for twice

3. to three times what they fetched just a few years ago.

4. And from advertisements I read in the Gazette, carpen-

5. ters, brickmasons, blacksmiths - in fact, slaves who

6. are really experienced in about any trade, leatherwor-

7. kers, musicians, whatever, are going for as much as

8. twenty-five hundred dollars apiece.

9. It's the same everywhere since this new cotton

10. gin!... More than a million slaves already in the coun-

11. trv,:. I've been told, yet the ships still can't seem to

12. bring enough new ones to supply those Deep South bot-

13. tomlands trying to meet "the demand of the northern mills.

14. What's concerning me is that too many otherwise sen-

15. sible planters, in their eagerness for quick profits,

16. may be starting to see our state of Virginia eventually

17. losing its best quality of slaves, even the best bree-

18. ding stock, and that's just plain foolishness!.

19. Foolishness ?. Hasn't Virginia got more slaves than

20. she needs ?, They cost more to maintain than most are
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21. worth in work.

22. Kaybe today, but how do we know our needs five, ten

23. years from today ?. Who would have predicted such a

24• cotton boom as this ten years ago? And I've never gone

25. along with your very popular talk of slaves' keep cos-

26. ting so much. It seems to me on any place thats just

27. halfway well organized, don't they plant, raise, and

28. harvest what they eat ?. And they're usually prolific

29. - every pickaninny that's born is worth money to you,

30. too. A lot are fully capable of learning skills to ma.ke

31. them even more valuable. I'm convinced that slaves and

32. land, in that order, are a man's best investments to-

33. day. I'd never sell either of mine for the same reason -

34. they're the backbone of our system.

35. The system may be starting to change without many

36. realizing it. Look at these upstart rednecks strutting

37. around as if they've entered the planter class just be-

38. cause they've bought one or two broken-down slaves to

39. finish working them to death at building up their piti-

40. ful little crpos of cotton and tobacco. They're beyond

41. contempt, but rednecks seem to breed even faster than

42. niggers. Just in sheer numbers they may begin to en-

43. croach on our land before long as well as on our labor.

44. Well, I don't think we have much to worry about —

45. ...not as long poor whites are competing with free
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46. "blacks to buy the cast — off slaves.

47. Yes, isn t it unbelievable?. I hear that half the
I

48. free niggers in the cities work day and night to save

49. enough money to buy their kinfolk, and then set them

50. free.

51. It's why we have so many free blacks in the South.

52. I think we're permitting too many of them in Virgi-

53. nia. It's not just how they're sapping our labor supply

54. by buying up their kin and creating more free blacks.

55. They're also at the root of most uprisings. We don't
56. ever want to forget that blacksmith in Richmond.

57. True!. But I still think that with enough good,

58. strict laws to keep them in their places, and proper

59. examples made of trouble - makers, then most of them

60. can serve useful purposes - in the cities. I'm told

61. that right now, they just about dominate in most of

62. the trades.

63. In the traveling I do, I've seen myself how wides-

64. pread that is. They're warehouse and waterfront wor-

65. kers, merchants, undertakers, gardeners. They're the

66. best cooks, also musicians, of course! And I ve heard

67. there's not even one white barber in the whole city of

68. Lynchburg. I'd have to grow a beard! I'd never let
69. one of them near my throat with a razor!

70. I think the cities may be spawning for us a bigger
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71. social problem than free "blacks - I mean these slick-

72. tongued con-man slave traders. I hear most are former

73. tavern owners, speculators, jackleg teachers, lawyers,

74. preachers, and the like. Three or four have approached

75. me in the county seat offering sight-unseen prices for

76. my slaves, and one even had the nerve to leave his card

77. here at the house!, Far as I'm concerned, they're to-

78. tally vultures without scruples.
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TEXT 15

CONVERSATION ON SLAVE ROW:

(THE FIDDLER, SISTER MANDY, CATO, AUNT SUKEY, BELL, KUNTA)

CHAPTER 79

1. Massa an' his cousin tal kin1 'bout free niggers savin'

2. up to buy kinfolks free. I wants to know how dem free

3. niggers got deyselves free I

4. Well, whole lotta city slaves' massas lets 'em

learn trades, den hires 'em out fo' pay an' gives 'em

6. some de money, like massa do wid me. So wid ten, fi'teen

7. years o' savin', if'n he real lucky, a hire-out nigger

8. can maybe give his massa de money to buy hisself free.

9. Dat why you keeps so busy fiddlin'?

10. Ain't doin' it 'cause I loves to see white folks

11. dance.

12. You got 'nough to buy yo'self yet?

13. If I did, I wouldn' be here fo' you to ax dat

14. question.

13. Is you close, anyways?

16. Don' give up, does you?...I'se closer'n I was las'

17. week, but not close I'se gwine be nex' week.

18. Awright, but when you gits it, what you gwine do?

19. Split de win', brudderl Headin* Nawth! Hear some

20. dem northern free niggers livin' better'n plenty white
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21. folks, an* dat soun' good to me. Speck I move in nex'

22. door to one dem high-tone mulattoes en' start talkin'

23» high-toned an' dressin1 up in silk like dey does, an'

24-. start to playin' de harp an' gwine to meetin's to 'scuss

25« books an1 raisin' flowers an' sich as dat.

26. What y'all think 'bout what white folks always says

27. dat dem mulattoes an' high yallers do so good 'cause

28. de whole lot o' white blood dey got in 'em make 'em

29. smarter'n we is?

30. Well, white mens sho' mixes roun' 'nough dey blood!

31- Watch yo' talk 'bout my mammy's oberseer!...

32. Git serious here!...Aunt Sukey ax a question I

33- tends to answer! If you jedgin' by sich as me, den you

34-. know light-skinned niggers got to be smart! Or take dat

33» brown-skin Benjamin Banneker what white folks calls a

36. a genius wid figgers, even studyin' de stars an' moon—

37. but whole heap o' smart niggers black like y'all, too!

38. I done heared massa talk 'bout a James Derham nigger

39. doctor in New Orleans. White doctor what teached 'im

4-0. claim he know more'n he do, an' he black as dey gits, too.

4-1. Tell you anudder one. Dat Prince Hall what started

4-2. dat nigger Masonic Order! I seen pictures some dem big

4-3» preachers what started dem nigger churches, most of 'em

4-4-. so black you couldn't hardly see 'em less'n dey eyes was

4-3. open. An' what 'bout dat Phyllis Wheatley what writes

46. dem pomes whate folks say so fine, an' dat Gustavus Vassa
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4-7» what writes books?...Dey's both straight-from-Africa

4-8. niggers, not nary drop o' white folks' blood, an' dey

4-9. sho' don't soun' all dat dumb to me!...Co'se, dey's

50. always dumb black niggers — take Cato here..."

51- Cotch you, I'll dumb you upside de head!

52. Laugh all y'all wants. All niggers de same to

55» white folks. One drop o' nigger blood means nigger

54-. if you's even whiter'n dem — an I'se seed plenty dat is.

• • •

55. I knows how you felt 'bout dat Toussaint, an' I

56. don' want you to think I takes it light, but I got a

57- piece o' news I ¿jes' cain't hoi' in another minute!...

58. I done it!... I di'n't say nothin' ¿es' a month back

59. when Cato axed how much I had saved up, but den I was

60. ¿es' a few dollars short — an' now I ¿es' done made

61. it wid dis trip! Took me playin' over nine hunned

62. times fo' white folks to dance, an' I sho' di'n't

65. know if I'd ever make it, so I di'n't talk 'bout it

64-. wid nobody — not even you — Ñtil I done it! African,

65« I got dat seven hunnud dollars what massa long time

66. ago tol' me I'd have to earn to buy myself free!...

67. Looka here!...An'.looka here!...

68. Well, African, you gwine say sump'n, or ¿es' stan'

0^. dere wid yo' mouf' open?
70. §on't know what to say.

71. How 'bout "'gratulations"?
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72. Jes' seem too good to be true.

73» It true awright. I done counted it a thousan'

74-. times. Even got 'nough extra to buy me a cardboard

73» suitcase!...

76. Look, you deaf 'n dumb 'bout dis till tomorrow

77» mawnin', awright? Dat when I goes to see massa an'

78. tell 'im he seven hunnud dollars richer! You gwine

79« be glad as he is to see me go?

80. Glad fo' you. Not fo' me.

81. If you tryin' to make me feel so sorry for you,

82. I buy you free, too, you gwine wait a spell! Done

83- took me thutty-three years fiddlin' to freedom!...

84-. He lef' an hour ago. Ack like he seen a ghost.

83» What de matter wid 'em, an' what he want wid massa

86. anyways?

87- Waht he say when he come out?

88. Don' say nothin'. Tol' you he went pas' me like

89. I wasn't dere...Now where you goin' ... Dat right!

90. Don't tell me nothin'! I'se «jes' yo' wife!...

91. You need some mattress stuffin'...I tells 'im

92. I finally got de money to buy me free — ev'y penny

93. of it. He hem an' haw a minute, an' look at de ceilin'.

94-. Den he 'gratúlate me on savin' up so much. But den he

93. tells me if I wants to, de seven hunnud could be a

96. down payment, 'cause in doin' business he got to con-

97. sider how de slave prices done gone way up since dat

98. cotton gin come in. He say now he couldn't 'cept no

1
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99. less'n fifteen hunnud at de leas' fo' a good money-

100. makin' fiddler like me, dat he could git twenty-five

101. hunnud fo' if he was to sell me to somebody else. He

102. say he real sorry, but he hope I understan's business

103. is business, an' he have to git fair return on his

104. 'vestment...He say bein' free ain't all it cracked

103. up to be nohow, an' he wish me de bes' luck in comin'

106. up wid de res' if I insists...an' he tell me keep up

107. de good work...an' when I got out, would I ax Bell to

108. bring 'im some coffee..

109. Dat son-of-a-bitch!
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TEXT 16

THE BLACK PREACHER

CHAPTER 75

I say, chilluns of JESUS¡...I say — is y'all chilluns

of JESUS?

Yes, Lawdl

Gon' come a time we be ¿jes' GAWD's slaves!

Yes, Lawd!

You make you'se'f ready, Jesus STAY ready!

Yes, Lawd!

Know what de Holy Father said to me Jes' now? He say,

"Ain't NOBODY strangers!... "

Chilluns o' Gawd, dey is a PROMISE Ian'! Dat's where

ev'ybody b'lieve in Him gon1 go! An' dem dat b'lieve, dat's

where dey gon' LIVE — for all e-temi-ty!... It tell us in

de Bible dat de lamb an' de lion gwine lay down TOGETHER!...

Ain't gon be no massas an' slaves NO' MO'! Jes' gon' be

all GAWD's CHILLUNS!...

A-MENÍ...I got shoes, you got shoes, all Gawd's chilluns

got shoes! When-uh gits to Heab'm Gon' put on mah shoes,

Gon' walk all ovah Gawd's Heab'm! Heab'm! Ev'body tellin'

'bout Heab'm ain't gwine dere' Heab'm Heab'm! I'm gon'

walk all ovah Gawd's Heab'm! •••
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We-uh climbin' Jacob's ladder...We-uh climb'n

Jacob's ladder... Weuh climbin' Jacob's ladder...

Soldiers of de Cross...

CHAPTER 78

...Dey's jerkin' 'im all'n de auction block, an' he

bawlin' out, "Y'all white folks done made bawd's earth a

livin' HELL fo' my peoples! But jes' sho' as JEDGMENT

MAWNIN' gwine come, y'all's hell gwine bounce BACK on

y'all dat brung it! Ain't no BEGGIN' gwine stop it from

'STROYIN' you! No MEDICINES y'all make...no RUNNIN' y'all

do...none y'all's GUNS...no PRAYIN', no NOTHIN' he'p y'all

den!"
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TEXT 17

THE FIDDLER'S STORY

CHAPTER 77

De ball I'se playin' at break up halfway through when

dey gits firs' word 'bout de uprisin', missies screamin'

an' runnin' roun' in circles, massas pullin' guns on us

niggers up on de ban'stan'. 'Midst all de ruckus, I slips

into de kitchen an' hid in a garbage can till eve'ybody

gone. Den I climbs out a window and took to de back streets,

stayin' 'way from lights. I'd got to de edge o' town when

all of a sudden I hears dis shoutin' behin' me, den a whole

lotta feets runnin' same way I is. Sump'n tell me dey ain't

black, but I ain't waitin' to fin' out. I cuts 'roun' de

nes' corner flyin' low, but I hears 'em gainin' on me, an'

I'se 'bout to say my prayers when i sees a real low porch

day I rolls right under.

It' real tight under dere, an' I'se inchin' further

back Jes' when dem crackers goes runnin' by wid torches

shoutin', "Git dat nigger!" I bumps 'gainst sump'n big

an' sof', an' a hand clap over my mouf, an' a nigger voice

say, "Nex' time, knock!" Turns out it's a ware house night-

watchman seen a mob tear a frien' o' his apart, an' he ain't

got no 'tention o' comin' out from under dat porch 'til
nex' spring, if'n it take dat long to blow over.
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out again an' makes it to de woods. Dat was five days

ago. Would a made it here in fo', but so many paterollers

on de roads, I had to keep to de woods, eatin' berries,

sleepin' in de thickets wid de rabbits. Did all right

'til yestiddy a few miles east o' here, bunch o' real

mean crackers cotched me in de open.

Dey's Jes' spoilin' to thup deyselves a nigger, maybe

even string 'im up — dey had a rope right dere wid 'em!

Dey's shovin' me back an' fo'th, axin* whose nigger I is

an' where I think I'se goin' but not payin' no 'tention

to what I tells 'em — 'til I says I'se a fiddler. Dey

hoi' on, dey thinks I'se lyin', an' hollers, "Well, le's

hear you play, den!"

African, le'me tell you sump'n. I open up dat fiddle

case an* you ain't never heard no concert like I give right

out dere in de middle o' de road. Played "Turkey in de

Straw" — you know po' crackers loves dat — an' 'fo' I'm

warmed up good, I had dem all a-hootin' an' clappin' an'

tappin' dey feets, an' I ain't quit 'til day's had dey fill

an' tell my to go head an' don't dillydally gittin' my tail

home. An' I ain't neither! Done hit de ditch whenever I

seen a hoss or buggy, or wagon comin', until dis one was

you! An' here I is!
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TEXT 18

KUNTA'S STORY

CHAPTER 78

...But he stressed news about successful runaways,

featuring the black grapevine tales he had heard about

wily, fast-talking slaves in the act of escaping and

making fools of ignorant poor cracker "paterollers."

One night he told them of a high-yaller butler and a black

stablehand having stolen a buggy, horse, and fine clothing

and a hat that the high yaller wore while he pretended to

be a rich massa loudly cursing his black buggy driver when¬

ever he drew within earshot of any white patrols they met

along their rapid buggy ride into the North and automatic

freedom. Another time Kunta told of a no less audacious

slave who always galloped his mule almost into the "paterol¬

lers'" faces before halting and unrolling with a flourish

a large, fine-print document that he said would explain his

urgent errand for his massa — gambling always correctly

that the illiterate white crackers would wave him on rather

than admit they couldn't read. Kunta often now set the

slave-row people to laughing — telling such as how other

escaping blacks had so perfected an act of chronic stuttering

that disgusted "paterollers" told them to get along their

way rather than spend obvious hours trying to question them...
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AN UNCLE REMUS STORY (1880)

"HOW MR. RABBIT WAS TOO SHARP FOR MR. FOX"

1. "Uncle Remus," said the little boy one evening,

2. when he had found the old man with little or nothing

3. to do, "did the Fox kill and eat the Rabbit when he

4. caught him with the Tar-Baby?"

5» "Law, honey, ain't I tell you 'bout dat?" replied

6. the old darkey, chuckling slyly. "I 'ciar ter gracious

7. I ought er tole you dat, but old man Nod wuz ridin' on

8. my eyeleds twel a leetle mo'n I'd a dis'member'd my own

9. name, en den on to dat here come yo' mammy hollerin'

10. atter you.

11. W'at I tell you w'en I fus' begin? I tole you

12. Brer Rabbit wuz a monstus soon creetur; leas'ways dat's

13. I laid out fer ter tell you. Well, den, honey, don't

14. you go en make no udder calkalashuns, kaze in dem days

15. Brer Rabbit en his fambly wuz at de head er de gang

16. w'en enny racket wuz on han', an dar dey stayed. 'Fo'

17. you begins fer ter wipe yo' eyes 'bout Brer Rabbit, you

18. wait en see whar'bouts Brer Rabbit gwine ter fetch up

19. at. But dat's needer yer ner dar.

20. "W'en Brer Fox fin' Brer Rabbit mixt up wid de

21. Tar-Baby, he feel mighty good, en he roll on de groun'
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22. en laugh. Bimeby he up'n say, sezee:

25. "'Well, I speck I got you dis time, Brer Rabbit,'

24. sezee; 'maybe I ain't, but I speck I is. You bin

25. runnin' roun' here sassin1 atter me a mighty long time,

26. but I speck you done come ter de een' er de row. You

27. bin cuttin' up yo' capers en bouncin' 'roun' in dis

28. neighborhoon ontwel you come ter b'lieve yo'se'f de

29. boss er de whole gang. En den you er allers somers

30. whar you got no bizness,' sez Brer Fox, sezee. 'Who

31. ax you fer ter come en strike up a 'quaintance wid

32. dish yer Tar-Baby? En who stuck you up dar whar you

33. iz? Nobody in de roun' Worl'. You des tuck en jam

34. yo'se'f on dat Tar-Baby widout waitin' fer enny invite,'

35* sez Brer Fox, sezee, 'en dar you is, en dar you'll

36. stay twel I fixes up a bresh-pile and fiers her up,

37. kaze I'm gwine ter bobbycue you dis day, sho', sez Brer

38. Fox, sezee.

39. "Den Brer Rabbit talk mighty 'umble.

40. "'I don't keer w'at you do wid me, Brer Fox,' sezee,

41. 'so you don't fling me in dat brier-patch. Roas' me,

42. Brer Fox,' sezee, 'but don't fling me in dat brier-patch,'

43. sezee.

44. "'Hit's so much trouble fer ter kindle a fier,'

45. sez Brer Fox, sezee, 'dat I speck I'll hatter hang

46. you,' sezee.
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47. "'Hang me des ez high as you please, Brer Fox,'

4-8. sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, 'but do fer de Lord's sake

4-9. don't fling me in dat brier-patch,' sezee.

50* n,I ain't got no string,' sez Brer Fox, sezee,

51. 'en now I speck I'll hatter drown you,' sezee.

52. "'Drown me des ez deep ez you please, Brer Fox,'

53- sez Brer Rabbit, sezee, 'but don't fling me in dat

54-. brier-patch, ' sezee.

55- "'Dey ain't no water nigh,' sez Brer Fox, sezee,

56. 'en now I speck I'll hatter skin you,' sezee.

57* "'Skin me, Brer Fox,' sez Brer Rabbit, sezee,

58* 'snatch out my eyeballs, t'ar out my years by de roots,

59. en cut off my legs,' sezee, 'but do please, Brer Fox,

60. don't fling me in dat brier-patch,' sezee.

61. "Co'se Brer Fox wanter hurt Brer Rabbit bad ez

62. he kin, so he cotch 'im by de behime legs en slung

65. 'im right in de middle er de brier-patch. Dar wuz

64-. a considerabul flutter whar Brer Rabbit struck de bushes,

65- en Brer Fox sorter hang 'roun' fer ter see w'at wuz

66. gwine ter happen. Bimeby he hear somebody call 'im,

67. en way up de hill he see Brer Rabbit settin' cross-

68. legged on a chinkapin log koamin' de pitch out'n his

69. ha'r wid a chip. Den Brer Fox know dat he bin swop

70. off mighty bad. Brer Rabbit wuz bleedzd fer ter fling

71. back some er his sass, en he holler out:
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72. "'Bred en bawn in a brier-patch, Brer Fox — bred

73* en bawn in a brier-patch!' en wid dat he skip out des

7^-. ez lively ez a cricket in de embers."
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A STORY OF "BLACK TRICKERATION"

Mrs. Josie Jordan, born a slave in Tennessee, was

seventy-five years old at the time sho related the following

story which her mother had told to her:

...I remember Mammy told me about one master
who almost starved his slaves. Mighty stingy, I
reckon he was.

Some of them slaves was so poorly thin they
ribs would kinda rustle against each other like
corn stalks a-drying in the hot winds. But they
gits even one hog-killing time, and it was funny,
too, Mammy said.

They was seven hops, fat and ready for fall
hog-killing time. Just the day before Old Master
told off they was to be killed, something happened
to all them porkers. One of the field boys found
them and come a-telling the master: "The hogs is
all died, now they won't be any meats for the win¬
ter. "

When the master gets to where at the hogs is
laying, they's a lot of Negroes standing round
looking worrow-eyed at the wasted meat. The master
asks: "What's the illness with 'em?"

"Malitis," they tells him, and they acts likes
they don't want to touch the hogs. Master says to
dress them;anyway for they ain't no more meat on
the place.

He says to keep all the meat for the slave
families, but that's because he's afraid to eat
hisself account of the hogs got malitis.

"Don't you all know what is malitis?" Mammy
would ask the children when she was telling of
the seven fat hogs and seventy lean slaves. And
she would laugh, remembering how they fooled Old
Master so's to get all them good meats.

"One of the strongest Negroes got up early
in the morning," Mammy would explain, "long 'fore
the rising horn called the slaves from their cabins.
He skitted to the hog pen with a heavy mallet in
his hand. When he tapped Mister Hog 'tween the
eyes with that mallet, 'malitis' set in mighty quick,
but is was a uncommon 'disease', even with hungry
Negroes around all the time."



*
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PHONETIC SYMBOLS USED IN THE PRESENT PAPER

SYMBOL

Vowels:

a

as

ex.

e

C

3

i

I

O

O

u

A

Consonants

d

s

f

ARTICULATORY DEFINITION

Low central unrounded

Low front unrounded

Low back, slightly rounded

High-mid tense front unrounded

Low-mid lax front unrounded

Low-mid lax central unrounded

High tense front unrounded

High lax front unrounded

High-mid tense back rounded

Low-mid lax back rounded

High tense back rounded

Low-mid tense central unrounded

Voiced bilabial plosive stop

Unvoiced palatal assibilate stop

Voiced alveolar plosive stop

Voiced dental fricative

Unvoiced labio-dental fricative

Voiced guttural plosive stop

Voiced palatal assibilate stop

EXAMPLE

far (far)

hat (has t)

pot (pat)

say (se)

bet (bet)

sofa (sofa)

beet (bit)

bit (bit)

boat (bot)

bought (bat)

boot (but)

but (bAt)

bib (bib)

church (<$Arc)

did (did)

either (i^er)

fief (fif)

gag (gasg)

judge (jAj)
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PHONETIC SYMBOLS (Continued)

h Voiced glottal aspirate hat (has t)

0 Voiced palatal glide yes (jes)

k Unvoiced guttural plosive stop kick (klk)

1 Voiced dental lateral lea (li)

i Voiced guttural lateral full (f 1)

m Voiced bilabial, nasal continuant madam (mas d m

n Voiced alveolar nasal continuant no (no)

0 Voiced guttural nasal continuant singing (siyi
p Unvoiced bilabial plosive stop pipe (pajp)

r Voiced velar spirant roar (ror)

s Unvoiced dental sibilant sauce (sos)

Í Unvoiced palatal sibilant shush (J*J)
t Unvoiced alveolar plosive stop tight (tajt)

9 Unvoiced dental fricative ether (IB 3 r)

V Voiced labio-dental fricative valve (vas Iv)

w Voiced labio-velar glide wow (waw)

z Voiced dental sibilant zebra (zibra)

Voiced palatal sibilant measure (m£^a
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